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ABSTRACT

Writing with Light: Cameraless Photography and Its Narrative in the 1920s
by
KAREN BARBER

Adviser: Professor Rose-Carol Washton Long

Cameraless photography’s resurgence in the 1920s has long been discussed by art
historians and critics as either a facet of modernist “new photography,” or as a specialized
practice associated with prominent figures of the interwar avant-garde. In their discussions of the
medium, scholars have aligned cameraless photography with specific movements, groups,
schools, or individuals, as a means of situating its emergence and subsequent popularity in the
1920s. This dissertation broadens the understanding of cameraless photography (also referred to
as photograms) and its narrative by shifting the focus to the publications responsible for the
medium’s articulation and dissemination in the years between 1920 and 1929. A focus on three
distinct periods of time—1920–23, 1924–26, and 1927–29—provides a framework to chart
cameraless photography’s evolution in the 1920s, from its “rediscovery” in 1919 to its status as a
key component of the “new photography” at the end of that decade. This change in focus
elucidates the importance of the publications to the history of cameraless photography in the
1920s, making clear that the current understanding of cameraless photography has been
determined as much by what has been written about it—when, where, and by whom—as it has
by the objects themselves.

iv

Beginning with cameraless photography’s “re-discovery” in 1919 by Geneva Dadaist
Christian Schad, and the subsequent publication of Schad’s work in Dada in 1920, the first
chapter focuses on the publications that together established the discourse of invention
surrounding the medium’s embrace in the early 1920s by Dada and Constructivist artists, such as
Man Ray, László Moholy-Nagy, and El Lissitzky. In the following chapter, the focus shifts to a
period of codification, 1924–26, when popular and more specialized art, photography, and avantgarde publications sought to position cameraless photography within existing and emerging
discourses around abstraction, technology, film, revolution, and art photography. These early
attempts to position cameraless photography as a new art form succeeded in bringing cameraless
photography into alignment with the “new photography” and the push for visual literacy at the
end of the decade. The last chapter focuses on the final years of the decade (1927–29) and the
culminating moment for cameraless photography’s role in teaching, popularizing, and debating,
the “new photography.” The decade’s final years also brought increased criticism and negative
responses to the more experimental forms that comprised the “new photography.” This shift in
thinking signaled cameraless photography’s waning popularity with the rise of New Objectivity
and other forms of modern photography that privileged the camera. By charting cameraless
photography’s appearance, articulation, and dissemination in print, this dissertation provides a
clearer picture of the medium’s importance to interwar art and photography that moves beyond
earlier attempts to categorize the medium as either an individual practice or as tangential to the
larger field of interwar photography.
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Introduction: Writing with Light: Cameraless Photography and Its Narrative in the 1920s
The photosensitive layer – plate or paper – is a tabula rasa where we can sketch with light
in the same way that the painter works in a sovereign manner on the canvas with his own
instruments of paint-brush and pigment. . . . Whoever obtains a sense of writing with
light by making photograms without a camera, will be able to work in the most subtle
way with the camera as well.
—László Moholy-Nagy, “Photography is Creation with Light” (1928) 1
This statement by Moholy-Nagy, made in 1928 and published in the Bauhaus magazine,
encapsulates the broader themes of this project. “Writing with light” is a metaphor for the action
of light on photosensitive paper. 2 It is also a metaphor for the body of literature that emerged
around cameraless photography in the 1920s. Indeed, writing with light was instrumental to
cameraless photography’s unfolding narrative in the 1920s. The cumulative tale of the medium’s
invention, history, and reception was detailed in a range of texts—statements, manifestos, essays,
reviews, letters, and books—that sought to define and codify its artistic, practical, and theoretical
possibilities at a time when its use was limited to either amateur pastime or scientific
documentation.3 A cameraless photograph, which has gone by many names since its discovery in
the nineteenth century—photogenic drawing, photogram, Rayograph, Schadograph—is a simple
process in which objects are placed on a sheet of light-sensitive paper and exposed to light. 4 The

1

László Moholy-Nagy, “Photography is Creation with Light,” in Krisztina Passuth, Moholy-Nagy (New York:
Thames and Hudson, 1985). Original publication: László Moholy-Nagy, “Fotografie ist Lichtgestaltung,” Bauhaus
II/I (1928): 2-9.
2
It was Sir John Herschel who first suggested using the term “photography” (light/writing) to name the newly
invented process. See: Larry Schaaf, “Sir John Herschel's 1839 Royal Society Paper on Photography,” History of
Photography 3, No. 1 (1979): 47-60; and Geoffrey Batchen, “The Naming of Photography: ‘A Mass of Metaphor’,”
History of Photography 17, no. 1 (1993): 22-32.
3
In the years leading up cameraless photography’s resurgence in the early 1920s, the medium was used as an
amateur photographic pastime to make hand prints or leaf prints, and as a form of scientific documentation, as seen
in the work of William Henry Fox Talbot, Anna Atkins, and Paul Lindner. Cameraless photography’s early history
and transformation will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter I. For an overview of cameraless photography and
its uses see: Geoffrey Batchen, Emanations: The Art of the Cameraless Photograph (New York: DelMonico Books
in association with Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth, New Zealand, 2016).
4
Following recent scholars, such as Geoffrey Batchen and Martin Barnes, I use the term cameraless photograph
throughout this dissertation to describe a range of cameraless practices by a diverse group of practitioners. Also
known as the “photogram,” the “Rayograph,” or the “Schadograph,” the cameraless photograph’s terminology has
long been aligned with the individuals who made use of the process. Moholy-Nagy first introduced the term
1

resulting images, particularly in the medium’s early iterations, were often flat one-to-one
representations of the objects that once touched the paper’s surface. What these images revealed
was not truth to appearance, but rather, truth to presence. 5 These ghostly images of sundry
objects seemed to counter everything the photograph was understood to be: a verisimilistic
representation of what was once before the camera’s lens. The seemingly antitechnological
cameraless photograph made significant inroads in the early 1920s with prominent members of
Dada, Surrealism, Constructivism, and the Bauhaus. The artists who experimented with
cameraless photography, including Christian Schad, Man Ray, László Moholy-Nagy, and El
Lissitzky, were seeking new artistic strategies and methods. They sought to move beyond
outmoded traditions in painting and sculpture and replace them with investigations of new forms
intended to challenge traditional notions of technique, skill, and personal style. These were often
tied to utopian views that experimental forms could bring about positive change in the world. 6
They prompted a turn toward science and technology for possible models, which included radical
new approaches to photography. Cameraless photography, a medium with little or no previous
history as an art form, was embraced by a group of artists as a challenge to painting, thus
ushering in a period of unprecedented experimentation that helped bring photography into
alignment with the modern age.

“photogram” (photogram) in his 1925 book Malerei Photographie Film, while Man Ray first used the term
“Rayograph” in 1922 in the American literary magazine The Little Review. The name “Schadograph” was given to
Christian Schad’s cameraless photographs by Dadaist Tristan Tzara well after their 1919 creation. In order to avoid
biographical references to specific practices, I use the term cameraless photography to indicate a broad range of
imagery created cameralessly. See: Batchen, Emanations: The Art of the Cameraless Photograph; Martin Barnes, et.
al., Shadow Catchers: Camera-Less Photography (London: Merrell in association with the Victoria and Albert
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This dissertation will elucidate the various themes and subjects that contributed to
cameraless photography’s unfolding narrative in the years between 1920 and 1929. In the span of
nearly a decade, cameraless photography was introduced, theorized, codified, debated, and
attacked, as a viable means of bringing photography into the realm of art. The decade in question
began with Christian Schad’s “rediscovery” of cameraless photography in 1919, and culminated
in 1929 with the Stuttgart Film und Foto exhibition, when the medium reached its zenith as a
facet of the “new photography.”7 Contrary to the prevailing discourse, which positions
cameraless photography in terms of individuals, movements, or interwar photography in general,
this dissertation argues that the literature about cameraless photography was as important to its
acceptance as an avant-garde art form as any of the pictures produced by its inventors. It was
during this decade that the process saw its most active engagement among artists and writers.
Central to this project are the texts, from popular photography manuals and magazines to
art journals and books, that explained, illustrated, and disseminated the medium to the larger
public. By tracing cameraless photography’s transformation and flowering in print, it is possible
to establish a narrative that positions it as a watershed moment in the history of art and
photography. The re-introduction of the medium in the 1920s signaled an important change for
both art and photography; it made photographic ideas that were previously relegated to the
domain of painting, and helped, along with the readymade and collage, to shake photography
from its obsession with the painterly. As a result, cameraless photography played a pivotal role
in the establishment of a modern photographic idiom.
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Maria Morris Hambourg and Christopher Phillips, The New Vision: Photography Between the World Wars (New
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1989); Matthew S. Witkovsky, Foto: Modernity in Central Europe, 19181945 (London: Thames & Hudson in association with the National Gallery of Art, 2007). Mitra Abbaspour et al.,
Object: Photo. Modern Photographs: The Thomas Walther Collection 1909 - 1949 (New York, NY: Museum of
Modern Art, 2014).
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Literature review
The literature on cameraless photography has expanded considerably since the 1990s
with the publication of numerous books and catalogues that provided much-needed overviews of
the practice in the twentieth century. The 1990 publication of Floris Neusüss’s, Das Fotogramm
in der Kunst des 20. Jahrhunderts: Die Andere Seite Der Bilder: Fotografie Ohne Kamera,
sought to link renewed interest in the medium by artists of the 1970s and 1980s, including
Neusüss himself, with earlier examples produced by artists since the 1920s, including Schad,
Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitizky, among others. 8 Divided into thematic sections, with a
series of related primary and secondary texts, Das Fotogramm provides the most thorough and
comprehensive presentation of cameraless photography’s use for artistic purposes in the
twentieth century. While the inclusion of cameraless photography’s primary texts has contributed
to our understanding of the medium and its use in the 1920s, there is little discussion of the texts
or their role in determining the medium’s larger history. Similarly, the 1994 exhibition catalogue
Experimental Vision: The Evolution of the Photogram since 1919, by Thomas Barrow, Charles
Hagen, and Floris Neusüss, addresses artists’ use of cameraless photography since its resurgence
in the 1920s, though with little reference to the medium’s reception or the literature that
circulated around it in the years after its rediscovery in 1919. 9 Renewed interest in cameraless
photography among twenty-first-century artists was the focus of a 2012 exhibition at the Victoria
and Albert Museum and its accompanying catalogue, Shadow Catchers: Camera-Less
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Photography, by Martin Barnes.10 Due to the book’s contemporary focus, 1920s cameraless
photography was positioned as a mere precursor to work by today’s artists. A recent book by
Geoffrey Batchen, Emanations: The Art of the Cameraless Photograph, provides a much-needed
overview of cameraless photography from photography’s earliest years to the present. 11
Although the book highlights the medium’s various uses by a wide range of artists, its broad
scope does not allow for extended discussion of 1920s cameraless photography or the
importance of the primary literature to the history of the medium.
In general, these books provide focused histories of cameraless photography by
establishing a chronology of significant figures and practices. In discussions of cameraless
photography’s avant-garde “re-invention,” the focus is often on Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, Schad,
and Lissitzky, as the locus of cameraless activity, and for good reason. Beginning in 1919 with
cameraless photography’s “re-discovery” by Geneva Dadaist Christian Schad, and the
subsequent discoveries in 1922 by Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy, the history of cameraless
photography took a dramatic turn toward the realm of art. The question of who was responsible
for inventing the cameraless photograph in the early 1920s was the subject of frequent debates in
the ensuing years.12 Because the medium’s history in the 1920s was intertwined with the
narratives around Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky, and the groups with which they were
affiliated, their writing and the reception of their cameraless work takes on a particular
significance. It is for this reason that Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky will feature
prominently in the pages that follow. They are, in fact, central to cameraless photography’s
10
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unfolding narrative in the 1920s, not because their work was better or more intriguing than others
working with medium, known or unknown, but because they were involved in making, writing
about, debating, and circulating cameraless photographs during the brief time period that is the
focus of this dissertation.
As will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter I, the answer to the question of
cameraless photography’s originator can be found in the primary literature, beginning with
publication of Christian Schad’s cameraless work in the pages of Dada in 1920, a full two years
before Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy began experimenting with the process. The reproduction of
Schad’s cameraless photograph in 1920 was the one and only time his work appeared in print
between 1920 and 1929. For this reason, despite his importance to the early avant-garde history
of cameraless photography, he figures only briefly here. 13 Nonetheless, that reproduction in the
1920 Dada journal provides the starting point for this discussion. In order to better understand
the origins of the claims to invention made by Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky, this
dissertation focuses on the reception of their work in the 1920s. Not only does the primary
literature allow for a better understanding of cameraless photography’s reception and
dissemination, it also establishes an alternative history of the medium; a history that focuses not
on movements or artists, but on cameraless photographs and when, where, how, and why they
appeared in print in the years between 1920 and 1929.
During these years, cameraless photography was viewed as a new way of picturing the
experience of the modern technologized world. As a result, the medium’s originators—Schad,
Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky—have been positioned by scholars as representatives of
the “new photography.” “New photography” was an umbrella term used to describe modern
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The reasons for Schad’s absence in the primary literature will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter I. See
discussion beginning page 43.
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interwar photography as it occurred in different locations at around the same time (ca. 1927).
Although the “new photography” came to encompass a variety of techniques and processes—
including cameraless photography, photomontage, solarizations, and sharply focused images
taken with a camera—it was widely believed that these new forms of photography exploited the
medium’s long untapped potential. By using the medium in new ways, artists and photographers
created a new, modern language for photography. Photography historians Christopher Phillips,
Matthew Witkovsky, Mitra Abbaspour, and Maria Morris Hambourg view cameraless
photography within the larger frame of “new photography,” as symptomatic of a set of concerns
demonstrated in 1920s photography—a tendency toward experimentation, abstraction, new
viewpoints, an interest in technology and science, among others. 14 While these books reveal a
great deal about the diversity of practices that together comprise the “new photography,” they
tend to overlook the importance of cameraless photography and its reception in initiating the sort
of experimental approach to the medium that we now associate with modern photography.
In other instances, scholars have aligned cameraless photography with specific
movements, particularly Dada, Surrealism, and Constructivism, but also with the Bauhaus
school. In recent books on Christian Schad, Schadographien: Die Kraft des Lichtes and
Christian Schad and the Neue Sachlichkeit, the artist’s cameraless photographs have been
discussed in the context of Zurich Dada’s preoccupations with radical experimentation,
abstraction, the use of detritus, and other discarded objects. 15 Long overlooked for his
contribution to interwar photography, this book sought to position Schad as an important
forerunner to the slightly later, and seemingly more innovative, work of Man Ray and Moholy-
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Nagy. Despite the fact that Man Ray’s cameraless photographs were clearly produced during his
Dada years, they are most often considered Surrealist photographs by such scholars as
Emmanuelle de l’Ecotais, Rosalind Krauss, and Michel Poivert, among others. 16 A recent article
by Susan Laxton repositions Man Ray’s cameraless photographs within the context of the Dada
automatic, while Noam Elcott’s recent book considers his work in relation to interwar avantgarde film.17 Scholars have discussed El Lissitzky’s cameraless photographs in the context of
Constructivism’s westward movement to Germany in the 1920s and the radical experimentation
with materials that was possible when artists were no longer constrained by the necessities of
producing work for the newly formed proletariat in Soviet Russia.18 Moholy-Nagy factors less
often in writings on Constructivism, but the influence of Constructivist ideas on his work and the
later incorporation of those ideas into the curriculum of the Bauhaus have been noted. 19 Recent
books by photography historians Pepper Stetler and Daniel Magilow on the rise of photo essays
and photobooks in Weimar Germany, including Moholy-Nagy’s Malerei Photographie Film,
Franz Roh’s Foto-Auge, and Werner Gräff’s Es Kommt der neue Fotograf!, provide new
readings of these two distinctly Weimar phenomena, with little reference to cameraless
photography’s role in its rise to prominence after 1925. 20 Although books on Dada, Surrealism,
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Constructivism, and the Bauhaus speak to cameraless photography’s adoption by artists affiliated
with these movements and schools, they do not address cameraless photography as a broader
interwar phenomenon that took on a different set of associations and alignments depending on
who was writing about them, in what publication, and for what reasons. It is important to note
that the writing on cameraless photography in the 1920s was not determined solely by
individuals or movements, but instead was the product of a complex web of relationships and
concerns that extended beyond the narrow confines of Surrealism, Constructivism, or the
Bauhaus. These labels, while important, begin to fall when analyzing cameraless photography’s
primary texts and the ways the medium was framed by them.
Significant books on the cameraless photographs of Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and
Christian Schad have focused less on cameraless photography as a medium with its own
currency than on individualized artistic practice. 21 The titles of relevant books demonstrate this
tendency. Emmanuelle de l’Ecotais’s book, Man Ray: Rayographies, foregrounds Man Ray’s
name for his form of cameraless image-making, the Rayograph; while the 1999 book by Nikolas
Schad, Schadographien: Die Kraft des Lichtes, references the Schadograph, the name given to
Schad’s cameraless photographs; and Renate Heyne and Floris M. Neusüss’s recent book on
Moholy-Nagy’s cameraless work, Moholy-Nagy: The Photograms, A Catalogue Raisonné,
highlights Moholy-Nagy’s term for cameraless photography, the photogram. 22 These books
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demonstrate a common trend in the literature on cameraless photography—the focus on the
practices of individuals over the broader meaning and history of cameraless photography in the
1920s. While each of these three texts provides a brief overview of cameraless photography’s
avant-garde origins and the trio of artists responsible for the medium’s “rediscovery,” they each
highlight the subject of their study as the true innovator (if not originator) of the cameraless
process.
The focus on individual practices has led to cameraless photography’s alignment with
concerns specific to each artist—light for Moholy-Nagy and the automatic for Man Ray.
Moholy-Nagy’s overarching concern with light as a medium of creative expression, a medium
that he used and manipulated to full effect in his cameraless photographs, has been a focus in
discussions by such scholars as Eleanor Hight, Andreas Haus, Oliver Botar, Herbert Molderings,
Matthew Witkovsky, and Krisztina Passuth.23 Herbert Molderings and Oliver Botar have
addressed the influence of scientific and other forms of vernacular photography on MoholyNagy’s cameraless work, while Eleanor Hight seeks to understand Moholy-Nagy’s interests in
light as a means of debunking interpretations of his work as formalist. Emmanuelle de l’Ecotais
and Michel Poivert align Man Ray’s cameraless work with Surrealism’s early interest in
automatism, while Susan Laxton repositions the work in the context of the Dada Automatic. 24 In
order to make these and other connections, scholars point to primary texts as a means of
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highlighting particular aspects of the artist’s work. As a result, the literature is discussed as
evidence of the artist’s working methods, rather than asking how cameraless photography was
received and circulated in the 1920s.

The Artists and Their Publications
German artist Christian Schad is better known as a representative of Neue Sachlichkeit
painting than he is for his groundbreaking cameraless photographs produced in Geneva in 1919
during his brief affiliation with Zurich Dada. Always something of an outlier in the insular Dada
movement, Schad received little support from his Dada colleagues in the promotion and
circulation of his cameraless photographs. Throughout the 1920s only one example of Schad’s
cameraless photography appeared in print in Tristan Tzara’s publication Dada (1920). Schad will
figure only briefly in the pages that follow. This is not, however, to minimize his importance to
the history of the medium. On the contrary, it was Schad’s early experiments, later shown to
Man Ray, that helped to initiate cameraless photography’s resurgence. 25
Affiliated with Dada in New York in the late 1910s, Man Ray had recently moved to
Paris when he “discovered” cameraless photography in early 1922. His relationships with other
members of the Dada group facilitated the immediate reception and circulation of his cameraless
work in such art and literature magazines as Litterature, Broom, and Les Feuilles Libres. Man
Ray’s friend and fellow Dadaist Tristan Tzara lived just down the hall and upon viewing his new
cameraless experiments, he encouraged Man Ray to produce a portfolio of his new photographs
with the title Les Champs délicieux (The Delicious Fields). His Dada connections brought his
work to the attention of Central European artists and critics, including Karel Teige and his
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Devětsil magazine Život. His cameraless photographs also appeared in the publications of his
former Dada colleagues, including Hans Richter’s magazine G and Kurt Schwitters’s magazine
Merz. The popularity of Man Ray’s cameraless work throughout the 1920s was in large part
thanks to his affiliation with members of the Paris Dada group, and later with the Surrealists,
who published and wrote about his cameraless experiments in relation to their broader social,
political, and artistic concerns. Reconceived as examples of Surrealist art after the movement’s
founding in 1924, his cameraless experiments appeared in the early issues of La Révolution
Surréaliste.
Throughout the 1920s, Man Ray was also working as a professional fashion
photographer, which meant that his work appeared frequently in both popular and avant-garde
publications. This occupation gave him access to the editors of magazines like Vogue and Vanity
Fair, who published his experimental cameraless work alongside his fashion photographs. A
keen self-promoter, but less likely to write about his own work, Man Ray’s relationships with
artists, critics, writers, and editors, brought his cameraless photographs to the attention of
audiences in France, Germany, Central Europe, and the United States. By the end of the decade,
his work was part of “new photography” publications, including Foto-Auge and Es Kommt der
neue Fotograf!, and the large-scale Film und Foto exhibition. Moholy-Nagy, who was actively
writing about cameraless photography by the mid-1920s, brought Man Ray’s work into several
essays and books, including the 1925 and 1927 editions of Painting, Photography, Film.
In the early 1920s, Hungarian émigré László Moholy-Nagy was living in Berlin and
working in both the Dada and Constructivist orbit following his early affiliation with the
Hungarian Ma group. His early experimentation with cameraless photography was undertaken
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with his wife, Lucia Moholy, in the fall of 1922. 26 As much a theorist as an artist, Moholy-Nagy
was actively publishing essays on cameraless photography between 1923 and 1929. 27 For
precisely this reason, he played a prominent role in cameraless photography’s narrative in the
1920s as both a writer and a producer of images. Although he published only two essays in 1922
and 1923, he wrote a book and numerous essays between 1924 and 1926, and by 1929, he had a
second edition of his book and ten additional essays or texts relating to cameraless photography.
His 1923 appointment to the Bauhaus was an important factor in the dissemination of his work.
Shortly after his appointment, Moholy-Nagy became co-editor of the Bauhaus books series
(Bauhausbücher) with Walter Gropius, and later edited the Bauhaus magazine (bauhaus). In
addition to his 1925 book, Malerei Photographie Film, the eighth book in the Bauhaus books
series, which was published in a second revised edition in 1927, he also published essays in other
Bauhaus publications. His work at the school, coupled with his burgeoning interest in
photography and typography, led Moholy-Nagy to publish a range of essays and images in such
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German magazines as Offset. Buch und Werbekunst, Anhaltische Rundschau, Die Form, die neue
linie, and das neue frankfurt, but also in the Dutch journals De Stijl and i10, the Czech journal
Pásmo, the American expatriate publication Broom, and the French art magazine Cahiers d’Art.
By 1927 Moholy-Nagy was publishing essays in German photography magazines and annuals
that included Das Deutsche Lichtbild, Photographische Korrespondenz, Photographische
Rundschau und Mitteilungen, and Der Führer: Ausstellung des Verbandes deutscher Amateurphotographen-Vereine. The breadth of his writing on cameraless photography, and his role as a
key proselytizer for the medium, place him at the center of cameraless photography’s unfolding
narrative.
El Lissitzky was another important player in cameraless photography’s history in the
1920s. He arrived in Berlin in late 1921 after gaining early experience working with Kazimir
Malevich and the Unovis group, and a brief tenure teaching in Moscow at VKhUTEMAS (1921)
during the important Constructivist debates. His involvement with several former Dadaists,
including Hans Richter and Kurt Schwitters and their publications (G and Merz), and the
founding of the International Faction of Constructivists (that included Lissitzky, Hans Richter,
and Theo van Doesburg), puts him at the heart of activity around Constructivism and
Constructivist art in Berlin.28 He began experimenting with cameraless photography in 1923,
publishing early examples in Merz. He later collaborated with Schwitters on a Merz issue that
dealt with the interrelationship of nature and technology. Although Lissitzky’s engagement with
the medium was brief, and he did not publish as many images as either Man Ray or MoholyNagy, he was nonetheless involved in the magazines of his like-minded colleagues who were
actively publishing cameraless photographs.
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Lissitzky’s preference for the work of Man Ray over the more Constructivist-influenced
work of Moholy-Nagy led to accusations of plagiarism (aimed at Moholy-Nagy) and a series of
ongoing debates about priority, quality, and degrees of political engagement. The fact that Man
Ray’s cameraless photographs were included in Constructivist-influenced publications over
those of Moholy-Nagy clearly impacted the medium’s narrative during this period. Despite his
interest and experimentation with cameraless photography, Lissitzky did not publish any texts on
the subject until after his return to Moscow in 1925. Between 1927 and 1929 he published two
essays that dealt with the practical and experimental uses of cameraless photography in
Sovetskoe foto (1929) and the catalogue for the All-Union Printing Trades Exhibition (1927).
The magazines, books, and journals these artists were affiliated with were tremendously
important to the history of cameraless photography in the 1920s. In recent decades, several
anthologies have highlighted photography’s primary texts, as well as the writings of MoholyNagy and other Central European artists and critics. Important in the chapters that follow, these
anthologies are noteworthy for their English translations of texts not widely available, providing
much-needed context to interwar art and photography. These are Christopher Phillips’s
Photography in the Modern Era: European Documents and Critical Writings, 1913–1940, David
Mellor’s Germany: The New Photography, 1927–1933, Olivier Lugon’s, La photographie en
Allemagne: Anthologie de Textes (1919–1939), and Timothy Benson and Éva Forgács’s Between
Worlds: A Sourcebook of Central European Avant-Gardes, 1910–1930.29 Richard Kostelanetz’s
book, Moholy-Nagy: An Anthology, includes a range of writings by Moholy-Nagy, but
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remarkably few of his writings on photography, while Krisztina Passuth’s monograph on
Moholy-Nagy provides a more diverse selection of his writings, in addition to letters and
writings by and about him.30
Despite their importance for scholars of interwar photography, these anthologies provide
only limited commentary on the texts themselves. One exception is Floris Neusüss’s small
volume on the books and magazines that featured cameraless photography in the interwar period.
The book includes a series of entries on cameraless photography’s publications in the 1920s and
1930s, and therefore provides an invaluable starting point. 31 A series of brief entries begins with
the 1920 Dada magazine and ends with a final entry on the Surrealist magazine Minotaure
(1937), with other intermediate ones that show the range of publications that featured cameraless
photography—popular magazines, photography magazines, literature reviews, and books.
Although useful as an introduction to the subject, the book is far from exhaustive, nor does it
fully contextualize the publications or the images within the larger context of the history of
cameraless photography or the history of interwar photography.

Methods and Chapter Outline
This project builds on the existing literature on cameraless photography by repositioning
its history vis-à-vis the primary literature and publications of the 1920s. In doing so, a new
historical narrative emerges that places cameraless photography at its center, rather than in the
marginalized position it has hitherto occupied. The methodology in the pages that follow is
primarily historiographic, and as such, provides a detailed analysis of the publications, texts, and
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Richard Kostelanetz, ed., Moholy-Nagy: An Anthology (New York: Da Capo Press, 1970); Passuth, Moholy-Nagy.
Floris M. Neusüss and Renate Heyne, Fotogramme 1918 Bis Heute = Photograms from 1918 to the Present =
Photogrammes 1918 Jusqu'à Nos Jours (Munich: Goethe Institute, 1987).
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reproductions that were instrumental to cameraless photography’s history in the 1920s. To
understand cameraless photography’s dissemination in print in the years between 1920 and 1929,
it is necessary to look closely at the publications—magazines, journals, books, and illustrated
newspapers—that discussed this groundbreaking work. This shift in focus will make clear that
cameraless photography’s interwar history is not nearly as straightforward as previously thought.
Taken up by different individuals, with different interests and artistic allegiances, cameraless
photography’s relevance and meaning shifted depending on how, when, where, and for whom, it
was written about and discussed.
Each chapter focuses on a window of time, rather than on individual artists or
movements, providing a path to chart cameraless photography’s progression throughout the
1920s. A closer look at the decade’s cameraless photography publications reveals three brief but
distinct moments in which the narrative begins to shift in meaningful ways. The first period
(1920–23), charted in Chapter I, was characterized by cameraless photography’s so-called
“discovery” and the discourse of invention that surrounded it in the early years of its resurgence.
In the second period (1924–26), the focus of Chapter II, the publications aimed to codify
cameraless photography’s status as an art form by using it as a means of furthering new and
established discourses around Constructivism, Surrealism, and “art photography.” By the third
period (1927–29), the focus of Chapter III, cameraless photography, which was celebrated as an
art form and attacked as experimental photography run amok, was subsumed within larger
discussions about the “new photography.” Although each chapter deals with a particular window
of time, the individual chapters proceed thematically. The texts illustrate the range of concerns
that preoccupied many artists and critics in the interwar years, including questions about
technology, abstraction, film, creative play, and the nature of photography as art. Cameraless
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photography, as a “new” creative form, was a primary topic in these discussions and debates.
This new approach allows for the explication of multiple themes and perspectives that reveal
themselves in the texts; for in understanding what was said about cameraless photography and
why, a more complicated narrative for the medium emerges.
The first chapter is characterized by the discourse of invention, beginning in 1919 with
the “rediscovery” of cameraless photography by Christian Schad, and the subsequent discoveries
of Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy (1922), and Lissitzky (1923). It explores how artists and critics
emphasized the medium’s re-invention and immediately set about laying claim to being the
originator of cameraless photography in a series of laudatory statements and quasi-manifestos.
Coming on the heels of the Dadaists’ radical experimentation with photography, including their
innovative use of photomontage (similarly reinvented for the modern age), and the Constructivist
disavowal of the autonomous art object coupled with their embrace of science and technology,
these artists and critics were concerned with breaking from the past by making use of new
materials and methods. Photography (cameraless or otherwise) was not viewed as an art form
worthy of challenging painting on its own terms, especially the new abstract art that had taken
off just prior to World War I. Cameraless images, which took from both the technology of
photography and the radical abstraction of recent painting, were viewed as a form of
technologized abstraction. The artists and critics who wrote about and reproduced this work in
such publications as Dada, Les Feuilles Libres, Littérature, and Les Champs délicieux in France,
in the American magazines Broom, The Little Review, and Vanity Fair, Život (Life) in
Czechoslovakia, Merz in Germany, and De Stijl from the Netherlands, touched on these
conditions by equating cameraless photography with the latest trends in painting. This chapter
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emphasizes how artists and critics made such comparisons as a means of moving photography
into the future as an art form.
Chapter II shifts focus to the decade’s middle years, 1924-26, a period of codification that
followed cameraless photography’s “rediscovery.” In these years, cameraless photography was
put in the service of existing and evolving narratives around abstraction, technology, film, art
photography, and revolution, where it was used as a form of evidence for disparate groups
seeking to transform the nature of art and artmaking. The artistic, social, and political revolutions
wrought by Surrealism and Constructivism provided relevant context to cameraless
photography’s reception in the mid-1920s. Of interest was the medium’s status as a productive
art form with import for a group of artists concerned with bringing about social and political
change. The cameraless photograph was never simply an art form; it was much more far reaching
than that. Subtle shifts in tone and emphasis occurred during these years thanks to the expanded
repertoire of publications that emerged in the 1920s. Particularly important were the avant-garde
journals Merz, G, Disk, and La Révolution Surréaliste, and the publication of the Bauhausbücher
(Bauhaus Books) series, which included Moholy-Nagy’s 1925 book, Malerei Photographie Film
(Painting, Photography, Film). Other publications, including art magazines and literature
reviews, photography magazines and popular periodicals, also contributed to cameraless
photography’s articulation and dissemination. Taken together, these texts make clear that
cameraless photography was never the exclusive domain of any single individual, group, or
movement.
In Chapter III, the focus shifts to cameraless photography’s role in the “new
photography” at the end of the decade, particularly in Germany. 32 A new set of publications,
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“New photography” is an umbrella term for modern photography (in all of its diversity) as it emerged in different
locations between the two World Wars. The “new photography” was made possible, in part, by technological
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including several newly founded popular and fashion magazines (das neue frankfurt, das neue
linie), new magazines on art and photography (i10, Das Deutsche Lichtbild, bauhaus), a range of
photobooks (Foto-Auge, Es kommt der neue Fotograf!), and exhibition-related essays and books
(Film und Foto), contributed to cameraless photography’s narrative in the years between 1927
and 1929. The cameraless photograph was an integral component in teaching, debating, and
popularizing the “new photography.” It therefore played a role in reorienting photographers and
the general public in a series of texts and exhibitions, including the 1929 Stuttgart exhibition
Film und Foto. The culminating moment for cameraless photography in the 1920s, the Film und
Foto exhibition celebrated new experimental forms of photography, which, despite the
exhibition’s popularity, also served to intensify attacks on cameraless photography. Although
cameraless photography was a fully integrated component of the “new photography,” it was clear
at the end of the decade that the medium had reached its zenith and its popularity had begun to
wane. Cameraless photography continued into the 1930s and beyond, but the early excitement
around the medium was gone.
This dissertation is not intended to be an exhaustive study of cameraless photography’s
literature in the 1920s. Rather, it is intended to shed much-needed light on the medium’s history
in the years immediately following the publication of its “re-discovery” in 1920 by providing an
alternate narrative to the current one. This new narrative emerges from close analysis of

advancements and the proliferation of photography in a wide range of publications in the 1920s. This will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. For more information on the “new photography” see: Christopher Phillips,
“Resurrecting Vision: The New Photography in Europe Between the Wars,” in The New Vision: Photography
Between the World Wars (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1989), 65. Photography historians Andreas
Haus and Michel Frizot provide a similar definition in, “Figures of Style: New Vision, New Photography,” in A New
History of Photography, ed. Michel Frizot (Cologne: Konnemann, 1998), 457-474. The recent MoMA exhibition,
Object: Photo. Modern Photographs: The Thomas Walther Collection 1909-1949, is also relevant in this context.
See: Mitra Abbaspour et al., Object: Photo. Modern Photographs: The Thomas Walther Collection 1909 - 1949
(New York, NY: Museum of Modern Art, 2014). Matthew Witkovsky has discussed the phenomenon in terms of
Central Europe’s role in the development of the “new photography.” See: Witkovsky, Foto: Modernity in Central
Europe, 1918-1945, 15.
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cameraless photography’s circulation and reception in print and the themes and debates that arise
in its publications. It was photography’s cameraless form that helped pull photography (in
Europe) out of the haze of Pictorialism, what Moholy-Nagy called “photography
misunderstood,” in order to bring photography into alignment with the modern world. 33 It is
worth recalling that the modern photographic experiments typically associated with the 1920s,
made possible in part by the introduction of handheld cameras like the Leica in 1925, appeared
several years after cameraless photography’s re-introduction in 1919. Cameraless photography
therefore helped to initiate a conversation about photography as a modern art form.
Despite the desire to elevate the status of cameraless photography in the 1920s, it was
never entirely removed from the realm of the popular; the realm of leaf prints and parlor games.
On the contrary, throughout the decade that is the focus of this dissertation, cameraless
photography appeared in both popular and avant-garde publications, thus illustrating the ongoing
dialogue between the two. It was also positioned by artists, writers, and critics as a form of
creative play, which for many was equated with artistic experimentation. Cameraless
photography was never the exclusive domain of the avant-garde or the popular, it always seemed
to hover between them. The fundamental question was, if the technological medium of
photography was to be brought into alignment with the modern world, what form or forms
should it take? Cameraless photography, a medium that eschewed the technological apparatus so
often associated with photography, was, perhaps ironically, poised to do just that.
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“die mißverstandene Photographie” László Moholy-Nagy, Malerei Photographie Film (Munich: Albert Langen,
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Chapter I: Cameraless Photography’s “Re-invention,” 1920–23
The Photographer has invented a new method: he presents to space an image that exceeds
it, and the air, with its clenched fists and superior intelligence, seizes it and holds it next
to its heart.1
There does not yet exist a word for the designation of Man Ray’s invention, these abstract
photographs in which he makes the solar specter participate in adventurous constructions.
As children we used to cut out our hands imprinted on citrate paper exposed to the sun.
Proceeding from this naïve process, he thus succeeded in creating landscapes which are
foreign to our planet, revealing a chaos that is more stupefying than that foreseen by any
Bible: here the miracle allows itself to be captured without resistance and something else,
besides, leaves its anguishing thumbprint on the revelatory paper. 2
The period around 1922 was characterized by embittered arguments and claims to the
ownership of inventions and influences. . . . The photogram [cameraless photograph] is
neither man ray’s invention nor mine. children have been practicing it for a long time. the
fun started only when it came to be exploited. 3
The above statements, referring to the years between 1920 and 1923, demonstrate that
despite the long amateur history of the process, cameraless photography was perceived in the
early 1920s as both “new,” and an “invention.”4 These and other accounts come from a range of
publications that appeared immediately following cameraless photography’s “re-invention” in
1919. Not surprisingly, it was in the publications of the day that cameraless photography’s
transformation was registered. This chapter looks at the articles, essays, and books that featured
cameraless photography in the years between 1920 and 1923, reviewing the discourse of
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Tristan Tzara, “Photography Upside Down,” in Phillips, Photography in the Modern Era, 4. Original publication:
Tristan Tzara, Preface, in Man Ray, Les Champs délicieux (Paris: Société Générale d’imprimerie et d’éditions,
1922).
2
Robert Desnos, “The Work of Man Ray,” in Phillips, Photography in the Modern Era, 8-9. Original publication:
Robert Desnos, “Man Ray,” Le Journal (Paris), December 14, 1923.
3
Moholy-Nagy “Letter to Erich Buchholz” (3 April 1928), in Between Worlds, 623-624.
4
The cameraless photograph engendered various names in the 1920s—the Schadograph was the name given by
Tristan Tzara to Schad’s process (1936), Man Ray called his experiments Rayographs (1922), Moholy-Nagy gave
the definitive name Photogram to his experiments in his 1925 Painting Photography Film. Following recent
scholars, I use the term cameraless photography throughout because it denotes a process rather than an individual.
See: Barnes, Shadow Catchers: Camera-Less Photography; Batchen, Emanations: The Art of the Cameraless
Photograph; Witkovsky, Foto: Modernity in Central Europe.
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invention they engendered. These few short years encompassed the medium’s rediscovery and
the subsequent reactions to its appearance in print. Despite the importance of cameraless
photography’s primary literature to its unfolding narrative in the early 1920s, surprisingly little
attention has been paid to how these texts have conditioned perceptions of the medium. Texts are
often categorized by country, so a certain degree of nationalism is always at play, whether in the
tendency to focus on France and Germany as the centers of photographic production in the
interwar period, or to focus on cameraless photographs as the products of Dada and, more often,
Surrealism. By concentrating specifically on cameraless photography’s literature, such
boundaries begin to disappear as connections between a vast network of artists and writers
emerge, illustrating that the impact of this “new” medium was felt by a truly international group
of artists that extended well beyond France and Germany. The articles, essays, and books
discussed in this chapter illustrate this point, as they come from various locales, including
Germany, France, Czechoslovakia, and the United States.
The artists who experimented with the process in the years between 1920 and 1923
represented international art movements that included, Dada, Constructivism, and De Stijl, and
hailed from such countries as Germany, Hungary, the United States, and the Soviet Union. It was
a time of collaborative engagement, when artists banded together to question outmoded forms of
representation and traditional mediums. They created new art forms and new spaces for the
exhibition and dissemination of their work, a fact borne out in the art journals and the so-called
“little magazines” of the day.5 Such collaborations were also a means of subverting the staunch
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nationalism that had characterized World War I and its aftermath. 6 Many of the publications that
are the basis for this chapter are precisely these newly-created international journals and
magazines that included the latest in art, literature, poetry, and related media. Although
photography is the primary focus, the publications involved in the medium’s transformation were
not, strictly speaking, photography publications. It is perhaps not surprising that photography and
its publications were somewhat slower to pick up on the importance of this newly rediscovered
cameraless method and would not begin to feature it until slightly later.
In 1920, when the first of these “new” cameraless photographs was published in the
pages of Dada 7 (Dadaphone), the process was still largely perceived as an amateur and
scientific process.7 The rudimentary process did not require a darkroom and made use of lightsensitive paper, a selection of objects, light, and a few chemicals. The results were often flat,
one-to-one representations that gave little doubt as to their subject or process. Christian Schad’s
1919 cameraless photograph, reproduced in Dada 7, in no way resembled these vernacular
precedents, but borrowed from them an experimental means of producing images that was
unique in its production of singular objects (fig. 1-1). The appearance of Schad’s abstract
cameraless work in Dada 7 marks several firsts for the newly rediscovered medium: it illustrated
how the amateur cameraless technique might be used for artistic purposes, it demonstrated how
photography might challenge even the most experimental (abstract) painting, it articulated
Dada’s irreverent attitude toward traditional and conventional notions of artmaking by
foregrounding abstraction and radical experimentation, and it was the first publication of the
newly transformed cameraless photograph in print. Published without explanatory text, this early
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See: Emily Hage, “New York and European Dada Art Journals, 1916-1926: International Venues of Exchange”
(PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2005).
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Dada 7 will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
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example might easily have been mistaken for a collage or woodcut. Its appearance was
important, however, because it illustrated artists’ tendency to publish their discoveries in order to
establish priority and firstness, allowing them to further communicate their ideas and establish a
dialogue with other likeminded artists. As photography scholar and curator Matthew Witkovsky
has suggested, “[a] desire for radical originality went hand in hand with the wish to clarify
innovation, to submit it to collective testing and systematization.” 8
It was in the publications of the day that this introduction, clarification, and collective
testing occurred. Essays by Jean Cocteau and Robert Desnos, as well as reproductions of
cameraless experiments by Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky in The Little Review, Vanity
Fair, Merz, and Les Champs délicieux, were similarly concerned with establishing priority and
invention. Other texts, such as those of Tristan Tzara and Moholy-Nagy, articulated their interest
in cameraless photography as part of a larger desire for new art forms no longer tied to the
artistic traditions of the past. The desire to make it “new” was the resounding sentiment, and
artists were consistently seeking innovative ways of producing art that would better represent
and even improve life in a world changed by war and rapid advancements in science and
technology.
Such advancements opened a new world of possibilities to artists and many turned to
photography as a technological medium appropriate to the times. Early writings by Teige and
Moholy-Nagy published in 1922 and 1923 sought to address the ways that cameraless
photography might contribute to the establishment of modern photography by positing a way
forward. Despite the medium’s rudimentary nature (or perhaps because of it), Teige and MoholyNagy viewed it as a “pure art form” because it borrowed directly from photography’s inherent
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properties, rather than from outmoded traditions in painting. 9 Cameraless photography was
viewed as a means of breaking from photography’s painterly past by seizing on photography at
its most basic: the action of light on a sensitive surface.
The texts published in the early years of cameraless photography’s resurgence
contributed to what might be called the “discourse of invention.” These texts share an excitement
for the newness of cameraless photography, a medium with seemingly endless potential for the
avant-garde. In order for cameraless photography to initiate a conversation about photography as
a new creative form, its “invention” had to be registered in print and its possibilities debated.
Only then could cameraless photography lead the way to a reconceptualization of photography as
art. Before turning to the publications that registered cameraless photography’s “re-invention” in
the early 1920s, it is useful to look at how the medium was understood in 1920.

1. Photography Magazines, Manuals, and Guides to Photographic Amusement
Scholars of cameraless photography, when dealing with it as a collective practice, tend to
begin their discussions with the early experiments of William Henry Fox Talbot, Hippolyte
Bayard, and Anna Atkins, before jumping forward almost a hundred years to its rediscovery in
1919.10 The amateur and scientific uses of the process that continued in the intervening years are
often overlooked. The medium’s continued use throughout the nineteenth century and into the
twentieth was in large part due to its publication in photography manuals, magazines, and guides
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to photographic amusement. Although knowledge of photography’s history would expand
greatly in the 1920s and 1930s, it was through photography manuals that interested individuals
were exposed to historical processes. 11 The practice of making leaf or hand-prints with lightsensitive paper was well known in the years leading up to cameraless photography’s
transformation. It was practiced by school-age children and by amateur photography enthusiasts,
who would have found the necessary information and instructions in such publications as
kindergarten magazines, guides to photographic amusement, and photography manuals. 12 A few
artists, including Christian Schad, Man Ray, and Robert Desnos, recalled making such prints as
children.13 The growing prominence of kindergarten classes and the ideas of its founder,
Friedrich Froebel, was another potential means of transmission, as kindergarten teachers were
consistently seeking new ways of helping students engage with nature, which leaf prints allowed
them to do.14 Much has been written about the influence of Froebel’s ideas on art education,
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particularly at the Bauhaus, where the influence could be felt in the teaching of the preliminary
course and the emphasis on working with materials.15 The book Photographie Ohne Kamera
(1920), by German biology professor Paul Lindner, was also important for its summary of
cameraless photography’s use for scientific purposes.
In recent years, photography scholars have looked at nineteenth-century guides to
photographic amusement as precursors to such processes as combination printing, photomontage,
and cameraless photography.16 By providing viable examples of processes that could be adapted
and transformed, whether in the use of images from illustrated magazines to produce
photomontage, or in the transformation of rudimentary cameraless processes, such guides have
been viewed as veritable handbooks for the experimental artists of the 1920s. 17 Guides to
photographic amusement were among the specialized photography books and manuals that
catered to amateur photographers seeking to expand their practice to include new and novel
effects. Some of the examples cited above were published well into the 1920s. 18 French
photography historian Clément Chéroux has discussed such guides as a repertoire of forms for
the avant-garde. Chéroux cites Les Récreations photographique (Photographic Recreations) by
today as kindergarten, and possible activities that would “teach children to recognize and appreciate natural
harmony” through close observation of nature and hands-on activities with a series of Gifts and Occupations. The
practice, as described here, was in keeping with the Occupations proposed by Fröbel, which included such activities
as sewing, drawing, weaving, folding, cutting, and modeling. For more on Fröbel and his influence in the arts, see:
Norman Brosterman, "Child's Play," Art in America 85, no. 4 (April 1997): 108. There is little room here to discuss
the specifics of Fröbel’s theories and the significance of the Gifts and Occupations for artists and art education. For
more on this see: Norman Brosterman, Inventing Kindergarten (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1997).
15
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Journal 10, no. 1 (Autumn 1950): 36-43.
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Albert Bergeret and Félix Drouin (1891), and La Photographie récréative et fantaisiste
(Entertaining and Whimsical Photography) by Charles Chaplot (1904), as two important French
examples.19 Books such as these were immensely popular at the end of the nineteenth and into
the twentieth centuries. They often included detailed technical information and illustrated
examples of processes, including leaf prints, for the interested amateur. 20 A brief description of
the process for making cameraless leaf prints (taken from a 1922 guide) is instructive. It provides
a sense of the rudimentary nature of the medium, how it was perceived by amateur
photographers, and the distance between the production of leaf prints and cameraless
photography’s modern iterations.21 The description below is taken from the American guide
Photographic Amusements, Including Tricks and Unusual or Novel Effects Obtainable with the
Camera:
A sheet of glass is put into the printing frame and the leaves are artistically arranged. . .
A sheet of sensitive paper, albumen, gaslight, or platinum is then inserted, the frame
closed up and exposed to the light until a very dark print is obtained. . . When the printing
is completed the paper is removed and toned and fixed in the usual manner. If platinotype
or gaslight paper is used, this, of course, requires development. The resulting picture
gives us a light impression of the leaves on a dark background, but if so desired, the print
thus obtained can be used as a negative. It can be made transparent with wax or Vaseline,
19

Clément Chéroux, “Les recreations photographiques.”
Hermann Schnauss’s popular book Photographischer Zeitvertrieb, was one prominent example of guides to
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and prints obtained from it giving a dark image on a white ground. It is difficult to say
which picture is the more beautiful.22
The steps provided allowed for some degree of improvisation with regard to papers, the light
source, and the objects utilized, which would have been attractive to artists with little or no
training in photography (figs. 1-2 and 1-3). Beyond the visual and procedural similarities
between cameraless and montage techniques, Chéroux has noted that artists of the 1910s and
1920s shared with their predecessors a tendency toward amateurism, a group spirit, humor, and
playfulness.23 In guides such as these, cameraless photography was referred to as Blätter-Copien
(leaf copies), Naturselbstdrücke (nature prints), Photographische Abdrücke (photographic
impressions), photographies directes (direct photographs), or photocalques (blueprints). The
range of terms used to describe the process was reflective of its adaptability to a variety of ends.
Cameraless photography’s re-invention in the early 1920s continued the preoccupation with
nomenclature, as artists laid claim to their inventions by naming them.
Nineteenth-century amateur photography magazines and guides to photographic
amusement proved influential to pioneering artists like Moholy-Nagy. German photography
historian Herbert Molderings argues that scientific photography and certain Constructivist
principles were key to Moholy-Nagy’s photographic aesthetic. 24 Moholy-Nagy’s access to
scientific and amateur photography would have come from readily available guides and manuals,
such as: Hermann Schauss’s Photographischer Zeitvertrieb: Eine Zusammenstellung einfacher
und leicht ausführbarer Beschäftigungen und Unterhaltungen mit Hilfe der Camera
(Photography as a Pastime: Simple, Entertaining, and Easily Performed Tricks and Techniques
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with a Camera) and Alfred Parzer-Mühlbacher’s Photographisches Unterhaltungsbuch (Fun
with Photography). In his writing on Moholy-Nagy’s photography, Molderings illustrates
numerous examples of nineteenth-century photographic amusements and provocatively
compares them to works by Moholy-Nagy taken in the mid-1920s, many of which appeared in
his 1925 book, Painting, Photography, Film (figs. 1-4 and 1-5). Moholy-Nagy was drawn to
cameraless photography, with its connections to playful amateur techniques, X-rays, and other
forms of scientific photography, because for him the process demonstrated how the fundamental
aspects of photography—light and the sensitive plate—could be harnessed for a variety of
creative and practical purposes (figs. 1-6 and 1-7). 25
Guides to photographic amusement have also been discussed in recent years as a way of
debunking what Chéroux calls the “discourse of origins” surrounding cameraless photography
and photomontage. For Chéroux and others, photography guides illustrate the long amateur
history of processes and therefore refute the notion that cameraless photography was an avantgarde invention. Chéroux, in a witty photographic pun, suggests that “it would have to be said
that the principle of the photogram or photomontage existed in a latent state,” only to be fully
realized in the 1920s.26 Although the guides are cited as a point of reference for artists of the
interwar period, they also counter the so-called “discourse of origins” typical of the literature
surrounding these two practices. Of course, Rosalind Krauss has long suggested that the
“originality of the avant-garde” is, quite simply, a modernist myth. 27 Interestingly, artists of the
1920s sought out such guides for the purposes of expanding their so-called “repertoire of forms,”
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to use Chéroux’s term, but in so doing, they thoroughly debunked their own lofty claims to
invention; claims that were made and argued in print.
Although much has been written about guides to photographic amusement and their
potential influence on the artists of the late 1910s and 1920s, the more standard photography
manuals and magazines held as much promise for these artists as the more specialized guides
mentioned above. The prevalence of photography manuals in the years leading up to cameraless
photography’s rediscovery was indisputable, and although cameraless processes were featured
with decreased frequency, descriptions of the basic process and the materials needed could still
be found in manuals.28 It is known, for example, that Christian Schad was in the possession of a
photography manual entitled, Ratgeber Im Photographieren: Leicht Faßliches Lehrbuch Für
Amateurphotographen (Adviser in Photography: Easy to Follow Textbook for Amateur
Photographers), by Ludwig David, when he produced his first Dada-inspired cameraless
experiments.29 Although it is difficult to say for certain, it is quite possible that Man Ray was in
possession of a photography manual in the late 1910s when he taught himself the basics of
photography in order to document his work for reproduction. The same could be said of MoholyNagy and his wife Lucia Moholy, who, despite having seen examples and speculated on the
possibilites of photography without a camera, would have required some basic direction for the
utilization of photographic papers and any necessary chemicals when they began experimenting
with the process in late 1922. The artists of this period were voracious readers, with an intense
interest in publications that featured photography and other scientific and technological
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advancements. The fascination with scientific discoveries such as X-rays, which occurred in
1895, was very much in effect by the 1920s. Artists like Moholy-Nagy and El Lissitzky were
also influenced by the development of the X-ray and the stark, shadow-like images that the
process produced.30
German scientist Paul Lindner’s 1920 book, Photographie Ohne Kamera (Photography
without a Camera), was another important precursor. Published in Berlin as part of the series
Photographische Bibliothek (Photographic Library), Lindner’s book summarized the scientific
application of cameraless photography in the years leading up to 1920. 31 His historical summary
of photosensitive surfaces included the experiments of Johann Heinrich Schulze and Thomas
Wedgwood and Humphrey Davy on the light sensitivity of silver nitrate, as well as William
Henry Fox Talbot’s discovery of the negative and Sir John Herschel’s use of cameraless
cyanotypes. He also discusses various forms of photographic reproduction, but he was not
concerned, despite the book’s title, with providing a history of cameraless photographic
practices.32
Lindner was the head of the Biological Department at the Brewery Research and
Teaching Institute of the Technical University of Berlin, where he conducted a variety of
experiments related to fermentation and the brewing process. Finding camera photography
insufficient for capturing the minutia of his research, Lindner used cameraless photography
during his scientific experiments to produce images that illustrated effects such as the foam
produced during beer’s fermentation process (fig. 1-8). In his experiments, Lindner used the
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direct projection of parallel light rays on sensitized paper, calling these small-scale cameraless
images “shadow-picture photograms” (‘Schattenbild-photogramme’). At various points in the
book, Lindner ruminated on the beauty of the shadows cast by street-lights passing through
foliage onto the pavement.33 Although written in the context of scientific experimentation,
Lindner was nonetheless convinced of cameraless photography’s potential as an art form (figs. 19, 1-10, and 1-11). Lindner had been producing cameraless photographic experiments for several
years before the publication of his book. In 1916, the journal Scientific American Supplement
discussed the creative possibilities of Lindner’s experiments: “it is quite obvious that such
photographs as these may be very stimulating and helpful to artists, decorators, and students of
design.”34 The authors, citing Lindner, referenced an anecdote involving the German landscape
painter Franz Lenbach and his preference for the shadows cast by trees in winter, “before their
foliage had obscured the development and arrangement of bough and branch.” 35 Similarly
enamored of the stark beauty of the cast shadow, Lindner came to refer to his cameraless images
as “shadow pictures.” Man Ray was also interested in cast shadows and their representations,
which he integrated in his painting and photographic work beginning in the late 1910s. 36 The
depiction of objects and their shadows would ultimately be transformed in his work with
cameraless photography in the 1920s.
The fact that Photographie Ohne Kamera was published just after Christian Schad
produced his early cameraless experiments and just before Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy took up
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the process is intriguing.37 It is difficult to say for certain if Moholy-Nagy, for example, saw the
book around the time he started experimenting with cameraless photography in 1922. Herbert
Molderings has suggested that Moholy-Nagy could easily have purchased Lindner’s book to
acquire the necessary technical knowledge for his cameraless experiments. His potential
exposure to the book is further suggested by Moholy-Nagy’s use of Lindner’s term “photography
without apparatus” in his essay “Light—A Medium of Plastic Expression” (1923). 38 His early
cameraless experiments produced in the fall of 1922 were made using daylight printing-out
paper, which could be handled in daylight and exposed in bright sunlight, but did not require a
darkroom or specialized photographic equipment. 39 The necessary details for handling
photographic materials could easily have been gleaned from Lindner’s manual, which would
have helped him put his ideas regarding production versus reproduction to work. Moholy-Nagy
also had a penchant for using liquids as a mediating agent in his cameraless images, an interest
that may have had its basis in Lindner’s illustrations of beer foam and the fermentation process
(fig. 1-8).
The continued publication of the guides, manuals, magazines, and books, such as those
discussed above, make clear that cameraless photography was still in active use among amateurs
and scientists in the years leading up to the medium’s rediscovery in the early 1920s. These
publications are important, not only as proof of cameraless photography’s continuation into the
twentieth century, but also as potential sites of interaction for artists seeking new methods free
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from the constraints of outmoded artistic traditions. The results of these interactions would
appear in print in the pages of art journals, art and literature reviews, and popular magazines.

2. Cameraless Photography in Transition: “Inventing” Cameraless Photography Anew
In the early 1920s, the transition from cameraless photography’s amateur and scientific
iterations to the radical experimentation that characterized its use by interwar artists was quite
fast indeed. The newly transformed process, which continued to incorporate a variety of
techniques and elucidate a range of artistic and practical concerns, first appeared in print in 1920.
Between 1920 and 1923, early experiments by Schad, Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky
were reproduced in the pages of mainstream popular magazines, like Vanity Fair, but also in the
most advanced and forward-thinking art and literature publications, including Dada, Merz, De
Stijl, Život (Life), Broom, Littérature, The Little Review, and Les Feuilles Libres. Like the
experimenters themselves, the artists, writers, and critics who wrote about these early works
were wholly convinced that photography had been invented anew. Enthusiastic writings by
Moholy-Nagy, Karel Teige, Tristan Tzara, Robert Desnos, Jean Cocteau, and Georges
Ribemont-Dessaignes set the tone for cameraless photography’s early avant-garde reception and
the urgency with which artists and writers set about claiming priority and invention.
As we know, the discourse of invention, of discovery, of originality, has long been
regarded as one of the defining concerns of the pioneering artists of the interwar period. Indeed,
as Rosalind Krauss reminds us:
avant-garde originality is conceived as a literal origin, a beginning from ground zero, a
birth. . . The self as origin is the way an absolute distinction can be made between a
present experienced de novo and a tradition-laden past. The claims of the avant-garde are
precisely these claims to originality. 40
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Andreas Haus has also closely aligned artistic “invention” and “discovery” with discoveries in
science, such as those of Albert Einstein, Thomas Edison, or Wilhelm Röntgen. 41 The legitimacy
of these claims demanded that artists register them in print. The discourse of invention and
firstness that surrounded cameraless photography in the years between 1920 and 1923
manifested itself in several different but related ways, by means of illustration, naming, and
written statements.
These early articulations appeared most often in artist journals and “little magazines,”
which consistently published the latest artistic and literary trends and were thus an important
means of transmitting ideas and artworks to the larger public. The dissemination of cameraless
photography in print allowed the newly discovered process to reach an almost international
audience in a matter of months. As Walter Benjamin pointed out in “The Work of Art in the Age
of Its Technological Reproducibility,” technical reproduction “can place the copy of the original
in situations which the original itself cannot attain . . . it enables the original to meet the recipient
halfway.”42 The question of reproduction and reproducibility brings up another issue regarding
cameraless photography’s appearance in print, and the necessity of making unique prints
reproducible for the purposes of publication.43 Once reproduced and published in print, the
journals and magazines were compact and portable, and thus became important venues for
interaction and exchange for a disparate group of forward-thinking artists. Detlef Mertins and
Michael Jennings explain:
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The artist journal—like the international congress and the group show—became a
primary exhibition space and flourished during these years. In the pages of these small,
often virtually handmade journals, an international assemblage of artists, designers, and
architects not only published their work and broadcast their polemics but also came into
productive dialogue with artists from sometimes very different national, cultural, and
artistic formations. It is in this sense that 1922 and 1923 were watershed years: they
witnessed a remarkable international collaborative spirit, an eagerness spurred in part by
the lingering consciousness that nationalism had led Europe into the most devastating war
in history.44
The early 1920s were watershed years for cameraless photography as well. In these first few
years of the medium’s resurgence, artists made consistent use of artist journals as exhibition
spaces and sites from which to broadcast their ideas to an increasingly international audience.
Important in this regard are Dada, Merz, De Stijl, and Život, each of which demonstrated
an early interest in cameraless photography’s viability as an avant-garde art form. As the primary
organs for movements or groups, these journals positioned cameraless photography as
emblematic of their thematics; thematics that groups such as Dada, Surrealism, Constructivism,
De Stijl, and Devětsil hoped to transmit to the world outside of their often insular groups. Dada
(1917-21), edited by Tristan Tzara, was afilliated with Zurich Dada and later with Dada in Paris.
Reflecting the anti-bourgeois sentiment of the Dada group, their journal published work by
members of the Dada group, including Hans Arp, Marcel Janco, Francis Picabia, Hans Richter,
Christian Schad, Philippe Soupault, Louis Aragon, and André Breton. 45 The inclusion of a small
cameraless photograph by Schad was in keeping with the group’s early interest in abstraction and
chance operations.
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Merz (1923-32), Kurt Schwitters’s mouthpiece for his one-man movement Merz,
reflected the artist’s negotiation of Dada and Constuctivism.46 Schwitters used Merz as a venue
to explore and promote converging views on art. Collaborators included van Doesburg, who
wrote in some cases under the Dada pseudonym ‘I.K. Bonset’, Francis Picabia, Raoul
Hausmann, Soupault, Paul Eluard, Walter Serner, Ribemont-Dessaignes, Lissitzky, and MoholyNagy, among others. Publishing early Constructivist-inspired cameraless photographs by
Moholy-Nagy and Lissitzky, Merz demonstrated the diversity of approaches made possible by
the new medium.
De Stijl, edited by Theo van Doesburg and published irregularly between 1917 and 1932
(first in Amsterdam and later in France), took its name from the movement it was originally
centered around.47 The Dutch journal dedicated to abstract art was engaged with and attempted
to synthesize ideas from Constructivism, Futurism, Dada, and Surrealism. It featured MoholyNagy’s essay “Production—Reproduction” in 1922, which provided the theoretical justification
for cameraless photography.
Edited by Karel Teige, the Czech anthology Život (Life) was one of several journals
circulated by Devětsil, a group of leftist artists and writers that brought together ideas from
Poetism and Constructivism through an emphasis on unmitigated creative play and new forms of
creativity freed from “aesthetics, tradition, or individual sentiment.” 48 Devětsil, with Teige at its
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helm, was stridently anti-capitalist and sought to break from bourgeois art that separated itself
from modern life. The group was interested in creating a new proletarian art that found its basis
in popular cultural forms like film, photography, theater, comedy, sport, and dime-store novels.
It was in this context that Teige came to write about and reproduce Man Ray’s cameraless
photography as a new direction for modern photography.
Many of the publications that featured cameraless photography during this period were
the so-called “little magazines” that were “often thought to be short-lived, committed to
experiment, in constant financial difficulties, and indifferent or directly opposed to commercial
considerations.”49 Sponsoring new and innovative work, these “little magazines” were often
defiant in their resistance to tradition and convention, presenting work (art, literature, or poetry)
that was deemed unacceptable or not commercially viable to larger presses. Their appeal was
typically limited to a smaller group of people, sometimes with no more than a thousand readers
or subscribers.50
Broom, The Little Review, Littérature, and Les Feuilles Libres were emblematic of this
trend, publishing the latest work by important avant-garde artists and writers. The American
expatriate magazine, Broom (1921-24), was published in Rome and Berlin by Harold Loeb and
Alfred Kreymborg.51 Matthew Josephson took over as editor after 1922 and moved the
publication to New York. Broom sought to introduce the work of key European avant-garde
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artists and writers to American audiences. With the magazine’s editors based in Paris and Berlin
(Josephson had moved to Paris in 1921 and befriended the Paris Dadaists André Breton, Philippe
Soupault, Louis Aragon, and Tristan Tzara), Broom featured work by Henri Matisse, Pablo
Picasso, André Derain, Fernand Léger, Amedeo Modigliani, Man Ray, Lissitzky, and MoholyNagy, among others. The magazine demonstrated an early interest in modern photography,
publishing Paul Strand’s essay “Photography and The New God” in November 1922, and
Moholy-Nagy’s “Light—A Medium of Plastic Expression” in March of 1923. 52
Based mainly in New York and Paris and edited by Margaret Anderson, with the
assistance of Jane Heap, Ezra Pound (in London), and Francis Picabia, The Little Review (191429) featured experimental art and writing by a group of transatlantic avant-gardes. 53 The
magazine pubished important writing, including a serialized version of James Joyce’s Ulysses,
along with work by artists affiliated with Cubism, Dada, and Surrealism. In the autumn of 1922,
The Little Review featured not one, but two photographs by Man Ray, a cameraless photograph
and a portrait of Marcel Duchamp and Frank Stella. 54
Littérature (1919-24), published during the brief period between the end of Dada and the
beginning of Surrealism, was edited in Paris by André Breton, Louis Aragon, and Philippe
Soupault as a separate space from the established art and literary worlds. 55 In 1920, Littérature
published the first automatic texts by Breton and Soupault, “Les Champs magnétiques”
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(Magnetic Fields). Several years later they published Man Ray’s cameraless photography as a
visual corollary to their interest in automatic writing.
The Parisian literary review Les Feuilles Libres (1918-28) was founded and edited by
French poet and writer Marcel Raval. By the 1920s, the magazine had incorporated the influence
of Dada and Surrealism, while also maintaining its longstanding commitment to publishing the
work of other prominent artists, writers, and poets. 56 Significantly, the editors published several
cameraless photographs along with two early writings on Man Ray’s cameraless photography by
Tristan Tzara (“Photography Upside Down”) and Jean Cocteau (“Open Letter to M. Man Ray”)
in 1922. As poets and writers themselves, Tzara and Cocteau knew Raval and published other
writings in his review in the early 1920s. These connections facilitated cameraless photography’s
entre into the Parisian art and literary scene, thus legitimizing the new process and introducing it
to a public eager for the latest artistic developments.
In the years between 1920 and 1923, artists published examples of their cameraless work
as visual pronouncements of their innovation, which, along with a series of essays and texts
about the newly-discovered process, initiated the discourse of invention. Although the
publications appear to establish a clear timeline regarding who published what when, the
“invention” of cameraless photography in the early 1920s was nevertheless fraught with
accusations of plagiarism and demands of anteriority.

3. Illustrating Invention
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As previously noted, artist journals were instrumental to the dissemination of group
polemics, but also to the display of artworks that illustrated how those polemics might be put to
work and given visual form. In these journals, examples of the latest artistic innovations mingled
with a cacophony of texts, groundbreaking typography, and experimental layouts, in order to
question the role of art, as well as its display and dissemination. The early inclusion of
cameraless photography in experimental art publications was an important means of positioning
the process as an avant-garde invention on par with such radical innovations as abstraction,
collage, photomontage, and the readymade. Evidence of cameraless photography’s creative
transformation was first broadcast to the world in the pages of one these groundbreaking
publications—Dada.
In 1920, a small cameraless abstraction by Geneva Dadaist Christian Schad was
published for the first time in Tristan Tzara’s magazine Dada 7 (Dadaphone) (fig.1-1).57 Dada,
first published in Zurich in 1917, was a multilingual publication that featured unusual
typography, art, poetry, statements, manifestos, and stories that propagated the iconoclastic
antibourgeois sentiments of Tristan Tzara and an increasingly international group of Dadaists. 58
Initially produced as the primary organ of the Zurich Dada group, Dada was as important for the
ideas it espoused as for the artworks it featured. In the later years of its publication, Dada had a
more international scope thanks to Tzara’s propagandizing efforts and his desire to make Dada
an international movement. Dada’s increased internationalism was the result of Tzara’s ongoing
communication with the group’s various outposts, which culminated in the First International
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Dada exhibition held in Berlin in June of 1920.59 Schad, who was affiliated only briefly with
Zurich Dada, experimented with a range of techniques and processes during this time, and unlike
the other players in this unfolding narrative, he was seemingly unaware of just how radical and
groundbreaking his cameraless experiments were for the future of modern photography (fig. 112).60 Schad’s initial cameraless experiments were produced in 1919 when he was living in
Geneva, as Dada’s sole representative there. According to Schad, it was his friend Walter Serner,
who recognized the innovative character of his cameraless photographs “and positively implored
me not to treat this too lightly, telling me that I had pushed open a new door—this was the
dawning of technology in art. It was through him that the Schadographs were reproduced in
Dada publications in Paris and reached Tzara.” 61 Thus, it was at the urging of Serner that his
cameraless experiments made their way to Tzara for possible inclusion in Dada. The single
abstract cameraless photograph (featuring bits of cloth, paper, and string) with its edges cut to
further emphasize its abstraction, was a radical departure from cameraless photography’s
amateur and scientific iterations. Despite its apparent distance from amateur practices, the
reproduction gave little indication that it was, in fact, a photograph, cameraless or otherwise.
Tzara, who was then in possession of all thirty of Schad’s cameraless experiments, chose for
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publication an abstract work with few ties to the physical world, which meant that it could easily
have been read as a collage or woodcut, rather than a photograph.
Other photographs featured in Dada were photographs of Dada members, and therefore
quite different in style and intent from Schad’s experimental work, while other artworks included
in the issue, like Francis Picabia’s drawings, shared little with Schad’s cameraless image. By
leaving Schad’s image to operate as something other than a documentary photograph, Tzara
positioned it as a radically new and innovative work of art. It therefore challenged established
modes of photography and painting. It was a perfect demonstration of how Dada tactics (like
abstraction, chance, collage, photomontage, and the readymade) might be used to question
traditional bourgeois notions of art making and its reliance on technique, skill, and personal
style. Indeed, the modus operandi of Dada publications in general was to shock and provoke with
artworks and texts that were included precisely because of their presumed distance from more
established forms of expression in art and literature. 62 Simply by means of inclusion, Tzara had
pitted this cameraless form of photography against that from which it was taken: the technical
aspects of photography on one hand, and the stylistic aspects of abstract painting on the other.
Already in 1920, a full two years before Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy began experimenting with
the process, Tzara was setting the terms for cameraless photography’s reception.
Although Tzara featured the new process in Dada, he did little to advocate either for
Schad or for the continued use of the process. He was nonetheless an excited proponent of
cameraless photography two years later when it was “invented” for the second time by American
Dadaist Man Ray (fig. 1-13). Tzara, by this time living in Paris, was in possession of the entirety
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of Schad’s cameraless oeuvre after publishing a single cameraless image in Dada in 1920.
Despite repeated requests for their return, he never returned them to Schad. 63 Instead, he held on
to Schad’s experiments and may have shown them to his new American neighbor, Man Ray,
who lived just down the hall.64 Regardless of Tzara’s experience with Schad’s cameraless work
just two years earlier, by 1922 it was Man Ray who was heralded as the true “inventor.” Some
years later Man Ray recalled the moment when Tzara first saw his cameraless experiments: “He
spotted my prints on the wall at once, becoming very enthusiastic; they were pure Dada
creations, he said, and far superior to similar attempts—simple flat textural prints in black and
white—made a few years ago by Christian Schad, an early Dadaist.” 65 Tzara was so persuaded of
their innovative character that he encouraged Man Ray to publish a portfolio of his cameraless
works to announce his invention. The portfolio, titled Les Champs délicieux (Delicious Fields),
appeared in the fall of 1922 as a limited edition with a series of 12 “photographies originales”
(original photographs) (figs. 1-14 and 1-15).66 The portfolio’s seemingly nonsensical title was a
nod to André Breton and Philippe Soupault’s 1920 collection of automatic writing, Les Champs
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magnétiques (Magnetic Fields), thus foregrounding the role of chance and the automatic in Man
Ray’s new work.67
Cameraless photography has been transformed once again in these early works by Man
Ray, by drawing, as Schad had done, on the stuff of everyday life. Featuring such sundry objects
as keys, drinking glasses, a brush, a magnet, a candle, and other recognizable objects, Man Ray’s
abstracted images remained tethered to the real world, like an “object caught by the heel.” 68 They
were markedly different from the flat collage-like abstractions that Schad had created three years
earlier. Tzara, who noted the difference early on, was likely drawn to Man Ray’s experiments
precisely because they were neither wholly abstract, nor wholly representational, but also
because they seemed to engage more directly with chance operations and the automatic. 69 This
work also overtly questioned the role of the artist in its production due to the removal of the
artist’s hand. Tzara’s role in promoting Man Ray’s cameraless work did not stop with the simple
suggestion to publish a portfolio. On the contrary, Tzara was invested in the success of the
American newcomer, assisting in various ways in the promotion of his cameraless work. In the
months that followed Man Ray’s discovery, Tzara wrote the preface for the portfolio with the
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rather suggestive title “Photography Upside Down.” He encouraged his Dada colleagues to
advertise its publication in the months leading up to its completion, and he brought a copy of the
portfolio with him to the Dada-Constructivist Congress in Weimar in the fall of 1922, where it
was likely seen by Moholy-Nagy, Lissitzky, and Karel Teige, and possibly others. 70 An
advertisement for Les Champs délicieux in the Parisian Dada journal Le Coeur à barbe in May
1922 described its innovative character.
Man Ray has published an album of 12 original photographs, 18 x 24, under the title Les
Champs délicieux with a preface by Tristan Tzara. This is the first time that photography
is put on the same level as original pictorial works. The photographic process is used here
to mark a state of mind and constitutes outside the research of early painters one of the
most interesting attempts.71
This brief advertisement successfully posited cameraless photography as a creative challenge to
painting, and therefore, unquestionably, as art (fig. 1-16). 72 While the portfolio itself was only
printed by subscription, advertisements in artist journals ensured that this new “invention” would
be seen by other forward-thinking artists and writers. 73 The portfolio’s format and its twelve
cameraless photographs challenged viewers to rethink preconceived notions about what
constituted a work of art in the early 1920s, and perhaps more importantly, the role that
photography might play in that discussion. The use of the term “originales” to describe these
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works further demonstrates the perception that they were perceived as new and therefore also
original.
In March of 1923, László Moholy-Nagy’s first cameraless works appeared in Broom,
Harold Loeb’s “International Magazine of the Arts,” along with his essay “Light: A Medium of
Plastic Expression” (fig. 1-17).74 The issue also included four cameraless works by Man Ray
(fig. 1-18). When the Broom issue appeared, the American expatriate magazine had recently
moved its editorial operations from Rome to Berlin under the auspices of Harold Loeb, who
hired Matthew Josephson as an assistant editor. As noted above, Josephson had moved to Paris
in 1921 and immediatey established connections to Paris Dada, including Tristan Tzara and Man
Ray. In Berlin, Josephson and Loeb met Moholy-Nagy, Lissitzky, and other Constructivists in
1922.75 Moholy-Nagy recalls meeting the two editors in his studio in the fall of 1922 when they
came to ask his permission to publish his new cameraless work in Broom.76 It was then,
according to Moholy-Nagy, that he first became aware of Man Ray’s work with cameraless
photography.77
Invented anew by an artist whose artistic concerns were radically different from those of
his predecessors, the four works by Moholy-Nagy brought cameraless photography into a new
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realm entirely, the realm of light. While Schad and Man Ray were working in the Dada orbit,
Moholy-Nagy, then living in Berlin, was working primarily in a modified Constructivist style
that emphasized geometric abstraction and an interest in transparency, light effects, and
overlapping planes.78 Like Schad’s experiments, Moholy-Nagy’s early cameraless works were
made using daylight printing-out paper, and this caused startlingly different effects from Man
Ray’s cameraless experiments that were developed out (fig. 1-17). Man Ray’s darkroom process
involved the exposure of an image that remained latent until it was developed out, which meant
that he was unable to see what the image looked like as it was being produced. And while his
selection of objects gave some indication of what the resulting image might look like, there was
always an element of chance in his process. Only visible after development, the images gave the
impression that they were produced “automatically.” Moholy-Nagy’s work was more deliberate
in the use of geometric objects and materials of varying transparency. To emphasize the
overlapping geometric planes that preoccupied Moholy-Nagy at the time, he cut the paper of at
least one of the Broom cameraless photographs (fig. 1-19). An uncharacteristic move for
Moholy-Nagy, this appears to be the only time that he cut one of his cameraless photographs. 79
The cameraless images included in Broom allowed viewers to see two radically different
approaches to the newly “invented” process for the first time.
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Some months later, in October of 1923, Russian Constructivist El Lissitzky published a
collaborative cameraless work (with Vilmos Huszar) in Kurt Schwitters’s journal Merz.80 In the
publication’s early years, the issues were often loosely arranged around a specific theme or
movement. For instance, Schwitters included a cameraless photograph by his friend MoholyNagy, with whom he had previously shared a studio, in the July 1923 issue titled “Banalitäten”
(Banalities) (fig. 1-20). Flipped 180 degrees and labeled a photograph, the cameraless image
Schwitters reproduced in Merz was the same image that had appeared a few months earlier in
Broom, thus signaling the importance of “little magazines” and artist journals to the
dissemination of new work and as sites of artistic exchange (fig. 1-21). The “Banalitäten” issue
also included texts by Schwitters, Arp, and Tzara, a poem by Ribemont-Dessaignes, an essay on
typography by Lissitzky, and artwork by Arp, Moholy-Nagy, Schwitters, Arthur Segal, and van
Doesburg. In bringing together Dadaists and Constructivists in the same issue, Schwitters
demonstrated his interest in these two movements by highlighting the approaches that both
movements could offer in the fields of art and design. The inclusion of Moholy-Nagy’s new
cameraless photography was therefore in keeping with his promotion of new experimental forms
that cut across movements and mediums.
The October 1923 issue of Merz was dedicated to Constructivist, De Stijl, and
elementarist ideas. In order to demonstrate these ideas, Schwitters included El Lissitzky’s earliest
collaborative cameraless experiments with Vilmos Huszar. Lissitzky had arrived in Berlin in
December of 1921 with a mandate from the Soviet government to expand Soviet art and culture
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to the West. He brought with him a modified version of Constructivism that scholar Christina
Lodder has termed “International Constructivism.”81 By late 1923, Lissitzky was a key figure in
the international community of artists working in Berlin in the early 1920s.
It was during this period that Lissitizky began to experiment with the creative
possibilities of photography. Although the circumstances surrounding his early photographic
work remain unclear, art historian Matthew Drutt has suggested that it may have been Lissitzky’s
exposure to artists working in a variety of mediums that spurred his interest. 82 The first published
example of Lissitzky’s cameraless work was a collaboration with De Stijl artist Vilmos Huszar. 83
The highly experimental photograph, titled 4 i Lampe (Heliokonstruktion 125 Volt) was signed
“El Huszar and Vilmos Lissitzky” (fig. 1-22). It featured a Phillips lightbulb lying on its side
with drinking glasses positioned above and below, and an indecipherable object to the right. All
of this appears to rest on a series of translucent intersecting planes, as if in homage to their
shared interest in abstraction and the utopian programs of De Stijl, Constructivism, and
Suprematism. Like Man Ray, Lissitzky and Huszar used the cameraless technique to celebrate
mundane everyday objects, but their work fuses these everyday objects with the industrial and
81
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technological, as if to comment on how their process, once rudimentary and antitechnological
has been transformed by the technological. 84 This early cameraless work signals the beginning of
Lissitzky’s interest in photography. It also signals the sophisticated, highly experimental
approach to photography that was characteristic of much of his photographic work in the coming
years.
To illustrate an invention, to reproduce it in print, was to lay claim publically to the
newly rediscovered process. These early reproductions of cameraless photography ensured that
the medium would be associated with a particular set of practices, a particular set of concerns,
and a particular group of artists—Schad, Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitizky. It also served
to disseminate the process to an expanding audience attuned to the latest innovations in art and
literature. While Dada, Merz, and Broom catered to an elite group of artists, writers, and critics,
cameraless photographs were circulated widely among like-minded individuals and would
therefore have guaranteed the medium’s further propagation. With its re-invention registered and
reproduced, interested parties set out to discuss cameraless photography’s invention, and
ultimately to name it.

4. Naming Invention
Invention through naming has long been an important component of photography’s
history. Throughout its long amateur history, cameraless photography went by various names
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depending on the medium’s intended use. Cameraless photography’s reconceptualization in the
early 1920s therefore necessitated additional naming. Photography historian Geoffrey Batchen
has remarked on the importance of nomenclature in photography’s early history, as its
practitioners sought to define, classify, and name their new enterprise. 85 Although photography’s
early adherents had somewhat loftier goals, the innovators of cameraless photography in the
1920s were no less concerned with naming their respective processes for posterity. As Batchen
suggests, “[t]he choice of name therefore reflected not so much what photography was as what
photography might be. It was a one-word summation of the idea of photography, and of the
desires and aspirations that induced each of its various inventors to undertake their
experiments.”86 My discussion of naming in this chapter relates specifically to Man Ray and the
naming of his cameraless process: the Rayograph. The cameraless processes of Schad and
Moholy-Nagy were named some time later. Moholy-Nagy’s term, the photogram, first appeared
in his 1925 book Painting, Photography, Film (to be discussed in the following chapter), while
Schad’s cameraless photographs were named Schadographs by Tzara when he sent the works off
to New York for inclusion in Alfred H. Barr’s 1936 exhibition Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism.
87

In the very act of naming, of assigning a single word to a practice, artists like Man Ray sought

to claim priority and ensure the process would forever be linked to their practice.
In the autumn of 1922, Man Ray’s cameraless work appeared for the first time in the
American literary journal The Little Review.88 As previousy noted, The Little Review featured
work by a transatlantic group of artists and writers, thanks in part to the involvement of Ezra
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Pound in London and Francis Picabia in Paris. In a playful, but not terribly surprising twist, Man
Ray christened his latest discovery the “Rayograph,” thus aligning it with his practice, but more
importantly, with his name.89 Although Schad’s cameraless work was the first to appear in print,
it was not labeled as such. When it was named some years later, Tzara borrowed from Man
Ray’s name for his process in his use of the term “Schadograph,” which was similarly derived
from the artist’s name and the shadow-like character of the works. The term “Rayograph” was
not just a play on the artist’s name, it also made reference to the penetrating rays of the X-ray,
another recent invention, which left similarly ghostly marks on the plate. 90 The Little Review
featured a small cameraless photograph with a hand-written title that reads, “esoRRose Sel à
vie.” Just below the image, in the space typically reserved for the artist’s name or signature, the
term “Rayograph” was printed in italics (fig. 1-23). There was no reference to the artist on the
page, only the title of the work and the word “Rayograph.” Man Ray relished his origin stories,
particularly with regard to cameraless photography, and as such, he was not one to miss an
opportunity to take credit for his innovations. So here, the use of the term “Rayograph” served
two functions—it gave a name to his process, but it also came to stand in for the artist’s
signature. As an abstract Dadaist object-portrait, Man Ray’s cameraless photograph referenced
the photographs of a gender-bending, cross-dressing Duchamp in the guise of his alter ego
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(RRose Sélavy) that the two artists collaborated on the previous year; however, it also
demonstrated the New York Dadaist proclivity for machine portraits (figs. 1-24 and 1-25). 91 Man
Ray’s playful reconstruction of the name “Rrose Sélavy” was a sort of phonetic rendering of
Duchamp’s pun “Eros c’est la vie,” which could also be translated as “rose the salt of life.” The
term “Rayograph” was also a pun of sorts. As if to underscore the importance of naming, and to
legitimize his invention with a proper name, Man Ray drew on Duchamp’s naming device, while
establishing his own. A point further underscored by the placement of the term “Rayograph”
where the artist’s proper name would normally appear. Not only was Man Ray’s cameraless
work included as proof of his latest artistic innovation; it also registered his invention with a
proper name, one derived from his very own, and similarly “invented,” proper name. 92
The discourse of invention continued with the enthusiastic pronouncements made by a
range of artists and writers in the early 1920s. Interestingly, many of these early pronouncements
were made in relation to Man Ray’s work, rather than that of Schad or Moholy-Nagy. As noted
earlier, Schad was no longer in possession of his cameraless experiments by the early 1920s and
was therefore unable to advocate for their publication. In the case of Moholy-Nagy, this had
more to do with timing. His first cameraless photographs appeared in print in early 1923, nearly
nine months after the first publication of Man Ray’s experiments. 93 It should come as no surprise
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that the most sustained and enthusiastic attention was lavished on Man Ray. It is also important
to consider the group of artists and writers Man Ray was associated with during his early years in
Paris. This influential group, including Jean Cocteau, and fellow Dadaists Robert Desnos and
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, took up their pens in celebration of their new friend’s discovery.
They reveled at the unique quality of these prints that seemed to hover somewhere between
photography and painting. Whether in Cocteau’s praise for their abstraction, or in their apparent
distance from photography’s documentary or painterly strains, as articulated by Desnos and
Ribemont-Dessaignes, cameraless photography was viewed as something wholly different from
the latest artistic trends.
French artist and writer Jean Cocteau was among the first to label Man Ray the
“inventor” of cameraless photography. His pronouncement, in the April 1922 issue of the art and
literature journal Les Feuilles Libres, was made in the form of an open letter, which also marks
the first appearance of Man Ray’s cameraless photographs in print. A single cameraless
photograph of a glass and coiled wire was mounted to board and loosely inserted with Cocteau’s
“Open Letter to Mr. Man Ray, American Photographer” (fig. 1-26). After ruminating on their
unique character, Cocteau proclaimed: “I will give it a year before your disciples are hiding their
prints from you, and that is why, though ill and ever so tardy, I am hastening to register your
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patent as inventor.”94 Referring to Man Ray’s experiments as “meaningless masterpieces”— at
once both abstract and representational—Cocteau marveled that these works, and the objects
they depicted, were captured not with the camera’s lens, but with the poet’s hand. Man Ray’s
cameraless photographs excited Cocteau because they moved beyond those works that simply
made use of photography, like the collages of Max Ernst. The everyday three-dimensional
objects that Man Ray placed on the paper’s surface—a glass, a wire coil, or a key—were
distorted by the inherent nature of the process, which allowed varying amounts of light to reach
the paper, leaving the ghostly specter of what once touched the paper’s surface. For Cocteau the
innate abstraction of Man Ray’s photographic process had succeeded in freeing painting, not
from representation, but from the abstraction with which painting had been preoccupied with
since the early 1910s. Never an advocate of abstraction, Cocteau was a staunch and vocal
advocate of the “return to order” in the 1920s, which promoted the recuperation of realistic
painting and classical subjects.95 Man Ray’s “invention,” by Cocteau’s estimation, laid the
groundwork for this long-awaited return to representation.
Man Ray found another enthusiastic supporter in poet Robert Desnos, who was a member
of the group centered around the literary journal Littérature. In his 1923 essay, “The Work of
Man Ray,” he spoke expressively of his painting, sculpture, and photography. In his assessment
of Man Ray’s photography, Desnos praised the innovative nature of the work, which “derives
neither from artistic deformation, nor from the servile reproduction of ‘nature.’” 96 In a nod to the
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long amateur history of the process, and the creative play it engendered, Desnos described these
new works as “abstract photographs in which he makes the solar specter participate in
adventurous construction,” he continued, “[a]s children we used to cut out our hands imprinted
on citrate paper exposed to the sun.”97 Man Ray then proceeded “from this naïve process,” to
create images derived from poetry, and unlike photography and painting, “Man Ray does not
calculate or predict the result of his manipulations.”98 For Desnos these works were remarkable
because they built on this early photographic tradition, while also resisted photography’s
tendency to be corrupted either by “artistic deformation” (i.e. painting) or by its “servile
reproduction of ‘nature’.”99 Cameraless photography’s inherent abstraction, and its removal from
the faithful representation for which photography was known, flew in the face of established
forms of photography.100
Like Desnos, Ribemont-Dessaignes differentiates Man Ray’s new photographic practice
from that which preceded it. In his essay: “Dada Painting, or the ‘Oil Eye,’” he discussed the
unprecedented character of the new photographs:
Man Ray is the subtle chemist of mysteries who sleeps with the metrical fairies of spirals
and steel wool. He invents a new world and photographs it to prove that it exists. But as
the camera also has an eye, although without a heart, he suppresses it. It is no longer a
question of preserving images in a box; but of making an astonishing destructive
projection of all formal art which never the less recreates for the love of the external thing
the most unexpected and the most precious relativity of time and of space. One finds
one’s self belonging to many fields of gravitation at the same time where the importance
of the qualities has totally disappeared, where the casuality hardly touches the spirit,
where the objects have ceased to be sultan postulates accompanied by harems. 101
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Ribemont-Dessaignes suggested that by suppressing the camera’s eye, Man Ray created a new
world brought about by feeling and poetry, a world that could not be (re)produced with the
camera lens. Just as the poet created new worlds with words, Man Ray created new worlds with
objects and light. This new cameraless method at long last unleashed photography’s true creative
potential.
The writings of Desnos and Ribemont-Dessaignes intimate, however obliquely, the
changes afoot within the Parisian avant-garde in the years between 1922 and 1924. Namely, the
demise of Dada and the rise of Surrealism, a period often referred to as mouvement flou, which
was associated with the group of artists and writers working around André Breton’s journal
Littérature.102 Having published the first automatic writings in 1919, “Les Champs magnétiques”
by Breton and Soupault, Littérature came to embrace a range of practices related to chance and
the automatic, even participating in hypnotic trances and recording the results for publication.
Desnos’s essay on Man Ray alluded to the chance operations at work in his cameraless
photographs. While practices such as these were not new, Man Ray, Schad, and Hans Arp had all
dabbled in related practices in the late 1910s, they were given new emphasis in the pages of
Littérature.103 Indeed, the March 1923 publication of Man Ray’s cameraless work, Monsieur…,
Inventeur, Constructeur, 6 Seconds, reflected the deliberate inclusion of works (at the behest of
Breton) meant to demonstrate the new weight given to the automatic and its processes (fig. 127). The whimsical cameraless image selected for publication, Monsieur…, Inventeur,
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Constructeur, 6 Seconds, produced in a mere six seconds, alluded to Man Ray’s status as
inventor and constructor of the image.104 Images such as this seemed to draw on Dada tactics, but
they also seemed to refer to the medium’s long amateur tradition and its tendency toward
creative play. Breton was surely aware of Man Ray’s process and the fact that these works were
developed out, which meant that Man Ray was unable to see the image when it was exposed.
The latent image appeared in the darkroom only after chemical development, as if automatic. For
Man Ray and the Littérature group, cameraless photography alluded to the automatic in a more
immediate way than other mediums. As a result of this alignment, the publication of Man Ray’s
cameraless photograph in Littérature marked the beginning of the Surrealists whole-hearted
embrace of photography.105
By the end of 1922, news of cameraless photography’s invention by an American artist
had crossed the Atlantic and reached the United States. The popular American magazine Vanity
Fair published a brief article on Man Ray, along with a series of four “Rayographs” in the
November issue (fig. 1-28).106 Similar in content to the so-called “little magazines,” Vanity Fair
was a glossy, large-format, high-circulation magazine that included the latest in news, literature,
art, and photography. The magazine’s editor, Frank Crowninshield, was a well-known journalist
and art and theater critic who started work for the magazine just months after his involvement as
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voluntary press agent for the Armory Show. 107 Friends with American photographer Alfred
Stieglitz, Crowninshield was an early advocate of modern photography, publishing work by
Stieglitz, Charles Sheeler, and Edward Steichen, among others. The inclusion of Man Ray’s
cameraless photographs demonstrates the crossover between art and popular publications during
this period.108 The process was given new meaning and relevance by artists like Man Ray, which
in turn elevated its status, making it worthy of inclusion in glossy popular magazines like Vanity
Fair.
The Vanity Fair article announced, “A New Method for Realizing the Artistic
Possibilities of Photography: Experiments in Abstract Form, Made without a Camera Lens, by
Man Ray, the American Painter.” The author, presumably Crowninshield, was clear that these
photographic experiments were produced by Man Ray, the painter, in other words, by an “artist,”
and the viewer should take them seriously as a new (photographic) art form. The suggestion that
photography could be an art form when properly utilized was not new to Vanity Fair. The
previous year Crowninshield published Ira Martin’s experiments with abstract photography with
the suggestion that Martin was attempting to “attack the same problems in which the modernistic
painter is interested, and to attack them with a camera” (fig. 1-29). 109 Crowninshield, it seems,
was predisposed to the idea that photography could tackle the same representational concerns
that preoccupied painters, namely abstraction. Given his friendship with Stieglitz and other
modern photographers, it is not surprising that Crowninshield took photography seriously and
treated it with the same weight he gave to artists working in painting or sculpture. Further
evidence of this fact was to be found in his brief description of the process and a quotation from
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Cocteau’s “Open Letter,” in which the critic concluded that Man Ray “has come to set painting
free again. His mysterious groups are infinitely better than any of the ordinary still-lifes which
attempt to conquer the flat canvas and the elusive mud of the colors.” 110
Interestingly, not all American artists and critics were as enthusiastic about the artistic
possibilities of Man Ray’s new photographic work. The late 1910s had experienced a shift in
American photography, particularly among the Stieglitz circle, to a form of “straight”
photography that shunned any manipulation of the negative or print and maintained a strict
adherence to the camera as its means of production.111 Man Ray’s new cameraless work resisted
strict categorization; it was neither “straight” nor was it “art photography,” and unlike the
Stieglitz circle, it unabashedly denied the camera as its mode of production. Man Ray, a late
comer to photography, who thumbed his nose at the doctrinaire attitudes of photographers like
Stieglitz and demands for proper technique and pristine prints, viewed himself as an artist and
not as a photographer. His circle of friends in Paris consisted early on of Dadaists and budding
Surrealists, whose views about art were as iconoclastic as his own. With this is mind, it is not
surprising that this new and unprecedented coming together of art and photography found greater
acceptance in Europe. Indeed, as Sandra Phillips has suggested, “While in Man Ray’s eyes, as in
the eyes of his contemporaries, the [R]ayographs were equal to painting in expressive power and
invention, he would always feel compelled to be contrary. To purists such as Stieglitz . . . they
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were a confusion of art and photography—which must have delighted the [D]adaists
enormously.”112
In July of 1922, Stieglitz was immersed in the issue of photography’s significance,
positing the question “Can A Photograph have the Significance of Art” to a series of artists,
writers, and photographers in his short-lived journal MSS (fig. 1-30). While the responses varied,
the statement by Marius de Zayas touched on Man Ray’s recent experiments with photography.
In answer to the question posed by Stieglitz, de Zayas remarked: “I have been thinking a lot
about photography on account of the false success that Man Ray has made here among the
‘intellectuals’.”113 Speaking undoubtedly about Man Ray’s cameraless work and the flurry of
interest it generated, De Zayas was unconvinced. Instead, he concluded: “Photography as it is
done up to the present is nothing else than a means of expression of man—Therefore it is Art.
And I must also say that outside of what you [Stieglitz] and Sheeler have done in Photography I
find the rest quite stupid.”114 As the arbiter of modern American photography, Stieglitz and his
circle were not yet prepared to take Man Ray as their own. For much of the 1920s, Man Ray’s
success, and that of cameraless photography more generally, would be tied to artistic
developments in Europe and the quest for a modern photographic idiom.

5. “The Photographer Has Invented a New Method”
Like the readymade and photomontage, cameraless photography was viewed in the early
1920s as a new method that might at last unseat the dominance of painting. Writings by Tzara
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and Moholy-Nagy set the terms for how this “new method” might succeed in overturning what
came before it, thereby establishing a modern medium that had its basis not in painting, as had
been the dominant belief in the 1910s, but in photography. Despite their shared belief in
cameraless photography’s possibilities, Tzara and Moholy-Nagy viewed these results from very
different perspectives. For Tzara and the Dadaists, Man Ray’s radical invention was an
unprecedented combination of painting and photography that displayed an irreverent approach to
art making. Seemingly anti-photographic and anti-painting at one and the same time, the
cameraless photograph took from these two fundamentally different mediums but resisted
conforming to their conventions.
Moholy-Nagy, on the other hand, was as much a theorist as he was an artist. His views
regarding the productive role of art in society were intertwined with utopian ideas gleaned from
Hungarian Activism and Constructivism, and the influence of Dada and De Stijl, all of which
informed his approach to cameraless photography. 115 He, and others like him, believed that the
artist should no longer seek to represent subjective ideas and experience, as in painting, but
should instead orient him or herself to science and technology for the betterment of society. His
work with cameraless photography was important to his articulation of these ideas. While his
1922 essay “Production—Reproduction” predated his earliest cameraless experiments, it
nonetheless laid out the theoretical principles that were fundamental to his later work and writing
on photography (with and) without a camera.
What Tzara and Moholy-Nagy shared was an understanding that this new cameraless
method of photography could move beyond painting and the outmoded traditions of the past.
This was the resounding sentiment among artists and writers, who saw in cameraless
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photography a means of breaking with the past and moving photography into the future. As with
other artistic developments of the 1910s and 1920s, like the readymade, collage, photomontage,
abstraction, and the use of objects and chance operations, cameraless photography was
emblematic of the desire for new art forms. It was also widely believed that these new forms
were more reflective of the times and the new and varied experiences of modernity. That
cameraless photography synthesized existing artistic concerns with abstraction, the use of
objects, the automatic, and chance operations, was all the better.
Tristan Tzara’s provocative forward to Man Ray’s portfolio, Les Champs délicieux,
spoke of cameraless photography’s arrival—a new method—at a moment when all of art had
become complacent (fig. 1-31).116
When everything we call art had become thoroughly arthritic, a photographer lit up the
thousand candles of his lamp, and the sensitized paper absorbed bit by bit the black
outlines of some everyday objects. With a fresh and delicate flash of light, he invented a
force that surpassed in importance all the constellations intended for our visual
pleasure.117
Wittily titled, “La Photographie à l’envers” (Photography Upside Down), Tzara, the Dada poet,
pits this new form of photography, as Desnos and Ribemont-Dessaignes had done, against
outmoded bourgeois traditions in painting, particularly oil painting, but also against the
increasingly bourgeois forms of photography, like portraiture. Tzara’s text, with its nonsensical
allusions and Dada anecdotes, suggested the sense of shock and surprise that Man Ray’s
cameraless photographs elicited in early viewers. He declared: “The photographer has invented a
new method: he presents to space an image that exceeds it, and the air, with its clenched fists and
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superior intelligence, seizes it and holds it next to its heart.” 118 Tzara’s evocative statements aptly
described the inherent abstraction of Man Ray’s cameraless photographs of everyday objects;
objects that appear to be suspended in air over the light sensitive paper, abstracted by the varying
degrees of light that pass through and around them. He spoke of the unique character of light in
these works: “Light varies according to how stunned the pupil is by the coldness of the paper,
according to the weight of the light and the shock that it causes.” 119 Man Ray’s subversive
approach to photography, and his unwillingness to conform to conventions in either photography
or painting, established cameraless photography’s place among the most radical Dada tactics.
Like other Dada practices, the desire to make art from the stuff of everyday life, coupled
with the desire to shock, to be new and modern, and, most importantly, to create new ways of
producing art, brought the cameraless photograph into alignment with other important Dada
contributions.120 For Tzara, the tireless Dada proselytizer and propagandist, Man Ray had quite
literally turned photography upside down by removing the plate/paper from its vertical position
in the camera, and shifting its axis to a horizontal position. Rather than a slavish representation
of what was once in front of the camera, Man Ray’s new process captured instead what once
touched the paper’s surface, thus providing an image whose truth lay in its ability to capture
presence rather than appearance. This simple shift had turned photography on its head, bringing
this new form of photography into alignment with painting.
While Tzara’s essay spoke to the surprising otherworldly quality of Man Ray’s recent
cameraless experiments, László Moholy-Nagy’s 1922 essay “Production—Reproduction,”
published in the July 1922 issue of Theo van Doesburg’s avant-garde review De Stijl, spoke of
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the medium’s theoretical possibilities (fig. 1-32).121 De Stijl, in its synthesis of De Stijl, Dada,
Constructivism, and Surrealism, published a wide range of art and texts that cut across mediums
and movements.122 Van Doesburg had moved to Weimar in 1921 in an effort to internationalize
De Stijl. During this time, he was in communication with Moholy-Nagy, who had recently
moved to Berlin and was then acting as a representative of the Hungarian publication MA
(Today). “Production—Reproduction” posited the use of various reproductive mediums,
including photography, or more specifically, the photographic plate, for the purposes of
“production.” Although this early essay was speculative in nature—he may not have produced
his first cameraless experiments at this time—it laid out his arguments for the productive use of
photography.123 A profoundly important essay for the artist, it has also become a significant
touchstone in the history of photography, signaling a shift in perception about the medium. The
text dealt with photography on a theoretical level, positioning it not merely as the medium of the
moment, but also as the medium of the future. 124 Moholy-Nagy believed that photography, and
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other reproductive mediums, were only capable of moving forward if they were used
productively to bring about new visual experiences.
“Production—Reproduction” was the result of a series of conversations between MoholyNagy and his wife Lucia Moholy. As suggested above, it is possible that Moholy-Nagy may have
seen Paul Lindner’s 1920 book, Photographie ohne Kamera, and was inspired by the
“productive” use of photography featured therein. However, it is also possible that he and Lucia
Moholy were influenced by the work of a woman named Bertha Günther, whose cameraless
botanical prints they may have seen at the Loheland Schule für Körperbildung, Landbau und
Handwerk (Loheland School of Physical Education, Agriculture, and Handicrafts) during their
summer vacation in the Rhön in 1922.125 Günther was a young student at the Loheland school
who had been producing cameraless photographs of leaves and flowers on daylight printing-out
paper since 1920.126 Whatever the impetus for their taking up of cameraless photography that
fall, the essay “Production—Reproduction” makes clear that these ideas were already in their
minds in the months before their first experiments.

constructs itself out if the elements that belong solely to it. . . . Permeated by the dynamism of our era, we
proclaim through elemental art the innovations of our attitude, of our conscience by the sources of power
constantly intersecting and constituting the spirit and the form of an epoch…
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Fundamental to Moholy-Nagy’s argument in “Production—Reproduction” was the
emphasis on the role of art and creative activity in developing our sensory faculties to their
fullest extent to effect change in society. 127 This was important because he believed that human
sensory perception was not adequately prepared for comprehending a rapidly changing
technologized world.
Man is the synthesis of all his sensory faculties, i.e., at any given stage he is most perfect
when his constituent faculties are developed to the limit of their potential—the cells just
as much as the most complicated organs. . . Art is instrumental in this development—and
this is one of the most important roles art has to play, since functioning as human totality
depends on developing the senses to their fullest extent—for art attempts to create new
relationships between familiar and as yet unfamiliar data, optical, acoustic or whatever,
and forces us to take it all in through our sensory equipment. It is the nature of human
existence that the senses are insatiable, that they reach out for more new experience every
time they take something in. This is the reason for the perpetual need for new modes of
creativity. From this point of view creative endeavors are only valid if they produce new,
as yet unfamiliar relationships.128
In order to expand sensory perception, Moholy-Nagy argued that mediums typically used for
reproduction—photography, film, and sound recording—should be used productively by
utilizing their inherent characteristics. In so doing, the viewer or listener would be able to see and
hear in new ways, thereby expanding their senses and bringing them into alignment with the
modern world. In the case of photography, Moholy-Nagy suggested that light and the sensitive
plate could be used independently of the camera. The emphasis on a medium’s inherent
characteristics was suggestive of the Constructivist principle of faktura—the conscious handling
of materials and surface.129 And indeed, Moholy-Nagy would further articulate photography’s
faktura in future essays. For Moholy-Nagy, photography, and by extension cameraless
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photography, should be used as a method for expanding vision (and other constituent faculties),
thus prompting photography to keep pace with the demands of the modern world. Much as the
X-ray had expanded vision by exposing what existed beneath the surface, and therefore beyond
vision, cameraless photography was similarly capable of producing “new, as yet unfamiliar
relationships.”130 By making productive use of the sensitive plate to capture the light effects
produced by mirrors and lenses, cameraless photography could bring about new relationships
and new ways of seeing.131 Its use was therefore in keeping with Moholy-Nagy’s utopian views
about art’s capacity to initiate positive change in society. 132
With the theoretical basis for cameraless photography established, Moholy-Nagy and
Lucia Moholy put their ideas into practice in the months that followed. What was merely hinted
at in “Production—Reproduction” was expanded upon and further articulated in his essay
“Light—A Medium of Plastic Expression,” which appeared in the pages of Broom in early 1923.
The essay emphasized the importance of light and the possibilities of using it in a sovereign
manner to produce works of art. These early writings were among his most important because
they articulated a new approach that positioned light and the sensitive plate as the true locus of
photography. Throughout the 1920s Moholy-Nagy would build on these ideas in his subsequent
writing on photography and related media.

6. Cameraless Photography and the Development of a Modern Photographic Idiom
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Varied pronouncements and illustrations of invention dominated the early years of
cameraless photography’s resurgence. While many of these writings were poetic in nature,
reveling in this “new” medium but still somewhat unsure of what to make of it, they all shared an
overwhelming disdain for the past and a belief that these works had opened a door, to what they
could not know. Essays published in 1922 and 1923 by Moholy-Nagy and Karel Teige posited
cameraless photography as the much-needed first step in the development of a modern
photographic idiom. As artists and writers, Teige and Moholy-Nagy were known as much for
their polemics as for their art. In their early essays on photography, the two attempted to define
photography’s usefulness for the modern world—a world changed by war and the dizzying
advancements in science and technology. Both men hailed from Central Europe—
Czechoslovakia and Hungary, respectively—where they were influenced, each in their own way,
by the utopianism that characterized the forward-thinking art groups of the interwar period (such
as Hungarian Activism, Devětsil, and Constructivism). This influence left each of them with the
profound belief that art should be useful for society, not merely a reflection of it. Their thinking
about photography, with and without a camera, was therefore central to this larger belief.
Teige’s essay “Foto Kino Film,” published in the 1922 Devětsil anthology Život: Sborník
Nové Krásy (Life: An Anthology of the New Beauty), was an early example of his ideas on “new
media.” Published a few months after Moholy-Nagy’s “Production—Reproduction,” Teige’s
expansive essay highlighted Man Ray’s work and addressed the importance of photography and
film as the new democratic mediums of the future (fig. 1-33). 133 His discussion of photography
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focused specifically on two important aspects of photographic production: documentary
photography, as seen in illustrated magazines and newspapers, and the cameraless and other
expressive photographs by Man Ray. Despite the shared utopianism of Teige and Moholy-Nagy,
it was the cameraless photographs of Man Ray that were the basis for his views on photography.
Teige’s interest in Man Ray was spurred during a trip to Paris where he viewed images from
Man Ray’s recently produced portfolio, Les Champs délicieux.134 In a section of the essay titled
“The Case of Man Ray,” Teige stated what others merely suggested. 135
[P]hotography has liberated painting by freeing it from the yoke of naturalism. In turn,
Man Ray’s discoveries, inventions, and works are liberating photography from the
decadence of “artistic photography” that has set in. They liberate it from the prevailing
form of “artistic” photography (i.e., impressionism) by simply eliminating it. Through
photography, they create a truly surrealistic art that, according to Apollinaire, begins
precisely where imitation ends. Whereas painting, freed from the dangerous elements of
naturalism, is now returning to reality, from abstraction to the concrete, the photography
of Man Ray, freed from the allure of Whistlerian idiom, is approaching the formal play of
Picasso, Braque, and Gris.136
The independence of Man Ray’s discovery from other forms of photography transformed it, in
Teige’s words, into a “pure art form” that no longer needed to refer to anything other than itself.
In so doing, he introduced a new form of photography “that is truly visual, that is truly art, that
almost ceases to be photography and becomes something akin to painting and graphic art . . .
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Here, photography gains its own independent and competent language” (fig. 1-34). 137 While
Teige suggested that Man Ray’s photographs were akin to recent trends in painting, he also
believed that the cameraless photographs, in attaining their own independent language, had
surpassed them. He spoke of the cameraless photographs as “‘direct’ photographs . . . objects in
and of themselves, picture poems. The application of this photographic method, utilized in
science, has the tonal values of aquatints, gentle gradations almost unachievable in graphic art. It
is in places almost phantasmagorical.” 138 For Teige, Man Ray’s cameraless works brought
together the aspects of Constructivism and Poetism that he had been cultivating in his own work
in the early 1920s: namely, the rejection of academicism, unbridled creative play, and an artistic
approach (via the technological medium of photography) appropriate to the times. The
suggestion that Man Ray looked to science for the creation of a new art form was almost
certainly related to Teige’s interest in new mediums and the integration of art and life. Indeed,
the turn to science and technology was one way that artists could produce work that reflected the
modern world and the steady stream of inventions and discoveries that were a part of their lived
experience.
Teige’s writing on Man Ray’s cameraless photographs introduced the artists of the
Central European avant-gardes to a new, abstract approach to the technological medium of
photography that successfully bypassed the latest trends in painting and photography. 139 Unlike
abstract painting, which still relied on traditional bourgeois notions of art making, this new
cameraless method abandoned the established tropes to make use of the basic elements of
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photography: the action of light on a sensitive surface. The use of the latest papers and electric
light ensured that these works would be understood as an expression of the technological. Teige
therefore positioned cameraless photography as a watershed moment for the future of
photography as a modern art form. Man Ray, for his part, succeeded in providing photography
with its own autonomous language; a language that would be honed and refined in the years that
followed.
Moholy-Nagy’s essay, “Light—A Medium of Plastic Expression,” was published in the
pages of Broom in March of 1923, along with several cameraless experiments that illustrated the
use of light as a medium of creative expression.140 As previously mentioned, Broom included
four examples by Moholy-Nagy, and four examples by Man Ray, thus demonstrating the varied
artistic possibilities of the medium (figs. 1-17, 1-18, 1-19, and 1-21). The examples by Man Ray
were semi-abstract works that exhibited his penchant for recognizable, everyday objects,
whereas Moholy-Nagy’s work illustrated his ongoing interest in geometric abstraction, the use of
overlapping planes, and the effects of light and transparency. Although his essay from the
previous summer dealt with the theoretical possibilities of using light and the sensitive plate to
make photography productive, in “Light—A Medium of Plastic Expression” he further suggested
that the sensitive plate (whether glass, metal or paper) had always been “subjected to the
demands of the camera obscura,” and was therefore never sufficiently tested on its own. 141 He
argued that if the plate had been properly utilized, certain imperceptible phenomena would have
been brought to light, thus expanding human vision, which for Moholy-Nagy, was key to
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photography’s future possibilities.142 Here, for the first time, he addressed the issue of light as a
medium unto itself, rather than as merely an effect.
He believed that light could be visualized in new ways by utilizing photography for static
images, and film for capturing light in motion. Photography could be used either with a camera,
making use of lenses and mirrors, or without a camera, as a means of eliminating traditional
perspective. Ultimately this new operation “leads to the possibility of ‘light-composition,’
whereby light could be controlled as a new plastic medium, just as color in painting and tone in
music.”143 The cameraless photograph facilitated the capture of light effects on the sensitive plate
that could be created and manipulated by lenses and mirrors, or by mediating agents like water,
oil, acids, crystal, metal, glass, and tissue. For Moholy-Nagy, cameraless photography was
innovative because it made productive use of photography, but also because it rejected the
traditional perspective typically imposed by the camera’s lens or the painter’s brush. By shifting
the focus to photography’s constituent parts, light and the sensitive plate, Moholy-Nagy
conceived of an approach to photography that was purely photographic. The cameraless
photograph was not subordinated to the camera’s lens and could therefore produce new ways of
seeing. Moholy-Nagy believed that if the modern, technologized world was to be understood, it
must be recognized as such. Thus, it was imperative to expand one’s sensory faculties to their
fullest. In this new “productive” approach to visualizing the world, he articulated a path forward
for creative photography.
The interest in light that characterized Moholy-Nagy’s 1923 essay in Broom was also
shared by Man Ray, who declared just after his 1922 discovery: “I have finally freed myself
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from the sticky medium of paint, and am working directly with light itself.” 144 Like MoholyNagy, Man Ray spoke of his desire to use light as painters use paint. While Man Ray was less
concerned with the theoretical implications of cameraless photography, he was just as eager to
abandon traditional perspective in favor of working directly with light. By the time the Broom
issue appeared in 1923, Man Ray’s cameraless photographs had been reproduced in a range of
publications. But the Broom issue marked the first time that his work appeared alongside another
of cameraless photography’s inventors, and while the differences were clear, the images together
illustrated the dawning of a new day in modern photography. The Broom images proved, even at
this early stage, that this new photographic form could illustrate just as effectively the Dada
irreverence of Man Ray as it did the Constructivist-inspired ideas of Moholy-Nagy.

Conclusion
The years between 1920 and 1923 were characterized by pronouncements of anteriority,
demands for new methods, and pleas for (cameraless) photography’s future. The essays by
Moholy-Nagy and Teige, full of theoretical justifications, marked a turning point in the writing
about photography. In both cases, photography was taken on its own terms, as a medium worthy
of experimentation and theoretical discussion. Although other writings were largely concerned
with coming to terms with cameraless photography as a new “invention” and what it might mean
and for whom, there was an overriding belief among them that photography had been invented
anew and might finally replace even the most radical painting. The desire to define, characterize,
visualize, and disseminate, would continue at a dizzying pace over the next three years, when the
process was adopted at last by mainstream photography publications, thus indicating its
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acceptance not only as an art form, but also as a viable pursuit for the trained photographer and
amateurs alike. While these early years were dominated by art journals, and ”little magazines,”
the years that followed saw a dramatic increase in cameraless photography’s presence in other
kinds of publications—illustrated newspapers, photography magazines, newly established art
journals, and books. By the mid-1920s, the approach to writing about cameraless photography
shifted as well. With the medium’s invention documented in print, publications set out to codify
it as a new art form with wide-ranging potential for interwar artists.
Furthermore, with Moholy-Nagy’s appointment at the Bauhaus, cameraless photography
took on a new prominence. His experimentation increased dramatically with access to a proper
darkroom, and in the preliminary course, where he used cameraless photography as a
pedagogical tool. All of this, coupled with his role as co-editor of the Bauhausbücher series,
gave cameraless photography a new visibility, one that was highlighted in his 1925 book,
Malerei Photographie Film. The mid-1920s also saw the rise of Surrealism and the continued
fascination with Man Ray’s cameraless photography, which, after the founding of Surrealism in
1924, was viewed as Surrealist avant la lettre. Attempts to position cameraless photography visà-vis emerging and established discourses around Surrealism, Constructivism, the Bauhaus,
abstraction, technology, photography, and film, took on a new urgency in the middle of the
decade. It owed its prominence in the mid-1920s to the excited early pronouncements about the
medium’s “re-invention” in the years between 1920 and 1923. As a new creative medium with
the potential to rival painting, cameraless photography was poised at last to bring photography
into the realm of modern art by proving that it could, in fact, be modern. The radical proposition
initiated by the artists and critics of the early 1920s paved the way for its acceptance as as an art
form with wide-ranging possibilities.
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Chapter II: Situating Cameraless Photography: 1924–26
The discourse surrounding cameraless photography in the years between 1924 and 1926
initiated a new way of thinking about photography and its importance for the modern world. It
contributed in meaningful ways to the emergence of what would come to be known as the “new
photography.”1 With cameraless photography’s “invention” registered, the question of how the
new medium would be used, by whom, and for what purposes, took on a new urgency. These are
the questions that the publications of the mid-1920s began to address. The narrative surrounding
cameraless photography began to shift in significant ways in the middle years of the 1920s, from
a need to identify to a need to codify. In the years between 1924 and 1926 interest in cameraless
photography intensified with a wave of new writings by artists, critics, and photographers who
approached the medium from a variety of perspectives that were no longer tied to specific artists
or movements. It came to be used as a form of evidence in the furtherance of new and emerging
discourses around the role of technology in art, art and/as revolution, abstraction, art
photography, and the cinema(tic). The writers who entered the fray were instrumental in
expanding the medium’s narrative by articulating cameraless photography’s relevance as a new
creative process with an expanding role in art and society. In a range of publications that
included “little magazines,” artist journals, newspapers, and books, cameraless photography was
reproduced and discussed as a radical new art form, for which the possibilities were still to be
defined, but seemingly endless.
1
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Not surprisingly, cameraless photography became something of a blank slate (or plate),
upon which artists and theorists placed their hopes for the future. Indeed, the medium was
uniquely suited to experimentation and the production of new forms—forms that were as adept at
evoking the internal revolution of the Surrealists, as they were of evoking the utopian goals of
the Constructivists. After all, cameraless photography was both abstract—in that it was
dematerialized—and concrete, in that it was a direct representation of a specific moment in time.
Surrealism, Constructivism, De Stijl, the Bauhaus, Ma, Devětsil, and others, were articulating an
evolving relationship to photography, and cameraless photography was at the forefront of their
thinking about photography’s possibilities. By the mid-1920s, artists, critics, theorists, and
photographers alike converged around the rediscovered medium as way of initiating a dialogue
about photography’s future.
Artists were interested in the revolutionary possibilities of cameraless photography, but
they were also drawn to its rejection of what many perceived as outmoded traditions in painting
and photography. Theirs was a shared rejection of the past to embrace the new—new ideas, new
technologies, new methods, and new materials. Ironically, the past was never entirely done away
with, rather it was repurposed for the sake of moving art, architecture, and literature forward into
the future. Cameraless photography is an excellent example of this repurposing—it took from the
past and brought photography into the future.
The centrality of Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky to the discourse on cameraless
photography has continued nearly unimpeded to the present day. But this chapter focuses
specifically on the dissemination and articulation of their cameraless experiments in print in the
years between 1924 and 1926 and how these examples fit within, and perhaps also determine, the
larger narrative of cameraless photography in the 1920s. The publications that featured and
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discussed the work of Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and El Lissitzky, provide important social,
political, and artistic contexts to work that has otherwise been conditioned by their respective
biographies. By focusing on how and where cameraless photography was discussed and
reproduced in the years between 1924 and 1926, other themes and alignments emerge;
alignments that can be viewed and understood outside the confines of individual biographies and
artistic movements. These themes included the role of technology in art, art and/as revolution,
abstraction, art photography, and the cinema(tic).
In the mid-1920s, “little magazines” and artist journals continued to feature cameraless
photography in their pages.2 These publications wielded significant influence in Paris and Berlin,
the centers of cameraless activity during this period, but their influence was felt internationally.
They were circulated widely among avant-garde artists and critics and were often advertised in
the back pages of their publications. By the mid-1920s cameraless photography expanded its
reach beyond a handful of “little magazines” to include a variety of publications that catered to a
wider audience, including fashion magazines, art and photography magazines, as well as art
books and annuals. As in the previous chapter, the intersection between popular and avant-garde
publications vis-à-vis cameraless photography continued. Articles and reproductions appeared in
radical avant-garde journals like La Révolution Surréaliste, G, Merz, and De Stijl, at
approximatey the same time that they were appearing in popular fashion magazines like Vogue.
This is important because it reveals the diversity of approaches to creating, reading, and
disseminating cameraless photographs. Interestingly, in terms of their status as art, cameraless
photographs were given the same weight in popular magazines as they were in avant-garde
publications. Vogue, which reproduced cameraless photographs by Man Ray, positioned the
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work in the context of abstraction, and thus, as art. Set apart from the advertising and fashion
photographs that dominated the pages of fashion magazines, Vogue, like Vanity Fair before it,
featured illustrated essays that were consistent with their treatment of modern art. The audience
for these publications varied widely, from the general public to those with a more or less
specialized interest in art and photography. This newly expanded audience for cameraless
photography ushered in a period of increased awareness about the medium and its possibilities.
In addition to Moholy-Nagy, the key artist-critics actively engaged in writing about
cameraless photography were Hans Richter, Karel Teige, Erwin Quedenfeldt, René Crevel,
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, Max Morise, and Vilém Santholzer. Also important were critics
Harold Loeb, Ernő Kállai, Alfréd Kémeny, Will Grohmann, and Clive Bell, each of whom wrote
about or reproduced cameraless photography. The ideas espoused in their writings were as
different as the writers themselves. While an overarching concern for the new was a common
thread in almost all the writing from this period—whether in Surrealism, Constructivism, the
Bauhaus, or Devětsil—other consistent themes regarding art’s relationship to technology,
abstraction, film, and revolution emerged as well. The ideas brought forward by cameraless
photography make clear that it was never the exclusive domain of any one movement or
individual, but was, in fact, a much more far-reaching phenomenon with lasting consequences
for art and photography.
The artists at issue in the publications from this period did not change dramatically in the
mid-1920s. While Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky were the primary figures in cameraless
photography’s unfolding narrative, others emerged during this period as well. Photographers
Heinrich Spaemann and Karl Straub in Germany, former students at the Bauhaus, and Russian
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Constructivist Varvara Stepanova, were also experimenting with cameraless photography. 3
Interestingly, the work of Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky rarely appeared in the same
publication at the same time. It could be assumed that French and Anglo publications were more
familiar with Man Ray’s work, and German and Central European publications more familiar
with Moholy-Nagy. But even this hypothesis is easily disproven. Man Ray appeared in Surrealist
and Surrealist-influenced publications in Paris, but he also appeared in Das Kunstblatt, Jahrbuch
der jungen Kunst, Pásmo, G, De Stijl, and Merz. Moholy-Nagy, on the other hand, appeared
exclusively in Central European publications during this period. 4 While the presence of Man Ray
and Moholy-Nagy remained dominant in the publications, the conversation was increasingly
focused on the specificities of cameraless photography and what it meant for the modern world,
rather than on the artists who made them.
Despite the early interest in naming, a definitive name remained elusive as late as 1924
and the process was still known by many different terms.5 Few used Man Ray’s “Rayograph” to
describe cameraless photographs during this period. Instead, they were most often referred to as
“Photographie” (photography), “Photographie ohne Kamera” (photography without a camera), or
“Schattenbilder” (shadow pictures). Moholy-Nagy made his contribution to the history of
naming in his 1925 book Malerei Photographie Film (Painting, Photography, Film), conferring
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Spaemann and Straub were both students at the Bauhaus during Moholy-Nagy’s tenure and likely took his
preliminary course. Hans Maria Wingler’s book, The Bauhaus, includes a roster of former students and Heinrich
Spaemann and Karl Straub were among them. See: Hans Maria Wingler, The Bauhaus, trans. Wolgang Jabs and
Basil Gilbert (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1978), 615-21.
4
Moholy-Nagy’s work did not appear in French publications until 1927, however, familiarity with his work
increased at the end of the decade and he published several essays and cameraless photographs in French magazines
that year.
5
Cameraless photography was variously termed: “Photographie ohne Kamera” (photography without a camera),
“direkte Photographie ohne Kamera” (direct photography without a camera), “kameralos aufnahme” (camera-less
photograph), “photographie” (photography), “photo-mechanische constructie” (photo-mechanical construction),
“photogramm” (photogram), “darkroom studies,” “photography without the use of objectif or camera,” or “studies in
black and white.”
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upon cameraless photography the definitive name “Photogramm” (photogram), by which the
process was known for many years.6 While he was not responsible for the introduction of the
term, he was responsible for its repurposing. 7 For Moholy-Nagy, the term “Photogram” held a
decidedly technological set of associations. In a 1935 letter to Walter Gropius, Moholy-Nagy
suggested that the name “Photogramm” came to him by way of analogy to another nineteenthcentury technological invention, the “Telegramm” (telegram), which allowed for the automatic
transmission of messages.8 With all of this in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that even as late
as 1926 cameraless photography continued to be called by many names. 9
The list of publications that highlighted cameraless photography in the mid-1920s
includes some of the most significant avant-garde journals of the period: De Stijl (Netherlands)10,
Merz (Hanover, Germany), G (Berlin), Das Kunstblatt (Weimar, Germany), Jahrbuch der jungen
Kunst (Leipzig, Germany), La Révolution Surréaliste (Paris), Pásmo (Brno, Czechoslovakia),

6

Although newly designated by Moholy-Nagy, the term “photogram” was not, in fact, new. It was used in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to describe a range of “scientifically authentic pictures,” often in scientific
journals, it was the term used by Paul Lindner to describe cameraless photography (“Schattenbildphotogramme” or
shadow picture photograms) in his 1920 book Photographie ohne Kamera (Photography without a Camera), and
finally, it was used as a general term for photographs in the photographic annual Photograms of the Year (18951940). See: Haus, Moholy-Nagy: Photographs and Photograms. For Moholy-Nagy’s articulation of the newly
named “photogram,” see: László Moholy-Nagy, “Photographie ohne Kamera: Das Photogramm,” in Malerei
Photographie Film, Bauhausbücher, no. 8 (Munich: Albert Langen Verlag, 1925), 25.
7
By 1926, however, Moholy-Nagy changed the spelling from “photogramm” to “fotogramm,” which was more in
keeping with progressive ideas about making German script (and typography) more efficient. The change in spelling
was reflected in the second revised edition of his book published in 1927 with the more modern title Malerei
Fotografie Film. See: László Moholy-Nagy, Malerei Fotografie Film (Munich: Albert Langen, 1927). The change
in spelling is evident in Moholy-Nagy’s 1926 essay, “Fotoplastische Reklame,” See: László Moholy-Nagy,
“Fotoplastische Reklame,” Offset. Buch und Werbekunst, heft 7 (1926): 386-394.
8
For more on Moholy-Nagy’s use of the term “photogram,” see: Molderings, "Light Years of a Life: The
Photogram in the Aesthetic of László Moholy-Nagy."
9
In the writings that are the focus of this chapter, there was no reference to Talbot’s photogenic drawings.
10
De Stijl (1917-1932), the Dutch magazine dedicated to abstract art, engaged early on in debates surrounding
cameraless photography with its inclusion of Moholy-Nagy’s essay “Production—Reproduction” in 1922. But the
magazine, with Theo van Doesburg at the helm, did not actively promote the medium in the years between 19241926. Van Doesburg included a single cameraless photograph by Man Ray in 1924 with provocative title “PhotoMecanische Constructie.” The magazine engaged with and attempted to synthesize ideas from Constructivism,
Futurism, Dada, and Surrealism, which is likely what attracted van Doesburg to cameraless work as a form of
technologized abstraction. For more on De Stijl, see: Sascha Bru, “’The Will to Style’.”
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and Disk (Prague, Czechoslovakia). Also included were more broadly focused ”little magazines,”
Les Feuilles Libres, L’Art Vivant, Les Cahiers du Mois, and The Transatlantic Review, all of
which were published in Paris. Photography magazines, including the Polish amateur magazine
Światłocień and the German magazines Photofreund and Photographie für Alle, took on new
importance in this period. Fashion magazines and weeklies like Vogue (London and Paris) and
Bonniers Veckotidning (Stockholm, Sweden) expanded their focus from fashion and lifestyle
stories to include writing on the latest trends in art and literature. The introduction of the
Bauhausbücher (Bauhaus Books) series in 1925 brought the latest developments in
contemporary art, and the work of the Bauhaus students and masters, to a wider audience. The
emphasis on innovative typography and graphic design at the Bauhaus and elsewhere brought
with it specialized magazines like Qualität (Dessau) and Offset. Buch und Werbekunst (Leipzig).
The inclusion of cameraless photography in such a wide range of publications in the mid-1920s
succeeded in expanding the medium’s reach at a moment when the possibilities of photography
as a modern art form had yet to be fully realized.
Perhaps the most important venues for cameraless photography during the 1920s were the
artist journals published by prominent members of the interwar avant-garde. Their journals were
a testing ground for experimental ideas and work, work that consistently pushed the boundaries
in art, literature, film, music, and architecture. The Czech publications Disk and Pásmo [Zone],
the primary mouthpieces (along with ReD) of the Devětsil movement, celebrated cameraless
photography as part of their commitment to photography as a democratic art form. With Karel
Teige at the helm, the group sought to break with the past, reject “capitalist art,” and create a
new proletarian art based in class consciousness and popular forms—film, theatre, comedy,
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sport, and dime-store novels.11 Through its publications and visits from Russian and European
artists for conferences, the Devětsil group was in contact throughout its existence with an
international group of artists.12 Teige’s interest in photography, and cameraless photography in
particular, made Devětsil’s publications a significant resource for those interested in new media
and its potential to transform society through the integration of art and life.
Cameraless photography’s role in discussions surrounding the transformation of
Constructivism and constructive art played out in the pages of Hans Richter’s short-lived but
influential magazine G: Material für Elementaren Gestaltung (1923–26).13 G included artwork
and writings by many prominent figures of the interwar avant-garde, effectively cutting across
Dadaism, Expressionism, Futurism, Constructivism, and De Stijl. 14 In the broadest sense, G
represented the beliefs of the International Faction of Constructivists who resolved to begin
again by returning to the most elementary and basic concepts (in art) in order to construct
something entirely innovative. Although G represented the collaborative spirit of progressive
artists working in the 1920s, it also represented, just as forcefully, the factions that emerged from
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Long a cultural center, Prague was a crossroads in the early twentieth century and Czech culture was, not
surprisingly, international in its outlook, assimilating influences from Central Europe, Soviet Russia, and even the
United States. See, for example: Timothy Benson, Central European Avant-Gardes: Exchange and Transformation,
1910-1930 (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art in association with The MIT Press, 2002); Vladimír
Birgus, Czech Photographic Avant-Garde, 1918-1948 (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2002); Witkovsky, Foto:
Modernity in Central Europe, 1918-1945; František Šmejkal, and Rostislav Švácha, The Czech Avant-Garde of the
1920s and 30s (Oxford, UK: Museum of Modern Art, 1990). For more on Czech interwar magazines, see: Nicholas
Sawicki, “The View From Prague: Moderní revue (1894-1925); Volné smĕry (1896-1949); Umĕlecký měsíčník
(1911-1914); Revoluční sborník Devětsil (1922); Život (1922); Disk (1923-1925); Pásmo (1924-6); and ReD (19271931),” in The Oxford Critical and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines, Volume 3, 1074-1098.
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These included representatives of Constructivism, the Hungarian Ma group, the Yugoslavian publication Zenit,
Surrealism, and van Doesburg for De Stijl.
13
Van Doesburg first suggested G as a magazine to advertise the experimental films of Richter and Viking
Eggeling. For more on G, see: Stephen Bury, “’Not to Adorn Life but to Organize It’: Veshch. Gegenstand. Objet:
Revue international de l’art modern (1922) and G (1923-1926)” in The Oxford Critical and Cultural History of
Modernist Magazines, Volume 3, 855-867; and Mertins and Jennings, G: An Avant-Garde Journal of Art.
14
The artists and critics who published work in G included, El Lissitzky (a collaborator, along with van Doesburg
and Werner Gräff, in the design and content of the magazine), Mies van der Rohe, Raoul Hausmann, Hans Arp, Kurt
Schwitters, Piet Mondrian, Viking Eggeling, Naum Gabo, Antoine Pevsner, Tristan Tzara, Man Ray, Walter
Benjamin, and others.
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conflicting ideologies, particularly those of the G group and the Hungarian émigrés. Artistic
alignments aside, the inclusion of cameraless photography was indicative of G’s larger concern
for the constructive method and an emphasis on materials and process.
The sort of cross-fertilization that characterized G was also found in the pages of Kurt
Schwitters’s magazine Merz (1923–32).15 As previously discussed, Merz synthesized ideas from
various strains of Dada, De Stijl, and Constructivism, while also reflecting his very personal
aesthetic. Schwitters’ interest in cameraless photography reflected his interest in experimental
forms and processes, which could be thought of as the photographic equivalent to his Merz
collages in their building up of the image and breaking down the boundaries of traditional art
making. Merz, Disk, Pásmo, and G shared a similar concern for internationalism, crossfertilization, and a search for art forms that reflected the modern, technologized world. These
shared concerns led to their celebration of cameraless photography.
Cameraless photography had an entirely different significance for André Breton’s
magazine La Révolution surréaliste, the first mouthpiece of Surrealism (1924–29).16 Like their
avant-garde counterparts, the Surrealists sought out innovative methods and forms, but their
means of achieving them were not based on utopian ideas about a socially productive art, rather,
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For an expanded discussion of Merz, see Chapter I, page 39.
La Révolution Surréaliste was never published regularly, eight issues appeared between 1924 and 1926, but only
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indication that it was reaching a broader audience. The magazine’s primary contributors were Surrealists, many of
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Soupault, Louis Aragon, Paul Éluard, Robert Desnos, Ribemont-Dessaignes, and others. Although most of
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effect. Pierre Naville and Benjamin Péret edited the first three issues of the magazine, while André Breton edited
issues four through twelve. Raymond Spiteri, “’What Can the Surrealists Do?’: Littérature (1919-24); La Révolution
surréaliste (1924-9); and Le Surréalisme au service de la révolution (1930-3),” in The Oxford Critical and Cultural
History of Modernist Magazines, Volume 3, 219-243; Ades, Dada and Surrealism Reviewed; Krauss, L'amour Fou:
Photography & Surrealism.
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on unfettered access to the unconscious mind. Cameraless photography was particularly
attractive to Surrealists because it seemed to picture the ghostly images of the unconscious; since
it relinquished the camera, and by extension photography’s connection to the external world and
lived experience, it was all the more surreal or otherworldly.
Cameraless photography’s entrance into mainstream mass-market publications—fashion
magazines, illustrated weeklies, and newspapers—demonstrated the medium’s growing
popularity and increased awareness about its relevance to modern art. Discussions in British
Vogue and Bonniers Veckotidning are particularly important in this context because they, along
with a few other related texts, highlight the question of cameraless photography’s connection to
abstraction.17 Vogue’s inclusion of essays by Clive Bell, an early defender of abstract art, speaks
to the magazine’s commitment to modern art in a variety of forms. 18 Interestingly, the inclusions
by Vogue and Bonniers Veckotidning make clear that many still perceived photography as
distinctly anti-modern. At a time when cameraless photography was seeking broader acceptance
as a viable form of creative expression, its publication in popular magazines served to bring
photography (by way of abstraction) into the realm of the modern, while also reflecting the
continued overlap between the avant-garde and the popular.
Cameraless photography was embraced as part of an overarching concern with the new
and all things “modern” in the pages of “little magazines” like Les Feuilles Libres, The
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For a general history of magazines, including fashion and women’s magazines, see: Theodore Peterson,
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Bell’s defense of abstraction was based in his aesthetic theory, which was in turn focused on aesthetic experience
(the aesthetic emotion aroused by “significant form”) and therefore had little to do with whether a painting,
sculpture, or photograph was a realistic representation of something else. For more on Bell’s aesthetic theory, see:
Clive Bell, Art (New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1914).
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Transatlantic Review, and Les Cahiers du mois. Like other avant-garde productions, these “little
magazines” were collaborative in nature and established a dialogue between the most advanced
and forward-thinking writers and the latest topics in literature, music, art, and film. Published in
Paris (in English and French) by Ford Madox Ford, The Transatlantic Review (1924–25)
featured writing by Gertrude Stein, Ernest Hemingway, James Joyce, and Ezra Pound, but also
music and art supplements that included scores by Erik Satie, artwork by Pablo Picasso and
Constantin Brancusi, and cameraless photographs by Man Ray. 19 Les Feuilles Libres, as
previously discussed, was a prominent Parisian literary review that published work by respected
artists, writers, poets, and musicians, including work by the Surrealists. 20 The magazine had
shown an early interest in cameraless photography with Cocteau’s 1922 “Open Letter to M. Man
Ray.” Les Feuilles Libres continued its support of cameraless photography into the mid-1920s
with the publication of essays by Tzara (a reprint of “Photography Upside Down”) and
Ribemont-Dessaignes. While most literary magazines focused on cameraless photography as an
extension of abstract painting, the Parisian literary magazine Les Cahiers du mois (1924–27)
praised the cinematic quality of the medium. 21 Although these publications were more likely to
include single images than extended explanatory texts, their inclusion of cameraless photographs
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speaks to its acceptance as an art form with connections (thanks to its presence alongside
Picasso, Brancusi, or James Joyce) to the latest trends in art, literature, and film.
Art magazines and annuals like Das Kunstblatt and Jahrbuch der Jungen Kunst made a
more direct connection between cameraless photography and contemporary trends in art. These
two publications were part of the growing art press in Germany after the First World War.
According to Malcolm Gee, “This type of publication [art press] was aimed at a restricted
readership and its financial viability was precarious.”22 Despite their precarious nature, they
could articulate important ideas about art and culture by artists and cultural leaders, art
establishments and innovators, intellectuals, and publishers seeking to expand their offerings into
art and culture. Paul Westheim’s successful journal Das Kunstblatt (1917–32), first published in
1917 in response to the Expressionist art magazine Der Sturm, was similarly Expressionist in its
leanings but also sought to “include everything of lasting value in the present.” 23 Westheim’s
desire to provide a platform for experimental art produced by a younger generation of artists
made it the perfect venue for early forays into modern photography (fig. 2-1). In a similar vein,
Jahrbuch der Jungen Kunst (Yearbook of New Art) was published annually to bring together
essays on contemporary art and reproductions of relevant artworks. 24 Art publications such as
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147.
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these had yet to fully embrace photography of any kind, so the inclusion of cameraless
photography at this early date was an indication of the willingness of editors and publishers to
take an early stand on photography as a viable art form (fig. 2-2).
In Paris, Florent Fels’s art magazine L’Art Vivant (1925–39) was similarly invested in
entering the conversation on photography. The magazine’s appearance was announced in the
back pages of the second issue of La Révolution Surréaliste as a journal for fine and applied
arts.25 L’Art Vivant’s emphasis on contemporary art meant that it was involved in early
discussions on photography as an art form, publishing essays on Man Ray, Eugène Atget, and
André Kertész.26 Fels’s support of cameraless photography is important because it set the stage
for his championing of modern photography in France at the first Salon Indépendent de la
Photographie in 1928.27 In France and Germany, cameraless photography’s inclusion in
respected art magazines successfully raised the profile of modern photography.
The Soviet film magazine Sovetskoe kino (Soviet Screen) began publication in 1925
under the sponsorship of the Central Committee for Political Enlightenment and ceased in
1928.28 Devoted primarily to film, the magazine was the site of significant discussion and debate
around the burgeoning fields of Soviet film and photography in the mid-1920s. During its few
short years, Sovetskoe kino included important essays by Ossip Brik and photographs by

contemporary German artists. For more information, see: Figura Starr, German Expressionism: The Graphic
Impulse (New York, The Museum of Modern Art, 2011).
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See: La Révolution Surréaliste no. 2 (15 January 1925), n.p.
26
Fels was known for publishing photography of and as fine art, especially after 1928, when he himself became
involved in the discussions about photography as art form. He lamented the soft-focus, painterly style of pictorialism
and called instead for a modern photography that, for him, could be seen in the work of Man Ray, Germaine Krull,
Eugène Atget, and André Kertész. See: Phillips, Photography in the Modern Era, 23-26.
27
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Ray, Berenice Abbott, André Kertész, Paul Outerbridge, and Germaine Krull.
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150-151. On Soviet film, see: Peter Kenez, Cinema and Soviet Society, 1917-1953 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
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Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova. Rodchenko oversaw the magazine’s film and
photography section, which allowed the artist to make decisions about its content. Although
experimental forms like cameraless photography were largely frowned upon, the magazine was
known for its innovative covers like Stepanova’s design featuring a cameraless photograph of an
unfurled filmstrip. Alluding both to the radical nature of Soviet film and the need to make
“productive” use of photography, Stepanova’s cover for Sovetskoe kino was something of an
anomaly in mid-1920s Soviet Russia (fig. 2-3).
Perhaps the most significant text on cameraless photography in this period was MoholyNagy’s Malerei Photographie Film (1925)29, the eighth in the Bauhausbücher series.30 Initiated
in 1925 by Walter Gropius and Moholy-Nagy, the series included fourteen volumes on a range of
subjects that were intended to bring the latest developments in art to the public. 31 The books
concentrated primarily on contemporary trends in art, architecture, and design, as well as the
Bauhaus pedagogical program.32 In a shift away from the multifaceted approach of magazines
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and annuals, which often included a diverse array of texts and images on a range of subjects, the
Bauhaus books were intended to provide a closer reading of key issues, themes, movements, and
mediums in contemporary art by the most influential artists and critics of the day. Moholy-Nagy
chose to write the book on photography. Its status as the first photobook is an important
touchstone in the history of photography. In the wake of Malerei Photographie Film’s
publication in 1925, a number of photobooks appeared in Germany after 1927, including Albert
Renger-Patzsch’s Die Welt ist schön (The World is Beautiful, 1928), August Sander’s Antlitz der
Zeit (Face of Our Time, 1929), Karl Blossfeldt’s Urformen der Kunst (Art Forms in Nature,
1928), Franz Roh’s Foto-Auge: 76 Fotos der Zeit (Photo-Eye: 76 Photos of Our Time, 1929),
and Werner Gräff’s Es Kommt der neue Fotograf! (Here Comes the New Photographer!, 1929).
These books placed significant emphasis on the sequencing of images and the idea that
photographic images could convey information as effectively as text. 33 Ultimately, it was
believed that viewers should be able to read images as they would read text. For Moholy-Nagy,
the images included in Malerei Photographie Film were instrumental in conveying his ideas
about the importance of photography in the modern age. Cameraless photography’s reappearance
throughout the book placed it at the center of his multifaceted approach to photography. Its status
was confirmed with the publication of a second edition in 1927 with the slightly changed
spelling Malerei Fotografie Film. While much of the content was the same, the second edition
included Moholy-Nagy’s recent camera photographs (taken after the first edition was published
in 1925) and expanded text and captions that detailed photography’s importance to the modern
world.
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For more on the photobook in Weimar Germany, see: Stetler, Stop Reading! Look!.
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By the mid-1920s, cameraless photography was also to be found in select amateur
photography magazines throughout Central Europe.34 Although most photography magazines
catered to amateur photographers—practitioners of the so-called “art photography”—some were
beginning to take notice of the experimental photography emerging from avant-garde circles.
The interest in cameraless photography by Berlin-based photography magazines Photofreund
and Photographie für Alle and the Polish magazine Światłocień (Chiaroscuro) provided a shared
focus on techniques and processes and an attention to the latest trends in photography. 35
Cameraless photography’s presence in an ever-expanding array of publications succeeded in
establishing a dialogue between the avant-garde and the amateur photography movement.
The thematics brought to light by discussions of cameraless photography in the mid1920s provide a framework for thinking about pertinent issues across movements, ideologies,
and geographic locations.36 While each of the aforementioned publications took up cameraless
photography for very particular reasons, they did so because it represented something new: a
new art, a new photography. The artists, critics, and writers who engaged with the medium
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Photography magazines have been in existence, in one form or another, since the 1840s. A valuable resource for
amateur photographers, early photography magazines provided informative articles on techniques, processes, and
equipment. With the advent of camera clubs and photographic societies at the end of the nineteenth century, a new
kind of photography periodical emerged. Nearly every major metropolis had their own society, and nearly every
society had its own publication that featured the activities and work of its members, exhibition announcements, and
relevant articles. These magazines were increasingly used as a vehicle for the promotion of photography as a fine art
with articles arguing for a more artful approach to photography by emulating painting in style and subject. It is
important to note that the rise of camera clubs in 1890s was a response to the mass popularization of photography
and the slew of amateur snapshot photographers that resulted from easy access to smaller and easier to use cameras,
such at the Kodak. In an effort to differentiate themselves from the hordes of snapshooters, groups of amateur
photographers banded together to form clubs and societies that advocated the elevation of photographic practice to
that of an art form. See: Witkovsky, Foto: Modernity in Central Europe, 198-1945; Prodger, Impressionist Camera.
35
The Berlin-based photography magazines Photofreund (1920-1949) and Photographie für Alle (1912-1943)
catered to amateur photographers with information about new processes, techniques, equipment, and trends. The
Polish photography magazine Światłocień (Chiaroscuro) began circulation in 1923 as the organ of the Central
Association of Photographic Societies in Poland. It successfully advocated for the so-called “art photography” in its
pages, but also contained information about recent developments in photography, including the use of (cameraless)
photography among avant-garde groups.
36
It should go without saying that there will inevitably be some overlap between the articles—they are dealing with
the same process, after all—but it is helpful to elucidate the recurring themes the texts address themselves to.
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during this period did so as a means of articulating these conditions in cameraless photography,
thus establishing experimental photography as a viable pursuit for artists and photographers.

1. Cameraless Photography’s Revolutionary Gestures
The revolutions wrought by Constructivism and Surrealism, though radically different in
conception, were important in their positioning of cameraless photography. While their
engagement with radical politics informed their embrace of cameraless photography, the artists
affiliated with both movements articulated their own needs and desires for the transformation of
society, and how the new medium would participate in that transformation. For the Surrealists,
the transformation would occur through the combination of ideas from Freud and the privileging
of automatism. For the Constructivists, particularly those in the West, social and political
transformation would occur by aligning art with science and technology. While both groups were
equally utopian in their desire to bring about change through the exploration of new ideas and
forms, they valued cameraless photography for different reasons. It was simultaneously an
automatic image pulled from the depths of the unconscious that forced the viewer to rethink the
nature of reality and realistic representation, and a productive medium that asked the viewer to
expand their sensory perception in order to align the senses with the modern world. Whether as
singular images (a plastique surréaliste), or as tools for expanding visual literacy (in advertising
and graphic design), cameraless photography was viewed as a means of furthering both the
Surrealist and Constructivist revolutions.
The publications included in this section were actively engaged in questions surrounding
the role of art in initiating and furthering the revolutionary programs of Surrealism,
Constructivism, and the Bauhaus. La Révolution Surréaliste, Malerei Photographie Film,
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Sovetskoe kino, and Offset. Buch und Werbekunst, put forward programs that were concerned
above all with sweeping away the art of the past and finding new methods that would lead them
into the future. Cameraless photography was poised to participate in these revolutions. MoholyNagy spoke in the pages of Das Kunstblatt (1924) about his desire to “translate revolution into
material reality.”37 How does one “translate revolution into material reality,” what sort of
revolutions are at issue here, and what, precisely, was the role of cameraless photography in
these revolutions? The artists and groups affiliated with Constructivism (especially in the Soviet
Union) and constructive art in the 1920s believed that art could and should bring about positive
social and political change. The artists affiliated with Constructivism therefore took a more allencompassing view of cameraless photography as a creative medium with artistic and practical
applications that could be applied by any artist or designer. The Surrealists were seeking their
own revolution—a revolution of the self, of society, of institutions, and, ultimately, of art. In the
context of Surrealism, cameraless photography was tied to the movement’s privileging of Freud
and processes that mined the unconscious. While these revolutionary programs came to
cameraless photography for different reasons, they each saw the medium as a tool for exploring
new ideas and forms. These radical groups embraced the medium’s dichotomies—it was both
concrete and abstract, it was rudimentary and complex, it made use of photography’s inherent
principles and yet it belied the medium’s tendency toward realistic representation, it was a blank
slate and yet its potential meaning was boundless, and finally, it was both new and as old as
photography itself.

Revolutionary Photography: Cameraless Photography and Social Change

37

Moholy-Nagy letter to Paul Westheim, editor of Das Kunstblatt, Weimar, 1 July 1924. Reprinted in Passuth,
Moholy-Nagy, 395.
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By the mid-1920s, cameraless photography was positioned by some artists and critics as a
vital component of the political and social revolution fashioned by artists affiliated with
Constructivism and the Bauhaus. Those working in the Constructivist orbit (the G group, the
Hungarian Ma group, Devětsil, and the Bauhaus) were fundamentally concerned with art’s
ability to bring about social change. Many believed that this change would occur, in part, by
reorienting art to science and technology, thus making use of the latest developments in a
constructive way. With its attention to photography’s essential materials (light and sensitive
plate), connections to science and technology, and its potential for integration with typography
and design, cameraless photography was not merely a new art form, it was a new creative tool
with practical applications for the emerging boom in illustrated magazines. Moholy-Nagy, in
particular, believed the medium had an important, socially productive role to play in expanding
sensory perception. Because cameraless photograpy made productive use of photography, it
created new visual relationships that our sensory faculties were forced to adapt to. Cameraless
photography, then, was never merely a tool for making interesting pictures, it was far more
important and far-reaching than that. In a fundamental way, cameraless photography was about
visual literacy and providing people with the tools to see and understand the modern
technologized world. When used in concert with new forms of typography, cameraless
photography brought these tools to the burgeoning field of graphic design, thus revolutionizing
the ways we view and respond to images on the printed page.
Many progressive artists believed that the means of translating revolution into material
reality was to be found in Soviet Constructivism. As a particular way of working with materials
that would participate in social and political transformation, Constructivism was especially
influential in cameraless photography’s conceptualization in the mid-1920s. For Moholy-Nagy
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and Lissitzky, among others, cameraless photography came to represent a way of thinking about
and working with materials that had its basis in Constructivism. Although Constructivism first
emerged in Russia in the early 1920s in response to the 1917 Revolution, by the end of 1922 it
had made its way to Europe.38 A set of ideas and principles that foregrounded science and
technology and the use of new materials, Constructivism also emphasized the notion that art
could bring about positive change. In the Soviet Union, the Constructivists called for an end to
the autonomous work of art in favor of productive work that would serve the new Communist
state and the newly formed proletariat. Constructivism proved influential to progressive artists in
Germany and Central Europe seeking to fashion their own revolutions. However, the level of
commitment and the degree to which politics informed their work varied from artist to artist.
Moholy-Nagy, for example, was involved in the Hungarian revolution and the radical Ma
group, but he did not join the Communist party when he arrived in Berlin. He nevertheless
maintained a firmly-held belief that art should be socially productive—a belief that informed his
work and writing on cameraless photography. Cameraless photography was technological in its
means of production, but it was also reproducible and therefore democratic in its ability to reach
the masses. These factors led Moholy-Nagy and Stepanova to experiment in Germany and the
Soviet Union with the medium’s practical applications, including its potential for new forms of
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It should be noted that despite the movement’s basis in radical politics, early histories of Constructivism, such as
those of Camilla Gray and George Rickey, viewed it primarily as an aesthetic movement with little concern for
differentiating the multiple versions of “Constructivism” that existed inside and outside of Russia. Christina
Lodder’s 1983 book, Russian Constructivism, was the first to position Constructivism as something more than
simply an art movement, but rather, “an approach to working with materials, within a certain conception of their
potential as active participants in the process of social and political transformation.” Lodder, 1. The movement’s
early years were characterized by a shift away from the autonomous art object into the domain of practical work
(often in the form of utilitarian design work that incorporated photography, architecture, textile design, and other
forms) that were intended to benefit the needs of a newly created (proletarian) society. See: Stephen Bann, The
Tradition of Constructivism (New York: Viking Press, 1974); Camilla Gray, The Great Experiment: Russian Art,
1863-1922 (New York: Abrams, 1962); Lodder, Russian Constructivism; George Rickey, Constructivism: Origins
and Evolution (New York: George Braziller, 1967).
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design on the printed page. It was in the field of design that cameraless photography found
common ground in Soviet Russia and Central Europe. It played a lesser role in Soviet Russia,
appearing infrequently in experimental magazine and book covers. Outside of Soviet Russia,
however, cameraless photography flourished in the work of Moholy-Nagy and Lissitzky in the
context of a transformed version of Constructivism that has come to be known as International
Constructivism.39
As scholars such as Gough and Botar have discussed, by early 1922 artists living in
Berlin would have been aware of Russian Constructivist theories and practices. They both
emphasize the critic Alfréd Kemény and Lissitzky as key figures in this process.
Constructivism’s westward expansion was made possible, in part, by Lissitzky, who arrived in
Berlin in 1921 with a mandate to bring Soviet ideas and art to the West. 40 His wide-ranging
activities as an artist and critic, with ties to various avant-garde groups and publications, made
Lissitzky an influential figure during his time in Berlin (late 1921–24). Also important was
Hungarian critic Alfréd Kemény’s 1921 visit to Moscow, which allowed him to bring back firsthand knowledge of Constructivist art to his colleagues in Berlin. 41 Kemény’s visit coincided with
39

The term International Constructivism was first introduced in Stephen Bann’s 1974 book, The Tradition of
Constructivism, which he dates to 1922 and the events surrounding the Congress of International Progressive Artists
in Düsseldorf. He suggests that “[i]t was this congress. . . that established the vital axis of avant-garde artists
necessary to the propagation of constructivism on a European scale.” The congress led to the establishment of the
International Faction of Constructivists, which included El Lissitzky, Theo van Doesburg, and Hans Richter, in
opposition to the larger group. See: Bann, The Tradition of Constructivism, xxxii-xxxiii. In more recent research
Maria Gough and Christina Lodder have suggested that El Lissitzky was tasked with bringing Soviet ideas and art to
the West by the Narkompros [Narodnyi komissariat prosveshcheniia; People’s commissariat for the enlightenment].
See: Maria Gough, “Contains Graphic Material: El Lissitzky and the Topography of G,” in G: An Avant-Garde
Journal, 29-30; and Lodder, “El Lissitzky and the Export of Constructivism,” Situating El Lissitzky, 27-46.
40
See: Lodder, “El Lissitzky and the Export of Constructivism.”
41
Oliver Botar has discussed the importance of Hungarians Alfréd Kemény and Béla Uitz in bringing back direct
information about Russian Constructivism to Berlin in late 1921. He suggests that Moholy-Nagy was aware of
Constructivism before Lissitzky and Puni arrived in Berlin in late 1921 and early 1922 respectively. According to
Botar, Béla Uitz was in Moscow in 1921 and returned late that summer or fall to Berlin, where he is said have
argued for two days with Moholy-Nagy and Kállai on the merits of Constructivism. This is important because, as
Botar reminds us, the transmission of information about Constructivism is most often assumed to come from Naum
Gabo, Ivan Puni, and El Lissitzky. Lodder also makes this point in her essay on International Constructivism in
Central and Eastern Europe. See: Oliver A. Botar, “Constructivism, International Constructivism, and the Hungarian
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the early debates occurring at VKhUTEMAS (Higher State Artistic and Technical Studios),
where he was introduced to Naum Gabo, Aleksandr Rodchenko, Varvara Stepanova, Vladimir
Tatlin, Gustav Klutsis, Wassily Kandinsky, Lyubov Popova, and other faculty members. 42 When
Kemény returned to Berlin from Russia in late 1921, he entered into a close working relationship
with Moholy-Nagy, which gave Moholy-Nagy direct access to current Constructivist ideas
coming out of Russia.
The Erste Russische Kunstausstellung at Berlin’s Van Diemen Gallery in March of 1922
was also influential to the spread of Soviet Constructivism. The impact of these events, along
with the Constructivist-Dadaist Congress in Weimar (1922), was far-reaching. By the end of
1922, Constructivist ideas made their way to the Bauhaus, where a small group of Hungarian
students (the KURI group) seized on the ideas coming from Russia. 43 The form of
Constructivism that took hold in Europe in the early 1920s, according to such scholars as Gough
and Lodder, among others, was less committed to the doctrinaire politics that by necessity
dictated the activities of Russian Constructivists. Its European iteration, which was informed by
radical politics but not mandated by them, advocated for art’s relevance in changing society.
Constructivism’s transmission to Europe was by no means straightforward, as various groups

Emigration,” in The Hungarian Avant-Garde, 1914-1933, ed. John Kish (Conn: Benton Museum of Art, 1987). 9098; and Lodder, “Art Into Life: International Constructivism in Central and Eastern Europe,” in Central European
Avant-Gardes, 172–198.
42
VKhUTEMAS is an acronym for Vysshie khudozhestvenno-tekhnicheskie masterskie (Higher State Artistic and
Technical Studios). With a curriculum similar that of the Bauhaus, VKhUTEMAS was founded in 1920 for the
training of master artists, professors, and directors, who would later work in industry and/or higher education. For
more on VKhUTEMAS, see: Lodder, Russian Constructivism.
43
Although Moholy-Nagy’s interest in cameraless photography predates the existence of the KURI group, it has
been speculated that the group may have influenced Gropius’s decision to hire Moholy-Nagy in 1923. On
Hungarians at the Bauhaus, see: Éva Bajkay, “Hungarians at the Bauhaus,” in Beyond Art: A Third Culture: A
Comparative Study in Cultures, Art and Science in 20th Century Austria and Hungary, ed. Peter Weibel (New York:
Springer, 2005), 71-77.
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and factions emerged with their own ideas regarding how best to apply the theories emerging
from Russia.
To help spread Soviet art and ideas, Lissitizky and Ehrenberg published the journal
Veshch’/Gegenstand/Objet to emphasize a new internationalism in contemporary art. 44 Although
Veshch’ claimed to stand apart from political parties, the editors argued, “that does not mean we
are in favor of art that keeps on the outside of life and is basically apolitical.” 45 They were
committed to the idea that the creation of new forms in art could not be separated from the
transformation of social forms.
In addition to the essays and reviews published in Veshch,’ Lissitzky’s time in Germany
included his participation in the 1922 Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung (Great Art Exhibition in
Berlin), an exhibition in Hannover the same year (where he met Kurt Schwitters), the beginning
of his active engagement with (cameraless) photography, and contributions to avant-garde
journals.46 Despite the importance of Lissitzky’s early experimentation with cameraless
photographs, his work with the process was sporadic and he published few examples during this
period. He was, however, also active as a writer, critic, and collaborator. Lissitzky praised
Moholy-Nagy’s 1922 exhibition at Der Sturm gallery, noting: “Begotten of the Revolution in
Russia, along with us they have become productive in their art . . . the clear geometry of Moholy
and Peri stand out in relief. They are changing over from compositions on canvas to

44

The ideas espoused in Veshch’ were informed by the experiences of Lissitzky and Ehrenberg, which were a
synthesis of ideas taken from various aspects of contemporary art in Russia, but also in Europe. In the boldly
designed magazine, they announced the renewal of contacts between Russia and the West and called for a “new
collective, international style.” El Lissitzky and Ilya Ehrenberg, “Die Blockade Russlands geht ihrem Ende
entgegen,” in Veshch/Gegenstand/Objet (Berlin), no 1-2 (March-April 1922): 1-2; reprinted in: Bann, The Tradition
of Constructivism, 56.
45
Ibid.
46
On Lissitzky’s activities in Berlin, see: Drutt, “El Lissitzky in Germany, 1922-1925,” in El Lissitzky: Beyond the
Abstract Cabinet, 9-24.
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constructions in space and material.”47 Lissitzky’s early praise for Moholy-Nagy’s “productive”
approach was short-lived, as the two artists aligned themselves with different factions after the
Congress of Dadaists and Constructivists held in Weimar in 1922.
Concerns over the best way forward for the new art caused a series of rifts between
artists, ultimately leading to the creation of the International Faction of Constructivists, which
included Lissitzky, van Doesburg, and Hans Richter.48 Like Veshch’, the International Faction of
Constructivists called for a new internationalism and a socially productive art that stood apart
from political parties. After the Congress, Moholy-Nagy was aligned with the Hungarians, who
called for art based in Communism and the proletariat. 49 But this too was short lived, as he set
aside direct connections to activism after his arrival at the Bauhaus in 1923. Moholy-Nagy and
other Central European artists thus took up the mantel of Constructivism with their own
commitment to social and political progress, even if they were not committed Communists.
Although Moholy-Nagy did not join the Communist Party in Germany, his books and essays
detailed his commitment to using the visual for social change. As he wrote in Malerei
Photographie Film, “production (productive creativity) is primarily of service to human
development.”50 In Moholy-Nagy’s mind, cameraless photography was always tied to social
change.
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El Lissitzky, “Vystavki v Berline,” Veshch, no. 3 (May 1922): 14; reprinted in El Lissitzky: Life, Letters, Texts,
341.
48
See: Lodder, “Art into Life: International Constructivism in Central and Eastern Europe,” in Central European
Avant-Gardes, 173-198; and Lodder, “El Lissitzky and the Export of Constructivism,” in Situating El Lissitzky, 2746.
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On the Hungarian Constructivists, see: Evá Forgács, “In the Vacuum of Exile: The Hungarian Activists in Vienna
1919-1926,” in The Exile and Return of Writers from East-Central Europe: A Compendium, eds., John Neubauer
and Borbála Zsuzsanna Török (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009) 109-122; and Forgács, “Between Cultures:
Hungarian Concepts of Constructivism,” in Central European Avant-Gardes, 147-164.
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“Produktion (produktive Gestaltung) dem menschlichen Aufbau dient.” Moholy-Nagy, Malerei Photographie
Film (1925), 23 (30). The same German text that appeared in the 1925 edition was repeated in the 1927 edition. See:
Malerei Fotografie Film (München: Alfred Langen Verlag, 1927), 28.
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Moholy-Nagy believed that cameraless photography, as a form of productive creativity,
could be put to further use by expanding visual literacy through the integration of photography
and typography on the printed page. By putting the two forms together, a more precise form of
visual communication was possible; a form that was more in keeping with the speed and tempo
of the modern world. In Malerei Photographie Film (MPF), particularly the section titled
“Typophoto,” Moholy-Nagy argued that cameraless photography and typography were powerful
forms of visual communication that when used together had profound implications for society. 51
A brief text entitled “TYPOPHOTO,” one of thirteen included in Malerei Photographie
Film, introduced the “typophoto” (typography + photography) as “the visually most exact
rendering of communication.”52 Relevant examples of the newly conceived “typophoto”
included the cover designs for Malerei Photographie Film (MPF) and Broom, which
demonstrated Moholy-Nagy’s belief that graphic design should speak directly to the thing
(whether a book, magazine, or advertisement) it illustrated. MPF’s cover, featuring a cameraless
photograph and bold typography, was an example of the new typography and the ways that
cameraless photography could be effectively incorporated into graphic design as a new form of
visual communication (fig. 2-4).53 With its basis in modern typography and new
photomechanical printing, Moholy-Nagy argued that the “typophoto” would revolutionize
modern graphic design. He was convinced that printing and publishing were critically important
for the future: “[t]he printer’s work is part of the foundation on which the new world will be
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For more on Painting, Photography, Film and its connection to photographic technologies and communication,
see: Andrea Nelson, "László Moholy-Nagy and Painting Photography Film: A Guide to Narrative Montage,"
History of Photography 30, no. 3 (2006): 258-69.
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“die visuell exaktest dargestellte Mitteilung.” Original emphasis. Moholy-Nagy, Malerei Photographie Film
(1925), 31 (39).
53
The integration of cameraless photography with typography was also in keeping with the larger mandate of the
Bauhaus to find practical applications for their creative explorations.
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built.”54 The potential for the mass printing of illustrated books, magazines, and newspapers,
would ensure that “the truth in the everyday situation is there for all classes.” 55
In order for typography to keep pace with the modern age—the age of film, photography,
electric signs, and other forms that challenge our sensory perception—it must make use of the
latest technology and reflect the dynamism of modern life. The integration of the technological
medium of photography with typography was one way of reflecting this dynamism. As an
effective form of typographical material, photography might appear with words, or in place of
words, “as a precise form of representation so objective as to permit of no individual
interpretation.”56 Although the examples cited in MPF were produced with cameraless
photographs, Moholy-Nagy believed that all forms of photography could be used in the new
typography. The increased integration of photography with text in illustrated magazines,
newspapers, and books, ensured that “[t]he typophoto governs the new tempo of the new visual
literature.”57 Not merely a design tool, Moholy-Nagy believed technology, and by extension
photography and other forms of visual literature (books, magazines, posters), could aid in
leveling economic and class differences by making products available to the masses. The
previously unpublished cover illustration for Broom, produced cameralessly, was included
among MPF’s illustrations as an example of the new “typophoto” (fig. 2-5). 58 The covers for
Broom and MPF illustrated Moholy-Nagy’s belief that the book or magazine’s outward
appearance should illustrate something of the publication’s purpose and content. Thus, the use of
cameraless photography in his typophotographic cover effectively conveyed and underscored the
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“Die Arbeit des Druckers ist ein Teil des Fundamentes auf dem die neue Welt aufgerichtet wird.” Malerei
Photographie Film (1925), 30 (38).
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“Wahren in der Alltagssituation ist für alle Schichten da.” Ibid.
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“in ihrer Ojektivität keine individuelle Deutung zuläßt.” Ibid., 32 (40).
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“Das Typophoto regelt das neue Tempo der neuen visuallen Literatur.” Ibid., 32 (40).
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Ibid., 102 (112).
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larger meaning of Malerei Photographie Film: in order to comprehend the modern world, we
must to learn to read and see in new ways. Although Moholy-Nagy privileged the use of
cameraless photography in these two early examples, his use of the process for book or magazine
design was limited to a handful of instances. 59 During these years he was more likely to include
reproductions of his work in magazines and journals as singular works or as examples to
accompany his texts.
In 1926, Moholy-Nagy elaborated on cameraless photography’s design possibilities in the
1926 essay “Fotoplastische Reklame.” 60 Published in Heft 7 of Offset. Buch und Werbekunst,
often called the Bauhaus Heft, Moholy-Nagy’s essay was intended to discuss the use of
(cameraless) photography for advertising and design purposes. Although cameraless
photography and advertising will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter III, the essay is worth
addressing here for the information it provides on Moholy-Nagy’s discovery and
conceptualization of cameraless photography as a socially productive medium.
Photography, according to Moholy-Nagy, had not yet been used to its full potential. New
forms, like cameraless photography, moved beyond representations made with the camera
obscura, providing greater knowledge about photography’s essential characteristics. 61 To provide
the conceptual framework for cameraless photography, he reiterated that he “arrived at this form
of design by way of theoretical reflection.”62 As proof of this fact, he referred readers to his
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Covers for the 1925 and 1927 editions of Malerei Photographie Film (later titled Malerei Fotografie Film)
included cameraless photographs. Franz Roh’s 1930 book L. Moholy-Nagy: 60 Fotos featured a recent cameraless
photograph by Moholy-Nagy. The slightly later Foto-Qualität cover (1931) featured Moholy-Nagy’s well-known
cameraless image of his hand, reprinted as a negative (black on white, rather than the standard white on black), and
his 1947 book Vision in Motion featured a cameraless photograph on its cover. These and other examples will be
discussed in Chapter III. See: Heyne, Moholy-Nagy: The Photograms.
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Moholy-Nagy, “Fotoplastische Reklame,” Offset. Buch und Werbekunst 7 (1926): 386.
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“Ich bin zu dieser Gestaungsform durch eine theoretische Arbeit gelangt.” Moholy-Nagy, “Fotoplastische
Reklame,” 386.
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essay “Production—Reproduction,” which laid out the theoretical basis for cameraless
photography as a socially productive medium intended to further human development. By
establishing a clear lineage for his cameraless work that was based in his theory of “production,”
he responded to earlier accusations from Lissitzky and others that he had stolen the idea from
Man Ray.63
Moholy-Nagy argued that “[p]hotograms [cameraless photographs] have to be produced
by their own primary means,” in other words by the action of light on the sensitive plate, “[t]he
optical miracle of black into white results from the dematerialized radiation of light.” 64 To make
this point, and to differentiate his experiments from other work in the medium, he included a
series of cameraless photographs by Man Ray and himself, as well as his cameraless photograph
of a flower intended to replicate the work of Bertha Günther, who he referred to as the woman
from Loheland.
The flower image is striking in its simplicity and entirely uncharacteristic of MoholyNagy’s other work with cameraless photography, which, in this case, was precisely the point (fig.
2-6).65 Reminiscent of a nineteenth-century leaf print or botanical study, Moholy-Nagy’s flower
photograph—updated for the modern age with its use of electric light and modern papers—
revealed his long preoccupation with amateur imagemaking. Referring to her cameraless
photographs as “shadow images” (Schattenbilder) instead of his newly designated “photogram,”
he credited Bertha Günther with rejuvenating the process, but noted that she did so “without any
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In the essay, Moholy-Nagy articulated the difference between his work and that of Man Ray, arguing for his
interest in light as the primary justification for his cameraless photographs. As such, his work eliminated the secret
associations and imitative effects common in Man Ray’s cameraless work. See Ibid., 389.
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real command of the photographic process.”66 What was lacking in her work, and arguably in
other amateur practices, was an understanding of photography’s essential characteristics and how
to adequately make use of them. Produced on daylight printing-out paper without the use of
darkroom, her cameraless flower images appear flat and without contour or gradation of tone
(fig. 2-7). With no example of Günther’s work to reproduce, he created an image of a single
flower that appears white against a dark ground to suggest her simplified process. The
differences between the two are immediately evident. Although he attempted to render the flower
image in the simplest of terms, it nonetheless made his point about the subtle gradations of tone
and the dematerialization of light that occurred in cameraless photographs. The result of MoholyNagy’s manipulation of light in the darkroom, his flower image pays homage to Günther’s work
while also suggesting the medium’s modern possibilities when appropriately utilized.
Interestingly, the image that followed, a cameraless image by Man Ray of a hand poised
over an egg, was similarly stark in its rendering of objects, but maintained the Dada irreverence
characteristic of Man Ray’s early work with the process. Moholy-Nagy then contrasted Man
Ray’s photograph with his own cameralessly produced geometric abstraction with overlapping
planes, an indistinguishable light source, and gradations of tone (fig. 2-8). When compared, the
selected Man Ray image resembled more closely the simple flower image intended to illustrate
the work of Bertha Günther. Moholy-Nagy used the same two images as a double-page spread in
the 1925 edition of Malerei Photographie Film (fig. 2-9). To be clear, Moholy-Nagy was not
suggesting that Man Ray had no real grasp of photography, as he had with Bertha Günther.
Rather, he used the example to illustrate his contention that he understood cameraless
photography differently from Man Ray, that his cameraless work resulted from his work in
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painting, but also his interest in the play of light effects “without any literary or secret
associations.”67 He went on to emphasize that cameraless photography was derived from the
essential characteristics of photography: “[t]he elementary function of photographic procedures
consists in the domination of light intensities, in the transposition of black into white, in the
transitions from lightness into darkness.” 68 While Man Ray was interested in the automatic and
the playful depiction of everyday objects, Moholy-Nagy viewed cameraless photographs as the
domination of light intensities. By working productively with light, Moholy-Nagy believed that
cameraless photography held the most promise for expanding sensory perception and furthering
visual literacy in advertising and design.
In these early writings, Moholy-Nagy was concerned with introducing cameraless
photography as a socially productive medium and a valid field of investigation for designers and
typographers. Because he was concerned with cameraless photography’s far-reaching impact as
an art form and as a practical tool, he would take up the subject numerous times throughout the
1920s. In doing so, he ensured that cameraless photography was understood as a form of visual
communication, which, when integrated with modern typography, conveyed messages about
products, books, and magazines. Thus, the medium fulfilled its revolutionary potential as a
creative form, but also as a practical form for design on the printed page.
Russian Constructivist Varvara Stepanova was also engaged, intermittently, with the use
of cameraless photography for graphic design purposes. As noted above, experimental forms like
cameraless photography played a lesser role in Russian Constructivism. 69 Stepanova’s 1926
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cover for Sovetskoe kino was a striking example of the medium’s limited use in Soviet graphic
design (fig. 2-3). A cameraless image featuring strips of movie film made for a modern design
that was in keeping with other Soviet Constructivist covers for the magazines Lef and Novyi Lef.
Stepanova’s use of the process was indicative of the Constructivist disavowal of the autonomous
art object in favor of practical design work. However, it was also in keeping with
Constructivism’s privileging of tectonics, the building up of materials typical in montage
techniques.70 In this instance, the cameraless photograph was clear and concise, and therefore
better at conveying Soviet interests in experimental film. Stepanova may have taken up
cameraless photography for design purposes after seeing Lissitzky’s cameralessly produced
designs after his return to Moscow in 1925.71 Stepanova’s magazine cover points to the role,
albeit briefly, that experimental photography had to play in graphic design work as a form of
visual communication.

Cameraless Photography and “The Surrealist Revolution”
Cameraless photography, as initiated by Man Ray, has long been considered the
quintessential medium of early Surrealism.72 What was once extolled by the Dadaists for its
connection to the “Dada automatic,” was taken up anew by Surrealism for its connection to
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psychic automatism.73 The Surrealists’ embrace of cameraless photography was evident in the
medium’s early appearance in the pages of key Surrealist publications, including La Révolution
Surréaliste and the Surrealist-influenced publication Les Feuilles Libres. That cameraless
photography was discussed and reproduced in Surrealism’s primary organ, La Révolution
Surréaliste, is significant because, as Dawn Ades has argued, the Surrealist periodicals were the
most important venue for their varied activities, particularly with regard to photography. 74
Cameraless photography was thus critical to Surrealism’s attempts to define itself as a movement
in the early years of its existence. The cameraless examples reproduced by the editors of La
Révolution Surréaliste were remarkably concrete—a maritime scene in one instance, and an
image of ferns in the other. While both images reference “reality”—the physical world—in
intriguing ways, their surreality lay in their connection to the unconscious, to dreams, to science,
to mediums, and even to children’s pastimes. La Révolution Surréaliste cultivated these
connections and exploited them to their own ends, but they were not the first to do so.
Karel Teige first suggested cameraless photography’s tendency toward the “surrealistic”
in his 1922 description of Man Ray’s cameraless photographs. 75 Prescient regarding the potential
power of cameraless photography, Teige spoke of them (a full two years before the founding of
Surrealism) in his oft-cited essay “Foto Kino Film” (Photo Cinema Film):
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Man Ray’s discoveries, inventions, and works are liberating photography from the
decadence of ‘artistic photography’ that has set in. They liberate it from the prevailing
form of ‘artistic’ photography (i.e., impressionism) by simply eliminating it. Through
photography, they create a truly surrealistic art, an art that, according to Apollinaire,
begins precisely where imitation ends.76
Teige’s use of the term “surrealistic” was borrowed from the French poet Guillaume
Apollinaire.77 Teige understood that the unique character of Man Ray’s cameraless photographs
seemed to similarly push beyond reality. It was this character, which left the world of physical
reality, that drew the surrealists to cameraless photography as a potential plastique surréaliste
(surrealist art).78
Scholars have long wrestled with Surrealism’s complicated relationship to the visual arts
due to its diversity of styles and mediums. Given the movement’s emphasis on writing (and later
on painting), why the interest in cameraless photography? Surrealism favored methods that
would mine the creative powers of the unconscious. 79 By focusing on the psyche as the locus of
imagination, and on the poetic and artistic value of dreams, the Surrealists emphasized madness
and childhood as desired states that were closer to the unbridled imagination of the unconscious.
Cameraless photography, produced in the darkroom with a controlled light source, but with no
way of knowing what the final image would look like until it was developed, would have felt to
the Surrealists like an exercise in the automatic. Indeed, Breton had argued as early as 1921 that
the invention of photography had “dealt a mortal blow to old means of expression,” and the
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automatic writing of the end of the nineteenth century was a “veritable photography of thought.”
80

As Rosalind Krauss has argued, for the Surrealists “the photographic medium is exploited to

produce a paradox: the paradox of reality constituted as sign—or presence transformed into
absence, into representation, into spacing, into writing.” 81 Photography, in this context, becomes
an analogy for recording (thoughts, dreams, memories, etc.), which makes the cameraless
photograph a form of writing with light. This connection makes perfect sense when one
considers the etymological origin of the word “photo-graph,” which is literally “writing with
light.”
Due to their perceived connection to automatism, Man Ray’s cameraless photographs
were put forward almost immediately as a potential plastique surréaliste (Surrealist art).
Although cameraless photography did not appear in the first issue of La Révolution Surréaliste in
April 1924, the medium was referenced and discussed by the French Surrealist artist, writer, and
actor, Max Morise. Morise argued for cameraless photography’s consideration as a chance or
automatic operation (a visual equivalent to automatic writing), and therefore as a new Surrealist
art (plastique surréaliste).82 Surrealism’s proponents quickly seized upon the notion that art was,
or could be, the concrete manifestation of “poetry” (unbound, imaginative thought). Morise
dismissed the dream paintings of de Chirico as too subject to distortions of memory, and instead
settled on the automatic drawing produced during the “waking dream that characterizes the
Surrealist state,” the pictures of “fugitive visions” of madmen and mediums, and lastly, on the
photographs (made with or without a camera) of Man Ray. 83 Cameraless photography was
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preferable to writing and painting because those forms required mediation to transform the idea
through the brush and pen, thus requiring the artist to rely upon learned skill in his articulation of
an idea.
It was not until April 1925, that Man Ray’s cameraless photography appeared in La
Révolution Surréaliste under the heading, “L’Activité du Bureau de Recherches Surréalistes”
(The Activity of the Office of Surrealist Research) (fig. 2-10). 84 A single cameraless photograph
of a fern was illustrated in the issue alongside text by Antonin Artaud. Artaud, director of the
Office of Surrealist Research, characterized the Surrealist revolution as a “rupture and
disqualification of logic.”85 The disqualification of logic and ordinary reason, which was the
basis for the Surrealist interest in automatism, was further demonstrated by reproductions of
automatic drawings by André Masson and paintings by Giorgio de Chirico and Paul Klee.
Embedded in Artaud’s text, the cameraless fern image, which resembles a nineteenth-century
leaf print, also appears as evidence in support of the author’s writing and the Bureau’s
activities.86 That such evidence would question the nature of reality and presumed scientific
certainties was another important factor for its presence. The inclusion of a cameraless work that
referenced science, but that also questioned photography’s ability to accurately represent it (and
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the world), was a way of further demonstrating the movement’s desire to break with traditional
modes of thought.
A second cameraless photograph by Man Ray appeared in the fourth issue (July 15,
1925) of La Révolution Surréaliste. The issue was important for two reasons. It was the first
issue that Breton edited himself after taking over the magazine from Pierre Naville and Benjamin
Péret; and it included the first installment of Breton’s extended essay “Surrealism and Painting.”
Breton’s essay was a rather pointed response to Pierre Naville’s essay from the previous issue
(“Beaux Arts,” La Révolution Surréaliste no. 3), in which Naville argued against traditional
modes of expression and their relevance for Surrealism.87 Breton countered with a history of
sorts that detailed the accomplishments of a range of artists vis-à-vis Surrealism, including the
cameraless photographs of Man Ray. 88 Although it seems antithetical for Breton to take up
photography in a series of essays on painting, it is clear from his writing that “painting” was
thought of in more general terms as a descriptor for various processes that might give visual
expression to Surrealism, whether in painting, frottage, photography, montage, objects, drawing,
or other forms. It is significant that Breton retrospectively assigned the work of various artists,
including Picasso, de Chirico, and Man Ray, to Surrealism.
At a time when painting, far outdistanced by photography in the pure and simple
imitation of actual things, was posing to itself the problem of its reason for existence and
was resolving the problem in the manner we have described, it was most necessary for
someone to come forward who should be not only an accomplished technician of
photography, but also an outstanding painter; someone who should, on the one hand,
assign to photography the exact limits of the role that it can legitimately claim to play,
and on the other hand, guide it towards other ends than those for which it appears to have
been created – in particular, the thorough exploration on its own behalf, within the limits
87
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of its resources, of that region which painting imagined it was going to be able to keep all
to itself. It was the great fortune of Man Ray to be that man. 89
For Breton, Man Ray’s cameraless photography was of interest because, as a photographer and a
painter, he could push the boundaries of photography and force it to engage in a “thorough
exploration on its own behalf.” To make his point, Breton included a cameraless photograph in
the same issue that pushed the boundaries of photography. It was neither painting nor
photography, but it seemed to reference both. To make the image, Man Ray relied again on
recognizable objects, but instead of the dematerialized effect the process created in his earlier
work, here cameraless photography was used to create a representational image that mimicked a
painted seascape. The aptly titled “Marine” was included on the same page as Benjamin Péret’s
short story, “Les Parasites Voyagent” (The Parasite’s Voyage) (fig. 2-11). The viewer was to
imagine, then, that this faux photograph of a faux seascape, complete with clouds, sun, and the
outline of a ship, was intended to suggest the vessel for “The Parasites Voyage.” Photography’s
boundaries were thereby displaced in lieu of an image that appeared conjured by the
unconscious, the poetic rendering of a dream registered automatically on the paper’s surface—
the photographic equivalent of automatic drawing.
The two, very different, cameraless photographs reproduced in these two issues of La
Révolution Surréaliste demonstrated that the sort of revolution wrought by the Surrealists had
more to do with questioning the nature of reality by tapping into new forms that mined the
depths of the unconscious than it did with using art for social change. These images were also in
keeping with the Surrealist embrace of photography from a range of sources, artistic and popular;
while the cameraless images were created by a member of their circle, they referenced amateur
and popular traditions the Surrealists sought to draw on. Although there was little extended
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discussion of cameraless photography as a Surrealist medium in the pages of La Révolution
Surréaliste, aside from Morise’s early advocacy and Breton’s later claiming of it as an
antecedent to Surrealist art in “Surrealism and Painting,” it was accepted as Surrealist by its very
presence in the magazine.90
The Surrealist-influenced literary magazine Les Feuilles libres featured an early
celebration of Man Ray’s cameraless work in 1922.91 The magazine later included an essay by
Dadaist-turned-Surrealist Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes on Man Ray’s cameraless photographs
in its May/June (1925) issue. Appearing within a year of the two issues of La Révolution
Surréaliste discussed above, Les Feuilles libres included four tipped-in cameraless photographs
by Man Ray that ranged from semi-abstract to mockingly representational. After Max Morise’s
1924 discussion of cameraless photography as a potential plastique surréaliste, RibemontDessaignes was among the first to position this work within a distinctly Surrealist framework.
More of a poetic evocation than a descriptive essay, he referred to cameraless photographs as
“mysterious silhouettes in a space that has certainly escaped from some new field of gravity.” 92
Ribemont-Dessaignes, now a Surrealist, differentiated Man Ray’s work from the painters “still
working” in 1925. 93 He called cameraless photographs the “object of dreams,” “crystalized in a
quasi-eternity” made possible by the sensitive paper, but also by the “sensitive” photographer. 94
A powerful inducement for the Surrealists, this cameraless form successfully pulled photography
from its connection to objective reality and replaced the camera lens with the “sensitive”
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photographer (much as a medium was sensitive to thought), whose thoughts appeared like
residues from the unconscious mind. That this might also connect back, as Breton had suggested,
to the work of mediums and to automatic writing as a “photography of thought,” made
cameraless photography an important early articulation of the movement’s founding principles. 95
The desire to question reality through the creation of new forms was entirely in keeping
with the concept of total revolution initiated by the Surrealists; an attempt based on the theories
of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud in order to transform “social reality and moral values through
the overthrow of the institutions that hold these in check, namely the state and religion.” 96 The
Surrealist project sought to bring about these changes by combining the psychoanalysis of Freud,
as a justification for mining the unconscious (particularly the notion that the unconscious could
affect an individual’s perception of reality), while also making use of radical politics to bring
about a change in material reality. Herein lies the conflict. Cameraless photography and other
Surrealist forms based in automatism were seemingly incompatible with French radical politics,
particularly after 1927 when the Communist Party adopted a “proletarian” policy that ran counter
to the work of bourgeois intellectuals (especially the Surrealists). 97 Although Breton, Louis
Aragon, Paul Eluard and Pierre Unik joined the French Communist Party (PCF) in 1927, it
became all too apparent that the goals of Surrealism and those of the Communist Party were
incompatible. In the end, Aragon renounced Surrealism for Communism, while Breton,
unwilling to abandon his goals for the movement, sided with Surrealism. Following Breton’s
short-lived engagement with the PCF, he was involved with the non-Stalinist revolutionary left
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and began to articulate a new set of revolutionary goals for Surrealism. These goals were laid out
in the Second Surrealist Manifesto (1929).98
Our allegiance to the principle of historical materialism . . . there is no way to play on
these words. So long as that depends solely on us – I mean provided communism does
not look upon us merely as so many strange animals intended to be exhibited strolling
about and gaping suspiciously in its ranks – we shall prove ourselves fully capable of
doing our duty as revolutionaries.99
Published in the final issue of La Révolution Surréaliste, the Second Manifesto signaled a shift in
the movement; a shift that took center stage in the second Surrealist journal, Le Surréalisme au
service de la Révolution (Surrealism at the Service of the Revolution, 1930–33). According to
Fiona Barber, the new emphasis on historical materialism brought with it a shift from the
products of automatism (like cameraless photographs) to “the more accessible oneiric or
illusionistic Surrealism,” she continued, “the material for this was drawn from the irrational
relations of material objects perceived in the external world rather than directly from the
unconscious.”100 So, while cameraless photography in its early years (1924–26) came to
represent the aesthetics of Surrealism’s desired transformation of perceived and material reality
by combining Freud and Marx, it did so by referencing a set of ideas about automatism and
access to the unconscious mind. With the so-called “crisis of Surrealism” in 1929, and the
movement’s embrace of Breton’s particular brand of revolutionary politics, the cameraless
photograph was no longer viable as a product of automatism, though it would continue to be
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published in other Surrealist journals.101 In order for cameraless photography to retain its
standing as a plastique surréaliste, it was necessary to abandon its connection to automatism, and
instead embrace the “material objects” of later Surrealism that were always already present in
Man Ray’s cameraless photographs. Man Ray later called them “Surrealist objects.” 102 If the
cameraless photograph, as produced by Man Ray, was aligned early on with automatism, then
Surrealism’s shift in emphasis at the end of the decade meant that the narrative and currency
around the cameraless photograph shifted as well. Featured early on in the pages of La
Révolution Surréaliste, cameraless photography did not appear in the pages of the second
Surrealist journal, Le Surréalisme au Service de la Révolution. Although Man Ray was never an
official member of the group, he nonetheless continued to publish his photographs in their
publications. And indeed, several of his experimental photographs were published in Le
Surréalisme au Service de la Révolution (1930–33), but tellingly, none were cameraless.
The same images that were viewed by the Surrealists as incompatible with radical politics
after 1927 were championed in the mid-1920s by artists and critics working in the Constructivist
orbit. As discussed above, the progressive artists involved in the concurrent social and political
revolution in Central Europe and the Soviet Union were similarly concerned with the
introduction of new creative forms that found their basis, to a greater or lesser degree, in radical
politics related to Communism. They too turned with excitement to cameraless photography as a
means of creating a new, socially productive art that looked not to the unconscious mind, but to
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science and technology. As such, the cameraless works of those aligned with Constructivism
were aesthetically different from the Surrealists, because they tended toward an abstraction based
in the geometric forms of Constructivism and De Stijl or the light abstractions associated with
experimental film. Unlike their Surrealist colleagues, those interested in Constructivism saw
cameraless photography as an innovative form that could be put to a variety of creative and
practical uses. While the Surrealists tended to include cameraless photographs as singular
images, as a form of plastique surréaliste, those affiliated with Constructivism—Moholy-Nagy
and Stepanova, saw that the medium had a variety of creative and practical applications. When
used in conjunction with typography and graphic design, cameraless photography had the
capacity to reach a vast populace, but more importantly, it had the capacity to help the populace
understand the modern world. It could therefore fulfill its revolutionary objectives as part of the
larger push for visual literacy.

2. Cameraless Photography: Technologized Abstraction
It has been suggested by art historian Leah Dickerman that abstract art was accompanied
by a “parallel papery world,” which took the form of writings, statements, manifestos,
catalogues, lectures, and other texts that accompanied and explained abstract works of art. 103
Cameraless photography was not immune to this tendency, as writers and critics struggled to
describe its inherent abstraction. Was it photography, or was it closer to recent trends in abstract
painting? Not surprisingly, references to abstraction occurred repeatedly as writers and critics
searched for ways to explain this new cameraless form. Without apt visual comparisons or a
proper photographic vocabulary, many continued to look to modern painting as a way of
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understanding and describing cameraless photography’s dematerialization. After all, abstract
photography, as an artistic rather than scientific phenomenon, had no precedent from which to
draw.
How then did artists and critics describe the process and its relationship to abstraction?
On one hand, a reliance on the vocabulary of painting was widely felt. Harold Loeb, for example,
described the process as “truly painting with light.” There were also attempts to position
cameraless photography with regard to Wassily Kandinsky’s writing about abstraction and
spirituality, or Clive Bell’s articulation of “significant form.” Many artists and critics believed
that cameraless photography’s abstraction brought photography ever closer to modernism. Art
historians have long equated cameraless photography with abstraction; this section will show that
artists and critics were already making these connections in the mid-1920s. Indeed, as art
historian Susan Laxton has suggested:
In releasing photography from semblance, avant-garde manipulation of the photogram
process broadened the possibilities of photographic practice, opening it to a consideration
of the substance of the medium. But more important was the resulting expansion of
abstraction, for the photogram’s inversion of perceptual codes harnessed non-objective
art to avant-garde intervention in support of a revolution with ambitions to shape life,
rather than merely mirror it, through a broadening of sensory perception and an insistence
on the concrete substance of the photographic medium. 104
Although interest in abstraction was widespread by the 1920s, its use was more limited in
photography. In Czechoslovakia, however, amateur photographers were introduced to avantgarde photographic experiments by Karel Teige, who promoted such work in his 1922 essay
“Foto Kino Film.” Recall that Teige had taken a particular interest in the poetic quality of Man
Ray’s cameraless photography. Czech photographer Jaromír Funke was among those influenced
by this new form of photography. According to Witkovsky, he found in Man Ray’s cameraless
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work a bridge between his own “ambitious amateurism, on the one hand, and avant-garde
painting and photography on the other—principally Cubism and the photogram.” 105 While
Funke’s later Abstract Photo series (produced with a camera between 1927–29) successfully
brought together the worlds of amateur photography and the avant-garde, it was Man Ray’s
cameraless work that provided a model based in photographic abstraction. This is a significant
point because it shows that amateur photography and its publications were attempting to
reconcile themselves with the radical work of the avant-garde.
In an unpublished review dated to 1924, Funke responded to Teige’s “Foto Kino Film”
essay by lamenting the fact that amateur photographers paid so little attention to “new art
anthologies and magazines [that] are showing, lately, the beauty of . . . pure photography.” 106
Charmed by Man Ray’s cameraless photographs, Funke marveled that “they did not want to be
art photographs but to convince [us] how photography can show the beauty of the object.” 107
Man Ray’s cameraless work, with its synthesis of Cubist abstraction and everyday objects, made
it a model for the future of artistic photography. With regard to abstraction, the amateur
photography movement was looking at last to avant-garde experiments like cameraless
photography as a means of transforming photography’s relationship to art.
The German photographer Erwin Quedenfeldt was interested in cameraless photography
as a potential bridge between photography and Kandinsky’s writings on abstraction.
Quedenfeldt’s 1926 essay, “Das Lichtbild ohne Kamera” (Photography Without a Camera),
appeared in the German photography magazine Photofreund.108 In addition to his interest in
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photography, Quedenfeldt was an educator who worked in a Pictorialist style well into the 1920s.
By the late 1920s, however, he had developed a theory of “abstract ‘Lichtbildkunst’” that
became his approach to abstract (object-less) photography (fig. 2-12). 109 He was influenced by
Kandinsky’s ideas on abstraction and hoped to bring those ideas to photography. 110
In “Das Lichtbild ohne Kamera,” Quedenfeldt systematically laid out his argument about
cameraless photography and its potential for abstraction. His discussion began with the earliest
known use of the medium: Heinrich Schulze’s discovery of the light sensitive properties of silver
nitrate in 1727.111 He argued that cameraless photography should be viewed in terms of a push
toward abstraction, which could only be achieved by moving beyond representation. He
criticized Man Ray’s cameraless work, citing Harold Loeb’s (1924) discussion in Das
Kunstblatt, for stopping short of pure abstraction. For example, in Man Ray’s early camera
photographs nature always took the dominant role over the ideas of the artist, and hence did not
reflect the spirituality of pure abstraction. Regarding his own experiments with cameraless
processes, which Quedenfeldt felt were more successful in this regard, he noted: “I created, by
purely photographic means, formal compositions that no longer existed in nature.” 112 He
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believed that for the photographic artist, cameraless (or abstract) photography was a new means
of expressing their spiritual values. 113 Here the influence of Kandinsky’s treatise on abstraction,
On the Spiritual in Art (1912), is evident.114 Although the impact of Kandinsky’s book was
already widely felt, Quedenfeldt was attempting to bring his ideas to the stagnant field of
photography—a field that had yet to fully synthesize abstraction and “spiritual values” in its
work. The reference to Harold Loeb’s 1924 essay, “Photographie ohne Kamera,” in Das
Kunstblatt suggested that Quedenfeldt was actively engaged in thinking through the question of
photography’s relevance in the modern world and its ability to express the spirit of a new era.
If Quedenfeldt was specifically concerned with positing abstraction as a means of
breaking from photography’s stagnation and “soul-destroying naturalismus,” he did so nearly
two years after Harold Loeb’s similarly titled essay “Photographie ohne Kamera” (fig. 2-1). 115 In
his 1924 essay, Loeb praised Man Ray’s 1922 portfolio Les Champs délicieux as “the first
example of abstract photography.”116 Loeb was among the first to publish the early cameraless
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experiments of Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy in his magazine Broom in 1923, along with MoholyNagy’s essay “Light—A Medium of Plastic Expression.” As noted above, Paul Westheim and
Das Kunstblatt had a long history of advocating for new art, especially Expressionism and other
forms of abstraction. It is not surprising, then, that Westheim included an essay by Loeb on the
confluence of abstraction and photography.
For Loeb, the primary condition of modern painting was the balance of form and its
harmony with color, while its ability to reproduce the outside world or evoke literary sentiment
was secondary. He felt this condition was exemplified in the painting of Paul Cézanne and
ultimately in Cubist painting.117 Cameraless photography was successful in Loeb’s view because
it was the only form of photography to break from the medium’s ties to representation to produce
new (abstract) forms; a condition brought about by cameraless photography’s articulation of light
effects. He described them as, “[t]he projection of light through space onto objects, through
objects that, in this manner, are depicted in new forms, forms that never before existed and
whose reality is only visible in the finished, automatically-produced image.” 118 This new reality
created by cameraless photography was made possible by the convergence of abstraction and
photography, which he later described as “truly painting with light.” 119
The emphasis on cameraless photography’s abstraction and its connection to spirituality
and “aesthetic feeling” was also expressed in the pages of the British fashion magazine Vogue.
Vogue published short articles on Man Ray’s cameraless photographs in March and November of
1925 (fig. 2-13). From the early 1920s, Man Ray had published examples of his cameraless work
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in both popular and avant-garde publications thanks to his ongoing work in fashion and
portraiture. These connections facilitated the publication of his cameraless photographs
throughout the 1920s. As previously noted, the English art critic Clive Bell, who was writing for
British Vogue in the mid-1920s, was an early defender of abstraction. 120 Though unsigned, we
can assume that Bell likely wrote the brief text on Man Ray’s cameraless work, in which he
suggested that they were the photographic equivalent of abstract painting. 121 The essay, entitled
“Some Photographs Made Without a Camera: Man Ray's Masterpieces in Velvet Black and
Gray,” positioned the work in the context of abstraction, but also, interestingly, in the context of
amateur photographic pastimes. “The pictures,” according to Bell, “qualify as abstract and
resulting from this theory are now their photographic equivalent.” 122 He also noted that this new
process, “used by children (to make leaf prints) is used here by a great artist. Banal objects are
given expressive and amusing new form, that one can vary at will by modifying their relative
positions compared to the source of light which animates them.” 123 Cameraless photography’s
connection to the popular did not diminish its status as art. Bell believed that abstraction found
its basis in “aesthetic emotion,” which was stimulated by “significant form.” 124 In the context of
Bell’s broader articulation of abstraction, his understanding of Man Ray’s photographs as
grounded in the same sort of abstraction as modern painting is noteworthy.
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The Dresden based art critic, Will Grohmann, writing in Das Kunstblatt in 1926, also
spoke of light as the primary vehicle for cameraless photography’s abstraction. 125 In the short
text, “Zu Man Ray,” Grohmann came to view cameraless photography as a synthesis of light and
abstraction that made use of the technological medium of photography. 126 According to
Grohmann, since the (Cubist) painter constructs an image from form and color, “[w]hy shouldn’t
the photographer construct an image out of light, light-sensitive surfaces, and objects, abstract
figurations [Gebilde] composed of form and light.”127 Lamenting that photography lagged behind
painting and continued to compete with it, he suggested that new possibilities in photography
could be achieved through the mastery and proper utilization of all optical and chemical means.
In this regard, Grohmann noted that Moholy-Nagy was simultaneously experimenting with
cameraless photography and obtaining “related” results by bringing together art and
technology.128
Grohmann recognized that the primary condition of Moholy-Nagy’s cameraless
photography was to be found in their articulation of light. Moholy-Nagy’s images were the most
dematerialized of the interwar experiments with the medium. In his 1926 essay, “Fotoplastische
Reklame,” Moholy-Nagy argued that cameraless photographs should not refer to outside sources.
Unlike Man Ray, who tended to include recognizable objects in his cameraless experiments,
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Moholy-Nagy hoped to eliminate all external reference. In “Fotoplastische Reklame,” he spoke
of cameraless photography as a pure (light) form:
The elementary function of photographic procedures consists in the control of light
intensities, in the transposition of black into white, in the transitions from lightness into
darkness. The optical miracle of black into white is to result from the dematerialized
radiation of light without any literary secrets or secret associations, through the
elimination of pigment and texture. All secondary and imitative effects, even the very
memory of them, are to be excluded.129
These associations were directly linked to science and technology, but also to the cosmic and
modern art’s emphasis on space, movement, and form, all of which influenced his cameraless
photographs.130 Ultimately, he sought to use light in a sovereign manner, as a painter would use
paint. The “dematerialized” nature of photography, and cameraless photography in particular,
made it the perfect medium for capturing the movement of objects through space, thus creating
photographic abstractions with no visible ties to the outside world.
Moholy-Nagy made a similar argument regarding cameraless photography’s connection
to abstraction in Malerei Photographie Film. In a section of the book that dealt with the question
of the objective and nonrepresentational (“Über das Gegenständliche und Gegenstandlose”),
Moholy-Nagy suggested that cameraless photography held promise for abstract
(nonrepresentational) painters (gegenstandlosen Malerei), like himself, to revolutionize their
work: “[a] ‘nonrepresentational’ painter needs no special courage to embrace the art of creative
presentation as provided today by photography and the film” 131 To make the point, a double-
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page spread juxtaposed a recent cameraless photograph with his abstract painting Construction
K˟ (fig. 2-14). While writers and critics struggled to understand and position the “new” medium,
and therefore often looked to the established discourse around abstract painting as a means for
understanding it, Moholy-Nagy made those connections plain by illustrating visually his
transition from abstract painting to cameraless photography, and from an understanding of
facture as texture to facture as a means of working with light. 132 In this sense, Moholy-Nagy
conceived of the “light composition,” made possible by cameraless photography but ultimately
realized in film, as an inherently abstract medium that brought the productive use of the
technology of photography to abstraction.133
Other pronouncements from this period equated cameraless photography with abstraction
and modern painting. Dadaist turned Surrealist, Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes writing in Les
Feuilles libres (1925), called Man Ray’s cameraless photographs “the idyllic entanglement of
abstractions in the form of forms.”134 While fellow Surrealist Robert Desnos, writing in 1923,
was struck by their abstraction and, lacking a better term, called them simply “abstract
photographs.”135 Thora Dardel, a journalist married to a Swedish painter living in Paris, was an
early advocate of Man Ray’s photography, often buying and commissioning his work to
accompany her Parisian reports in the popular Swedish weekly Bonniers Veckotidning.136 She
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was particularly taken with the cameraless photographs, including three images in a 1925 issue
of the magazine, under the title, “The Most Modern Photo Art.” Having seen and commissioned
a range of photographs by Man Ray, she singled out his cameraless work due to its connection to
modern abstract painting.
Discussions of cameraless photography’s connection to abstraction were related to
established ideas about abstraction in modern art, such as those of Kandinsky, as well as the
emerging discourse surrounding light as a medium of creative expression. With little experience
looking at or writing about experimental photography, writers turned to the familiar tropes of
painting. By equating the process with abstract painting, writers introduced a new audience to the
creative possibilities of photography. For many, cameraless photography’s abstraction had
broader implications for the revolutions they hoped to initiate. When Moholy-Nagy argued that
cameraless photography should eliminate all secondary associations, it was not about modernist
self-reflexivity.137 Rather, by utilizing light and the sensitive plate, Moholy-Nagy hoped to
expand sensory perception by forcing the viewer to see in a new way and align their senses with
the modern world. Man Ray’s work was also viewed as an opening, a way of reconciling
painting and photography, and perhaps also as a means of reconciling the radical
experimentation of the avant-garde with the amateur photography movement. In both cases,
cameraless photography was understood as a way forward for photography—a new photographic
form that was no longer tied to semblance and all the better for it.
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3. Cameraless Photography and/as “Art Photography”
Cameraless photography promised a different kind of visual art, an art that was both
intriguingly simple and intellectually complex—it was abstract and yet remarkably concrete, it
was technological but required no camera, it was basic but required a keen artistic eye, it was
unique but could be easily reproduced. Despite these conditions, which were so intriguing to
artists and critics, the process found little traction among amateur photography enthusiasts. Yet,
the amateur photography movement, built around the amateur photography clubs of the 1890s,
had promoted an aesthetically minded approach to photography through an emphasis on rarified
technique with an eye to fine art.138 The work emerging from photography clubs, known as
Pictorialism or “art photography” in much of Central Europe, favored an expressive, often softfocused approach with elaborate printing techniques intended to counter the cold mechanical
nature of documentary and professional photography and mirror the aesthetics of painting. 139
Painterly in approach and romantic in subject, Pictorialism favored established subjects that
included landscape, portraiture, still life, and subjects from history. Needless to say, institutions
that supported amateur photography—salons, exhibitions, and magazines—were slower to view
cameraless photography as a viable form of art photography. It was anathema to a group of
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photographers who prided themselves on their skill with cameras, lenses, and printing
techniques.
Cameraless photography’s practitioners were, by and large, visual artists rather than
photographers, and therefore had little patience for the so-called “art photography.” These artists
and critics in the mid-1920s lamented “art photography” and its preference for hazy, romantic
images that relied on tricks and manipulations for the sake of “art.” Moholy-Nagy, for example,
illustrated a Pictorialist photograph by Alfred Stieglitz in Malerei Photographie Film with the
following caption: “The triumph of Impressionism or photography misunderstood. The
photographer has become a painter.” 140 The notion that art photography “misunderstood”
photography’s essential characteristics was a common theme in the writings of the period.
Man Ray was less vocal in his pronouncements, but no less disdainful of Pictorialism and
“art photography.” In his short essay “Deceiving Appearances,” he declared, “I maintain that
photography is not artistic! Grievance for some, praise for others. A form of expression is only
capable of evolution and transformation to the degree that it is not artistic.” 141 Surrealist René
Crevel felt that Pictorialist photography was regressive and should be replaced with a modern
form of (cameraless) photography that no longer relied on either “meticulous narration” or an
emulation of painting.142 Karel Teige also weighed in on cameraless photography’s opposition to
“art photography” in his comments about Man Ray, who, he believed, “was the first to bring
photography to the level of great visual art. He liberated his photography from the fallacies of art
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photography by simply doing away with art photography altogether.” 143 As late as 1926, the
categories “art photography” and “visual art” were understood as distinctly separate from one
another. By the mid-1920s, however, cameraless photography seemed poised to bridge the
divide.
Although cameraless photography was most often discussed as an avant-garde art form,
for those affiliated with photography magazines it held promise for rethinking photography’s
approach to art. Central European writers Erwin Quedenfeldt and Jana Mieczysławski, both of
whom were aligned with Pictorialism and “art photography,” looked to cameraless photography
as a means for expressing the sort of emotional values that Pictorialists strove for in their hazy
soft-focus photographs.144 Man Ray’s work was seen as a step in the right direction, but
Quedenfeldt criticized him for stopping short of complete abstraction. According to a 1919
review by Will and Carine Cadby, Quedenfeldt was convinced even in 1919 that photography
should represent the “revolutionary spirit of a new era.” 145 If art photography was to move
forward with the times, it must reflect the revolutionary spirit of the era, which, for Quedenfeldt,
was abstraction.
Mieczysławski’s 1924 essay “Photography as Art,” published in the Polish popular
photography magazine Światłocień (Chiaroscuro), introduced cameraless photography as part of
a larger exposition on photography as art.146 Światłocień, the organ of the Central Association of
Photographic Societies in Poland, exposed its readers to the latest trends in photography in the
hopes of encouraging Poland’s burgeoning photo artists. Mieczysławski was primarily concerned
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with whether photography could truly be called an art form, and thus set out to define the
conditions that constitute a work of art and whether those conditions existed in photography.
This particular issue of Światłocień illustrated the influence of avant-garde artistic developments
in Constructivism, Suprematism, Formism, and the Blok group on amateur photography. 147
Increasingly concerned with testing the limits of art photography, the magazine published a
series of essays that considered an evolving set of concerns, such as the 1923 “Modern Art
Photography.” In this context, the discussion in Światłocień of cameraless photography was part
of the question regarding what, specifically, constituted art photography and whether cameraless
photography might fit, and possibly expand, that criteria. According to photography historian
Krzysztof Jurecki, as an amateur photography magazine, Światłocień was primarily interested in
furthering Pictorialist photography, rather than avant-garde art, so the use of cameraless
photography among its members remained an open question. 148
In Berlin, an otherwise unidentified author, Dr. A. G., introduced Heinrich Spaemann of
Berlin and Carl Straub of Stuttgart, two artists working without a camera in the German
magazine Photographie für Alle, a quasi-technical magazine that shared current experiments in
photography and new techniques, processes, and equipment with their readers. 149 In this 1926
essay, the author discussed how the camera lens mediated photographic vision without paying
attention to the possibilities of the photographic layer itself. The examples by little-known
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photographers Spaemann and Straub served to illustrate the author’s discussion of the artistic
possibilities of the projection of light on and through objects placed directly on the sensitized
paper. In his explanation of the process, the author made no mention of the fact that Spaemann
and Straub were students at the Bauhaus, where they likely took Moholy-Nagy’s preliminary
course. It is hardly surprising that their artistic training was not mentioned, but it is worth
remembering that in his teaching of the preliminary course, Moholy-Nagy encouraged
experimentation with cameraless photography as part of students’ foundational training in
methods, skills, and materials.150
The cameraless images reproduced in the article were remarkably sophisticated in their
use of such objects as glasses, crystals, prisms, wire, and liquids that refract light to produce
startling new effects (figs. 2-15 and 2-16). The subtle gradations of light and dark created by
various mediating agents were used to artistic effect by Spaemann and Straub. Published several
years after Moholy-Nagy’s arrival at the Bauhaus, and a year after the publication of his book,
Malerei Photographie Film, this brief article indicated Moholy-Nagy’s growing influence.
Though the author does not mention Moholy-Nagy or his book directly, he was more than likely
aware of it. The author echoed Moholy-Nagy, in his suggestion that the process might be used
for a variety of purposes, including poster production. By 1926, photography magazines, so long
the exclusive domain of amateur and professional photographers, were beginning to take notice
of cameraless photography due in large part to artists like Moholy-Nagy.
As these and other writings illustrate, by the mid-1920s cameraless photography was
viewed as a potential bridge between the amateur photography movement and the interwar
avant-garde. Both artists and photographers looked to cameraless photography as a means of
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furthering photography’s status as an art form, thus making clear that the divide between art and
photography was shrinking and would soon be indistinguishable.

4. Cameraless Photography and The Technological Imagination
[T]his reality of our century is Technology—the invention, construction and maintenance
of the machine. To be a user of machines is to be of the spirit of this century. It has
replaced the transcendental spiritualism of past eras. . . Before the machine, everyone is
equal—I can use it, so can you—it can crush me and the same can happen to you. There
is no tradition in technology, no consciousness of class or standing. Everybody can be the
machine’s master or its slave. . . This is our century—technology, machine, socialism. . .
Art expresses the spirit of our times. . . The art of our century, its mirror and its voice, is
Constructivism.151
This statement, often mistakenly attributed to Moholy-Nagy, appeared in the Hungarian
magazine Ma in May 1923. It reflects the importance that those working in the Constructivist
orbit, including Moholy-Nagy, placed on technology in the production of contemporary art. This
perception of technology, and the celebration of machine culture that was being advocated as late
as 1923, was deeply informed by political beliefs and a desire to produce a socially viable art.
The celebration of modern technology was shared by many Constructivists and Dadaists who
saw themselves as engineers, rather than artists, looking to new art forms based in technology to
express the spirit of the times. Many art historians, among them Long and Hight, have
commented that Moholy-Nagy’s interest in (cameraless) photography was the “logical outgrowth
of his interest in merging art and technology.” 152 By using photography in innovative ways—
using the sensitive plate to capture light effects, for instance—the medium could bring about new
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ways of seeing “and hence a new vision of utopia, as art was one means of invigorating the
mind.”153
For Moholy-Nagy and others, cameraless photography was the perfect expression of the
merging of art and technology. While some might argue that cameraless photography was, by its
very nature, anti-technological, for Moholy-Nagy it was inherently tied to the culture of
technology: it partook of advancements in photographic technology, but also, importantly,
electric light. By the early 1920s, he and others—like Karel Teige—viewed the technological
medium of photography as the democratic medium of the future. 154 Moholy-Nagy believed
photography, but especially cameraless photography, could aid in expanding sensory perception
by providing the necessary tools for understanding the modern technologized world. Teige was
similarly driven by a desire for social change and felt that photography was the best tool. In
“Foto Kino Film” (1922), Teige argued that cameraless photography was one of the forms that
held the most potential for the future, because it allowed photography to gain its own
“independent and competent language.”155 This notion was echoed by Moholy-Nagy, who
believed that photography should make effective use of its inherent (technological)
characteristics—light and the sensitive plate.
Karel Teige and the Czech Devětsil group continued their early interest in cameraless
photography with the inclusion of work by Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy in their Brno based
publication Pásmo (The Zone). Man Ray’s whimsical cameraless image of a crudely constructed
face appeared on the cover of Pásmo’s 1926 issue, emphasizing the sort of creative play that
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cameraless photography engendered (fig. 2-17). 156 Teige and Moholy-Nagy shared an interest in
photography and film. While Teige’s 1922 essay “Foto Kino Film” (Photo Cinema Film)
anticipated Moholy-Nagy’s 1925 book Malerei Photographie Film, Teige excerpted heavily
from the book in a 1925 issue of Pásmo. The same issue included Moholy-Nagy’s essay
“Richtlinien für eine synthetische Zeitschrift” (Guidelines for a Synthetic Journal), which laid
out his vision for a synthetic journal that would deal with all aspects of human activity. 157 The
issue also included Teige’s essay on the aesthetics of film, which referenced Man Ray’s
cameraless photographs as a model for experimental film. Although the issue did not reproduce
examples by either Man Ray or Moholy-Nagy, their cameraless photographs appeared in
subsequent issues between 1924 and 1926. For Teige, cameraless photography represented a
disavowal of what came before, and because it allowed photography to develop its own
independent language, it helped to establish photography as the technological medium of the
future.
Moholy-Nagy’s Malerei Photographie Film [hereafter MPF] was the most important text
on cameraless photography from this period.158 The book built on his earlier writings and
allowed him to fully articulate his thinking about photography and film, two mediums that were
still relatively new to him.159 In its pages, he argued for a productive use of photography,
elaborating on his belief that light was the key to (cameraless) photography. Although light could
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come from any number of sources, it was electric light that had the most potential for
photography and film. The connection between cameraless photography and the technological
was felt nowhere more acutely than at the Dessau Bauhaus, where Moholy-Nagy’s presence
ensured the integration of the process with the school’s programs. 160 In Dessau, Moholy-Nagy
had access to a proper darkroom and began to experiment in earnest with cameraless
photography. As co-editor of the Bauhausbücher series, Moholy-Nagy had a platform from
which to disseminate his ideas about the implications of photography in art, design, and
society.161
As an articulation of Moholy-Nagy’s larger worldview, MPF frames cameraless
photography’s relationship to technology in myriad ways. 162 Cameraless photography was
juxtaposed throughout the book to images of various sorts, including X-rays, abstract painting,
moving light displays, advertising, and graphic design. The medium’s importance to MPF’s
overarching message was highlighted on its cover, which featured an abstract cameraless
photograph, suggesting that photography found its basis in cameraless photography (fig. 2-4).
Moholy-Nagy believed that only by mastering photography’s materials can the artist move
toward production: “[c]reative use of this knowledge and these principles will silence those who
contend that photography is not an ‘art’.” 163 His texts, which cover a variety of subjects, made
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this point by articulating the medium’s possibilities and its importance for visualizing a new
world. It was in MPF that the process was given a definitive name in a section entitled,
“Photography Without a Camera. The ‘Photogram’.” The newly designated “photogram” was
made possible by capturing light effects or projecting light through objects of varying
transparency directly onto the sensitive plate. For Moholy-Nagy, this procedure was the best
possible medium for articulating new visual relationships and, ultimately, for changing the world
by bringing humanity’s senses into alignment with the demands of the technological age.
Throughout the book, Moholy-Nagy brought his discussion back to the cameraless
photograph as a creative form with unlimited potential. As justification for his own use of
cameraless photography, he reminded the reader that “[m]en discover new instruments, new
methods of work, which revolutionize their familiar habits of work.” 164 The new medium also
had a role to play in the future of film. In “Static and Kinetic Optical Composition,” MoholyNagy put forward the argument that moving light effects were a key component in kinetic
compositions, a phenomenon that could be captured in cameraless photography but that found its
ultimate realization in film. “Light films which could be shot continuously were introduced in
the form of the photogram as made by Man Ray and myself. The technical horizon of light-space
articulation which had previously been difficult to obtain was thereby widened.” 165
Cameraless photography therefore allowed for the reconceptualization of photography as
the direct action of light on the sensitive plate, which in turn allowed the plate to be separated
from the camera obscura in order to bring about new visual relationships. X-rays and scientific
photography were particularly important in this regard and were viewed as models for the future
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of creative photography.166 To make this point, Moholy-Nagy reproduced two X-ray
photographs of shells that were paired with cameraless photographs that echo the shapes and
outlines of forms found in nature (figs. 2-18 and 2-19). 167 X-rays, with their connections to
science and technological advancements, allowed the inner structure, previously unseen by the
naked eye, to be visualized. Moholy-Nagy was thus suggesting that this new way of seeing and
visualizing the world was carried forward in cameraless photography.
These early comparisons were followed by a double-page spread juxtaposing a
cameraless photograph by Moholy-Nagy with one of his abstract paintings. In so doing, he
reiterated his contention that the concerns of abstract painters—abstraction, transparency, order,
precision, and the effects of light and dark—could be translated and transformed by cameraless
photography (fig. 2-14). The images that followed, a double-page spread with two cameraless
images, one by Man Ray and one by Moholy-Nagy, and a single cameraless abstraction by Man
Ray featuring a series of crystals and other indistinguishable objects, illustrated the increasingly
sophisticated representations made possible by cameraless photography (figs. 2-9 and 2-20). The
images also served to differentiate between their approaches to the medium, one based in the
medium’s ability to make recognizable objects mysterious, and the other based in medium’s
capacity for capturing light effects and abstracting forms.
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Czech Devětsil artist Vilém Santholzer was, like Teige, enamored of the stark,
technological beauty of functional photography. Echoing Teige, Santholzer argued that
photography was beautiful precisely when it was not artistic. 168 He praised cameraless
photography for its similarity to “the beauties of scientific photography,” particularly X-ray
photographs.169 His 1925 essay, “The Triumphant Beauty of Photography,” was part of an
unpublished book on mathematics and machines. 170 Santholzer marveled throughout the essay at
various forms of functional photography—aerial and scientific photography, photographs taken
with a microscope or telescope, and the X-ray—which provided new visual experiences. For
Santholzer, “[a]ll this competes, in the sphere of pure optical impression with the subjectless
compositions of Man Ray.”171 For Santholzer, Man Ray’s cameraless works shared the “pure
optical impression” of functional photography, providing new visual experiences that moved
beyond “art photography.” He concluded his essay by stating that “nothing new can be expected
in the future from painted pictures, one need not be cautious when speaking about the
possibilities of photography.”172
Cameraless photography’s connection to technology and the technological was further
emphasized in the so-called Natur/Nasci issue (8/9) of Merz in 1924. The issue was a
collaboration between Schwitters and Lissitzky that allowed the two artists to explore their
shared ideas about art—in this instance, the interconnectedness of nature and technology and
art’s evolving relationship to the machine. It sought to challenge the recent unmitigated
privileging of the machine in contemporary art and instead looked to work that took from the
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“universal laws of nature” by highlighting Raoul Francé’s ideas about biocentricism and the
seven basic technical forms (Grundformen). Merz’s cover laid the groundwork for the
discussions that followed: “Nature, from the Latin Nasci, i.e., to become or come into being.
Everything that through its own force develops, forms or moves.” 173 Lissitzky’s opening essay
reiterated the connection: “The machine has not separated us from nature. Through it, we
discovered a new nature, hitherto unknown.” 174 He went on to suggest that the role of art was no
longer to represent, but to use the tools technology (the machine) had provided in a constructive
(or productive) way.175 Appearing just after Lissitizky’s opening essay, a photograph of a crystal
was reproduced next to a list of terms describing the “basic technical forms of the universe”—
crystal, sphere, plane, rod, strip, spiral, and cone—with a small caption that read: “R. H. Francé”
(fig. 2-21).176 Francé, a biologist and science writer, was enormously popular in the 1920s. His
“conception of Biotechnik [bionics] . . . proposed that all human technologies are based in natural
technologies.”177 Francé’s writing, particularly his belief that models for technology could be
found in seven technical forms (Grundformen), served to legitimize the fascination that
Lissitzky, Moholy-Nagy, and other contemporary artists, had with technology. 178
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By highlighting Francé’s seven basic technical forms in the magazine’s early pages,
Schwitters and Lissitzky made a direct connection between the works and texts in its pages and
the ideas of the popular science writer. 179 The two artists were concerned with countering
contemporary art’s privileging of the machine, hence the artworks they illustrate draw on forms
found in nature (the crystal, sphere, plane, spiral, etc). In addition to the cameraless photograph
by Man Ray, the issue included Kazimir Malevich’s Black Square (1915), an uncaptioned work
by El Lissitzky, a painting by Piet Mondrian, a Merzbild by Kurt Schwitters, a sculpture by
Alexander Archipenko, a collage by Hans Arp, buildings by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, a
painting by Fernand Leger, Vladimir Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International, a collage by
Schwitters paired with an aerial photograph of a landscape, a photograph of a plant, and a collage
by Georges Braque (figs. 2-22, 2-23, 2-24). Man Ray’s enigmatic cameraless photograph of a
crystal with its jagged forms of white and grey emerging from the darkness of the photographic
plate had a direct connection to Francé’s Grundformen and the interdependent relationship
between technology and nature (fig. 2-25). By focusing on organic forms and representing them
photographically, but without the intervention of the camera, Man Ray’s cameraless photograph
seemed to illustrate this point perfectly. The accompanying text/caption further defined the
relationship:
This is an invention that allows anyone to create a work of art with the use of most
elementary means. All that one needs is a piece of light-sensitive paper and a few objects
of different transparency. If one eliminates chance and caprice, just like nature, everyone
can produce an artwork.180
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For Lissitzky and Schwitters, Man Ray’s cameraless photograph, as an art form that required a
mastery of photography’s essential elements, was governed by the laws of functionality,
efficiency, and optimization, and therefore demonstrated in visual terms that technology is rooted
in nature.181 Although Man Ray’s artistic concerns had little to do with the theoretical issues
raised by Merz, the magazine’s inclusion of the process makes clear that cameraless photography
was no longer viewed as a singular artistic creation, but as a means of articulating a set of ideas
about the role of technology in art and society.
Art’s evolving relationship to technology and society was also evident in Hans Richter’s
journal G. In a 1924 issue, he included a cameraless photograph by Man Ray as an example of
the “[n]ew possibilities of the material” (fig. 2-26).182 Echoing Moholy-Nagy’s earlier
pronouncement, Richter noted that, “Man Ray demonstrates that light is a means of creativity,
and photography not just a banal manual skill.”183 According to Detlef Mertins, Richter, like
Lissitzky and Moholy-Nagy, was also drawn to Francé’s ideas, and although the biologist was
not referenced directly in its pages, his influence could be felt in the magazine’s founding
principle of “Elementary Construction,” which advocated economy, regularity, order, rationality,
and, above all, total control of material and processes.184 By the mid-1920s, the influence of
Russian art, and Constructivism in particular, was felt with increasing fervor in avant-garde
publications in Central Europe. G, which was centered around Richter, Lissitzky, van Doesburg,
Gräff, Hausmann, and Mies van der Rohe, became the primary organ of the International Faction
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of Constructivists. It therefore participated actively in debates surrounding Constructivism and
“constructive art.” The G group resolved to begin again by returning to the most elementary
concepts in order to construct a new art. 185 The journal, according to Mertins and Jennings,
adhered to the principle, advocated by Richter and van Doesburg, that “art was a form of
organization capable of remaking reality—‘a tool of universal progress’—it was by definition
already collectivist and political.”186 By working collectively, Richter believed that art could
create positive change in society, and since art was already political, there was no need for G to
openly proclaim radical politics in its pages.187 The journal celebrated cameraless photography as
a form of “elemental form-creation” because it demonstrated those principles through
photography.
With the inclusion of Man Ray’s cameraless work, Richter and Lissitzky seemed to
disregard the chance or automatic aspects of the medium, in favor of the notion that creative use
of cameraless photography was made possible by total control of light and the sensitive plate.
Despite the influence of Constructivism’s polemics to the magazine’s founding principles, its
editors did not include the Constructivist-influenced cameraless experiments of Moholy-Nagy,
who was also actively engaged with the process at the time of the issue’s publication. Richter
hinted at his reasons for the slight in a short text entitled “To Constructivism.” There, Richter
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laid out the history and meaning of the term “Constructivism,” which emerged in Russia and
used “modern construction materials in place of conventional materials and that follows
constructive goals.” 188 He noted that the term was adopted in a broader sense at the Düsseldorf
Congress (1920) by van Doesburg, Lissitzky, and himself, to signify their conception of
“elemental form-creation.” He argued that what called itself Constructivism in 1924 no longer
had anything to do with “elemental form-creation.” Richter placed Moholy-Nagy solidly in this
camp, calling him a decorativist, sensitive to labels like Constructivism and Suprematism, but
representing neither. Ironically, Moholy-Nagy was fully immersed with his cameraless
experiments by the summer of 1924, of the same sort that Richter included by Man Ray as
exemplary of “elemental form-creation.” 189
To prove his claim that Moholy-Nagy was a decorativist, Richter cited a recent article in
Das Kunstblatt written by German critic Paul Schmidt that described Moholy-Nagy as a
Suprematist. In this essay, “Konstruktivismus” (1924), Schmidt attempted to define the
Constructivist phenomenon as it occurred in various countries after WWI and he argued that
Constructivist art corresponded to the technological products of the time, which were produced
without concern for aesthetics. He referred to Moholy-Nagy as exemplary of Suprematism,
which he defined as a play of colored light on white surfaces. Schmidt’s reading of
Constructivism and Suprematism was therefore based on his understanding of how these two
movements had evolved since their founding in Russia. 190
Hungarian critic Alfréd Kemény responded to Schmidt’s interpretation in a subsequent
issue of Das Kunstblatt with a very public rebuke of Moholy-Nagy’s work, arguing that the work
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had nothing at all to do with Suprematism and little to do with with Constructivism. 191 Kemény,
a former friend and co-signor of the Egység manifesto, was one of the few artists working in
Europe with first-hand knowledge of Suprematism and Russian Constructivism. A committed
member of the Communist party, Kemény was almost certainly upset with his friend’s
abandonment of the party in favor of a teaching position at the Bauhaus, where, upon his
appointment, Moholy-Nagy would cease to proclaim openly the ideals laid out in the manifesto
just two years earlier. The exchange continued in the following issue with a response from
Moholy-Nagy:
Kemény states that I have ‘contributed nothing to the task of finding for our time a visual
expression commensurate with its technological and economic urgencies.’ It is not for me
to decide this, nor am I interested in the decision. My work at the Bauhaus is concerned
with translating my concept of contemporaneousness into form and word. This is so big a
task that it leaves me no time to worry about its interpretation from without. Whatever the
quality of my oil paintings and my sculptures might be, I am satisfied that I am given the
privilege – rare to anyone – to translate revolution into material reality. Compared to this
task, the fiddling of Kemény and others about priorities is quite irrelevant. A few years
from now the selective principle of quality will decide upon our endeavors, and no
catchwords or personal enmities will influence this selection. 192
All of this contributed to Richter’s decision to include the cameraless work of Man Ray over that
of Moholy-Nagy. It is worth reiterating that Moholy-Nagy, long affiliated with the Hungarian
Ma group, had sided with them (in opposition to the G group) after the International Congress of
Dadaists and Constructivists in 1922. Scholar Bernd Finkeldney suggests that the animosity
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between Moholy-Nagy and the G group after the 1922 Congress seems to have begun around the
question of radical politics and the Hungarian Constructivists’ support of the proletariat. 193
Kemény, in particular, was convinced that a collective art was not possible in their current
bourgeois society and was therefore opposed to the collective vision of the International Faction
of Constructivists. Van Doesburg apparently warned Richter ahead of the Weimar Congress that
Moholy-Nagy and Kemény “see things completely differently, namely communism as ideal
principle. . . They were concerned with subordinating art to communism; we were concerned
with realizing the implications of the new art.” 194 Van Doesburg was therefore convinced that
Moholy-Nagy was against them. In the end, the animosity between Moholy-Nagy and the socalled G group had as much to do with politics and artistic alignments as it did with the merits of
Moholy-Nagy’s work.195
Thus, Richter chose to reproduce a cameraless photograph by Man Ray, who was
actively engaged with the process and previously acquainted with Richter and Lissitzky. It is also
important to note that Lissitzky believed Man Ray was the true “inventor” of cameraless
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photography and Moholy-Nagy had clearly stolen the idea. 196 Although Man Ray’s artistic
interests and affiliations had little to do Constructivism, he was a former Dada colleague of Hans
Richter, who shared an interest in film; and his work, which favored recognizable objects, was
more in line with Lissitzky’s cameraless experiments and the magazine’s desire to show the
products of “elemental form-creation.” His recognizable imagery, distorted by the cameraless
process, left little doubt as to the means of its production, particularly when such images were
captioned with explanatory texts by Richter. Man Ray’s work thus came to represent the
concerns of the magazine (despite the fact that Man Ray himself was less inclined to attach any
theoretical underpinning to his work). After all, it was cameraless photography’s connection to
form-creation that was at issue.
G3 (June 1924) included an example from Man Ray’s Les Champs délicieux, along with
a translation of Tristan Tzara’s essay, and a brief introductory text by Richter that positioned
cameraless photography in the context of G’s thematics. Tzara’s essay, originally published in
1922 as the preface to Les Champs délicieux, was translated into German by Walter Benjamin
with the more literal title, “Die Photographie von der Kehrseite” (Photography from the Verso),
thus suggesting that cameraless photography was, in fact, photography reversed (i.e. without a
camera).197
In the brief introduction to Man Ray’s cameraless photographs, Richter situated the work
within the context of the magazine’s conception of “elementary form-creation.” Underlining the
“new possibilities of the material” and the “extended expectations deriving from these not yet
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industrialized experiments with paper and plate,” he articulated the technical and artistic
demands that such work fulfills.198
The American Man Ray works without lens, without camera: placing obstacles in light’s
path, mirroring plate or paper, experimenting with the developer. . . We have been made
insensitive and unimaginative by the pattern: shoot and develop. Man Ray demonstrates
that light is a means of creativity, and photography not just a banal manual skill. . .
Photographic culture, that is, arrangement of all the possibilities, refining the material:
paper, plate, film, developing substances, perfection of copying technique.
– Technical demand: highly sensitive material. Artistic demand: creative use thereof. 199
Richter was wary of camera photography in general, suggesting that such work lacked creativity.
In this sense, he was convinced, like Moholy-Nagy and others, that in order for photography to
fulfill its potential as an artistic medium—its technical and artistic demands—it should make use
of its inherent materials in new ways.
The first issue of G (1923) had called for writing, work, and images from all fields of
creative endeavor, which were then compiled and reproduced in the magazine’s third issue (G3,
June 1924). With a decidedly technological bent, Richter brought together industrial works,
building designs, fashion, and even a photograph of an amusement park, with recent art,
photography, and poetry, in order to suggest a new culture for the technological age. A
cameraless photograph, along with Walter Benjamin’s translation of Tzara’s essay “Photography
Upside Down,” were included to illustrate photography’s technological aspects.
Benjamin’s translation was important to his later writing on photography, particularly to
his “Little History of Photography” (1931). The “Little History” included several lines from
Tzara’s text on Man Ray’s cameraless photographs, while also revealing the influence of
Moholy-Nagy.200 His translation privileged a technological, and perhaps more precise, reading of
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Tzara’s text. Its emphasis on machines, high-powered lamps, mechanics, and chemistry, made
clear that cameraless photography was perceived as a technological medium, and therefore not
easily separated from the larger field of photography. It is useful to think about Benjamin and the
cameraless photograph because it was his discussion of photography’s reproducibility and its
destruction of the artwork’s “aura,” that was arguably countered in its cameraless form. Indeed,
the process, by its very nature, produced a unique object with its “aura” presumably still intact.
Benjamin seems to have understood, as Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy did, that in order to
disseminate this cameraless form of photography, it had to belie its intrinsic nature and become
reproducible. Making cameraless photographs reproducible for publication allowed these
“unique” works to appear in situations that would not otherwise have been possible, a condition
that may have influenced Benjamin’s thinking in this regard. Benjamin’s translation maintained
the general thrust, and some of the poetic quality, of Tzara’s original text:
Once everything that is called art developed gout, the photographer lit his thousandcandle lamp, and the light-sensitive paper gradually absorbed the black of several
everyday objects. He had discovered the power of a tender and untouched flash of light,
which was more important than all the constellations that are placed before us as a feast
for our eyes. The unique, correct, and precise mechanical distortion is fixed – smooth and
pure like hair passing through a comb of light . . . Just as the mirror effortlessly reflects
the image, or the echo the voice, without asking us why, material beauty is tributary to no
one, because from now on it is a product of physics and chemistry. 201
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Tzara’s text was perfectly at home, thanks to Benjamin’s translation, in this third issue of G that
centered on this art’s evolving relationship to technology. After all, cameraless photography’s
embrace of the technological occurred through appropriate use of materials and light.
Light was key to many Constructivist readings of cameraless photography. Hungarian
critic Ernő Kállai, a longtime supporter of Moholy-Nagy’s work, was no exception. Kállai,
writing for Jahrbuch der jungen Kunst, believed that art should be significant, and that
significance could be achieved, as Moholy-Nagy believed, through experimentation with new
materials like glass, concrete, iron, and plastic. In his 1924 essay, “Konstruktivismus”
(Constructivism), Kállai viewed cameraless photography as an expression of certain
Constructivist principles.202 Despite signing the 1923 Egység manifesto with Alfréd Kemény,
László Péri, and Moholy-Nagy, which called for an art based in Communism and the proletariat,
by 1924 Kállai was no longer convinced that a politically driven Constructivism was the path
forward and he, like the G group, came to view Constructivism more broadly. 203 He rejected the
notion that art was no longer valid in and of itself; instead, he felt that art should be imbued
“with the will to the utmost objectivity, economy, and conscious precision.” 204
For Kállai, cameraless photography exemplified the sort of experimentation with
technological materials that he believed would make art “significant;” additionally, he viewed
the cameraless photograph as a synthesis of the real space of Constructivist sculpture (as
demonstrated in the work of Lissitzky, Rodchenko, Moholy-Nagy, and Gabo), and the pure light
of experimental film, such as the work of Richter, Eggeling, and Gräff (for Kállai, the films
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express the ideas embodied in Constructivist sculpture in pure light). Although he claimed that
this synthesis was better expressed in Moholy-Nagy’s work, he illustrated his essay with an
example by Man Ray (fig. 2-2). “Light as a new creative means, subordinated to the conscious,
precise, and economic organizing mastery of the artist, also leads to surprising results in
[cameraless] photography,” such that “light maintains its character as radiation in space.” 205
Much like Richter and Lissitzky, Kállai viewed cameraless photography as the perfect
expression of certain Constructivist principles and it made little difference if the work in question
was by Moholy-Nagy or Man Ray.
By highlighting cameraless photography as a means of experimentation with
technological materials, these writers illustrated the medium’s capacity for revealing new visual
experiences that would help the viewer to better understand and interact with the modern
technologized world. Cameraless photography was thus intrinsically tied to photography’s future
as an art form with the potential to effect change not only in art, but also in society.

5. Approaching the Cinematic
Cameraless photography, which emerged at approximately the same moment as
experimental abstract film, was frequently discussed in terms of its allusions to the cinematic. As
art historian Noam Elcott has suggested, the artists who engaged in cameraless photography in
the interwar period, “partook of the avant-garde cinematic imaginary; that is, they somehow
produced cinema by other means.”206 The comparison to film was apt when one considers the
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descriptions for producing cameraless photographs involved projecting light (and objects) onto a
blank screen.207 Such allusions were hardly new. As early as 1922, Jean Cocteau, had proclaimed
in his open letter to Man Ray: “[y]ou have just opened up on treasures . . . cinematographic
among others.”208 Later that year Czech artist and theorist Karel Teige made the case for Man
Ray and his cameraless photographs in his essay “Foto Kino Film,” arguing that film should
follow the example of Man Ray’s experiments. In 1924, Teige renewed his call for greater
experimentation in film, pointing again to cameraless photography as an example of the sort of
innovation needed in film.
Other key texts from the mid-1920s also viewed cameraless photography through the lens
of film, including those of Kállai, Comte Étienne de Beaumont, Ribemont-Dessaignes, and
others. Moholy-Nagy suggested the medium’s correspondence with film in Malerei
Photographie Film. And, Richter, himself an early experimenter in abstract film, made a more
direct allusion to cameraless photography’s relationship to film in a 1926 issue of G by featuring
Man Ray’s cameraless image of filmstrips. In the same issue Richter proclaimed: “Film needs no
audience. – Film needs Artists!”209 There is little doubt that cameraless photography was viewed
as an example for experimental filmmakers in the 1920s. Cameraless photography and
experimental abstract film shared a desire to move beyond what came before by breaking from
the constraints imposed by the camera and realistic representation.
Czech Devětsil artist and theorist Karel Teige, among the earliest commentators to
discuss cameraless photography and its relationship to film, was convinced, as early as 1922, that
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Man Ray’s cameraless experiments could serve as a much-needed example for film. In his 1922
essay, Teige argued for the wide-ranging potential of Man Ray’s cameraless photography: “As
soon as cinema seizes upon Man Ray’s invention in the same way that it has appropriated all
other new photographic achievements thus far, it will find itself at the threshold of a new,
undreamt-of realm.”210 In his 1924 essay, “The Aesthetics of Film and Cinégraphie,” Teige
pointed to (cameraless) photography to provide the example for future film. 211
Above all, film aesthetics should operate in conjunction with the aesthetics of
photography; the development and perfection of film aesthetics depends on this. Here
again, the optical aspect is of primary importance. Once again, we should point out, just
in passing, the interesting experiments of the American photographer Man Ray, who was
the first to bring photography to the level of great visual art. 212
Teige was convinced that in order for film to move forward, it should keep pace with the latest
innovations in photography—innovations like Man Ray’s cameraless photographs. For Teige,
Man Ray’s cameraless photographs were modern because they relinquished the camera and its
tendency toward resemblance, thus they succeeded in creating their own “independent and
competent language,” a language that now needed to be replicated in film. 213 A slightly later
version of Teige’s essay, published in Das Kunstblatt (1926), further clarified his view of Man
Ray’s cameraless photographs and their relevance for film:
For the modern spirit, everything is possible and attainable, everywhere, in everything
and with everything. And so, the true harbingers of new film forms will be the
innovators. . . Man Ray is precisely such an innovator. He has made an innovation
whereby anyone can become a poet as long as they use elemental means. For his poetic
photographs require no more than a sheet of photo-paper, light, and some commonplace
objects of varying transparency and luminous intensity.214
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Teige argued, much as Richter had, that cameraless photography’s innovation was to be found in
its mastery of elemental means—elemental means that would allow anyone to become a poet.
Teige’s suggestion that cameraless photography might be the basis for
contemporary film was echoed in Moholy-Nagy’s writing from this period. Although he
articulated the connection between photography and film by and through light, Moholy-Nagy,
like Teige, believed that greater experimentation was necessary. Moholy-Nagy cited cameraless
photography’s ability to capture light effects, but “[s]ince these light effects almost always show
themselves in motion, it is clear that the process reaches its highest development in the film.” 215
He first suggested the idea in earlier texts, but it was in his book Malerei Photographie Film that
he parsed out the various iterations of photographic technology. In a section of the book entitled,
appropriately, “Static and Kinetic Optical Composition,” Moholy-Nagy spoke of new fields of
creativity made possible by new technical products (what he termed “optical apparatus”), like the
spotlight, reflector, electric sign, or experiments with a so-called “light organ.” Among these
new fields of creativity were the recent experiments of Viking Eggeling, which in MoholyNagy’s eyes built on the idea of a light-organ or a color-piano. Although Moholy-Nagy praised
the work of Eggeling, and his “student” Hans Richter, for their work with “the articulation of
space in motion,” and moving toward “creating a light-space-time continuity in the synthesis of
motion,” he argued that they failed to handle light directly. 216 He continued, observing that,
“light films which could be shot continuously were introduced in the form of the photogram as
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made by Man Ray and myself. The technical horizon of light-space articulation which had
previously been difficult to obtain, was thereby widened.” 217 In this sense, cameraless
photography, a static image capable of capturing kinetic optical compositions, was the first
preliminary step in the creation of light films, which would put light effects into motion. Later in
the text he asked, “is it right, today, in the age of moving reflected light phenomena and of film,
to continue to cultivate the static individual painting as a colour composition?” 218 Cameraless
photography’s ability to capture the effects of a world transformed by light was, for MoholyNagy, central to his conception of the medium and its importance for the modern world.
Cameraless photography’s allusions to film were also highlighted in a special 1925 issue
of the literary magazine Les Cahiers du Mois. In the magazine’s double issue on cinema, the
editors praised the cinematic quality of Man Ray’s work with a cameraless photograph featuring
filmstrips (fig. 2-27). This double issue of Les Cahiers du Mois was particularly significant
because it featured important early writings on cinema by René Clair, Germaine Dulac, Fernand
Léger, and George Charensol, on everything from Surrealism and the cinema to abstract film.
The privileging of Man Ray’s work by the Surrealists and by Jean Cocteau, another of the
magazine’s contributors, ensured that the readers were aware of his recent experiments with
cameraless photography and film. His cameraless photograph of an unraveling filmstrip made
the case for both mediums, as an example of a “photo-cinematic hybrid,” to use Elcott’s
terminology.219 The introductory text further reinforced this:
We publish here photographs by M. Man Ray, who miraculously was able
to provoke on photo-sensitive paper the illusions and revelations (closeups,
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“eine kurbelbar-kontinuierliche Herstellung solcher Filme wird durch die Art der Photogramme . . . wie sie von
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deformations, blurriness, superimpositions; i.e., simultaneity, abstraction, synthesis) that
evoke in us a type of emotion that one would be tempted to call ‘cinematic’ and which
seems a priori paradoxical for the desire to obtain a static image. 220
With a nod to Surrealism in its evocative description, the editors suggested that Man Ray’s use
of “cinematic” techniques and devices—deformations, blurriness, superimpositions, abstraction,
etc.—was paradoxical when used to produce a static cameraless photograph. The author was
more than likely aware of Man Ray’s cameralessly produced film Le Retour à la Raison (1923),
which brought the process for making cameraless photographs to film. It is noteworthy that the
film was produced well after Man Ray started experimenting with cameraless photography, but
the magazine did not reproduce a still from the film. Instead it featured a cameraless photograph
of an unfurled filmstrip seemingly impotent in its inability to be film, a paradox that Man Ray
and the other Surrealists would have enjoyed immensely. It is entirely possible that Man Ray felt
this image better reflected his current interests, but it also mocked film and photography equally
by proving to be neither.
A similar cameraless photograph featuring a filmstrip appeared in the April 1926 issue of
G, which was the first issue of the magazine devoted exclusively to film (figs. 2-28 and 2-29).
The issue opened with a call for absolute (abstract) film and proceeded with a summary of recent
experimental films, including Fernand Léger and George Artheil’s Ballet mécanique (1924),
René Clair’s Entr’acte (1924), the films of Richter and Eggeling, and Marcel Duchamp’s Rotary
Demisphere (Precision Optics) of 1925.221 Richter was, of course, already familiar with Man
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Ray’s work, having praised his cameraless photographs in an earlier issue of G for their mastery
of materials and expressive use of light. But in this issue devoted to film, Richter made no
mention of Man Ray’s brief foray into film with his 1923 La Retour à la Raison, and its
inclusion of cameralessly exposed filmstrips. Provocatively titled “The New Landscape” by
either Richter or Man Ray, the cameraless photograph of an unraveling filmstrip suggested that
the “new landscape” will be centered, not on painting or even photography, but on film.
Even within the narrow subset of writing on cameraless photography and film there was
disagreement regarding the relationship between the two mediums and what it meant. While for
some cameraless photography was a means of pushing experimental film forward into the future,
for others it was evocative of the experience of film (especially abstract film). Still, for others, it
alluded to the possibility of capturing the effects of kinetic sculpture and light. In each case,
cameraless photography was held as an example of the sort of innovation made possible by
greater experimentation.

Conclusion
The artists, critics, and writers who engaged with the medium during this period initiated
a conversation that was never merely about the medium itself, or its relationship to individuals or
movements. Instead, it was part of a larger commentary on the role of photography as art, an art
that would have an impact on society. During this period cameraless photography established a
much-needed dialogue between the amateur photography movement and the interwar avantgarde at a moment when the gulf between the two still seemed insurmountable. Cameraless
photography also became a means to “translate revolution into material reality.” These
revolutions were personal, societal, artistic, and photographic. Indeed, the revolution initiated by
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cameraless photography would continue unimpeded into the late 1920s, when its role in bringing
about the “new photography” would be confirmed in a new group of writings.
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Chapter III: Debating (Cameraless) Photography: 1927–29
By 1927, the ubiquity of the “new photography” in magazines, journals, books, and
exhibitions, proved that photography had acquired the status of artistic expression. The presence
of cameraless photography in a range of publications, and the unwavering advocacy of artists
and critics, particularly Moholy-Nagy, ensured the medium’s ready acceptance among
proponents of the “new photography.” But by 1929, cameraless photography’s narrative also
contained the seeds of its future decline. While the last chapter situated this narrative within
existing and emerging discussions around such themes as abstraction, film, technology,
revolution, and “art photography,” the present chapter shifts the terms of the debate to the “new
photography.” In the mid-1920s artists and critics were still arguing for cameraless
photography’s relevance as an art form, debating endlessly about priorities and possibilities. By
the late 1920s, cameraless photography was poised to make a significant impact in helping to
disseminate the “new photography,” thus proving that modern photography could not be reduced
to a single practice or style, or to the use of a camera. At the end of the decade, cameraless
photography’s consideration was no longer exclusively tied to its potential as a viable art form.
In addition to its artistic possibilities, discussions of the medium looked increasingly to its
practical and popular application, as a means of bringing the “new photography” to the general
public.
The appearance of magazines either devoted specifically to photography, or with a
decided deference to modern photography, emerged during this period. For example, Das
Deutsche Lichtbild appeared for the first time in 1927, with essays by Moholy-Nagy and Albert
Renger-Patzsch on the nature of the photography. With Moholy-Nagy as its dedicated film and
photography editor, the Dutch journal i10 also appeared in 1927 as a prominent platform for
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modern photography. Although slow to pick up on the importance of cameraless image-making,
photography magazines and annuals found the medium difficult to ignore by the late 1920s.
Among them were Photographische Korrepondenz, Photofreund Jahrbuch, Deutscher Kamera
Almanach, Der Führer (the journal for the German amateur photography society),
Photographische Rundschau und Mitteilungen, Gebrauchsgraphik, Kinematograph, and Der
Arbeiter-Fotograf, all of which were outlets for ongoing discussions about modern photography
in Germany.
Die neue linie, das neue frankfurt, Die Form (the journal of the German Werkbund), and
the Bauhaus journal, bauhaus, all significant venues for discussions about photography, featured
essays, debates, and innovative graphic designs that included references to cameraless
photography. Photography exhibitions and their accompanying publications were another
important avenue for discussions about cameraless photography at the end of the decade.
Presented for the purposes of educating the public in the “new photography,” large-scale
exhibitions like Film und Foto took on a didactic function that carried over into the books and
essays from this period. Werner Gräff’s Es kommt der neue Fotograf! (Here Comes The New
Photographer!) and Franz Roh and Jan Tschichold’s Foto-Auge: 76 Fotos der Zeit are two
prominent examples.
According to scholars Christopher Phillips and Matthew Witkovsky, the “new
photography,” an umbrella term that encompassed much of modern photography in interwar
Europe, was made possible by technological advancements—the Leica was introduced in 1925,
and was used widely in advertisements, graphic design, news and human-interest stories, and in
magazine publishing.1 Ranging from camera photographs, photomontage, and cameraless
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Phillips, “Resurrecting Vision: The New Photography in Europe Between the Wars,” in The New Vision, 65.
Photography historians Andreas Haus and Michel Frizot provide a similar definition in, “Figures of Style: New
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photography, the “new photography” was less a style than an approach to visualizing modernity
photographically. Witkovsky has argued that the longstanding model of large-scale exhibitions,
didactic essays, and photographic training in schools, helped to pave the way for the “new
photography.”2 Citing the importance of Central Europe, especially Germany, to its
development, Witkovsky notes that modernist photography in Germany during this period was
commonly differentiated by two tendencies—New Objectivity (Neue Sachlichkeit) and the New
Vision (Neues Sehen or Neue Optik).3 The Neue Sachlichkeit, originated by Gustav Hartlaub in
1925 to refer to recent developments in painting, became associated with photography, especially
the work of Albert Renger-Patzsch, by 1928. 4 Contemporary art historian Kurt Wilhelm-Kästner
described Neue Sachlichkeit in photography as “a sharp reproduction of the object through clear
articulation and near isolation of surroundings and background.” 5 The New Vision, originated
with Moholy-Nagy, became concerned with teaching people to see the modern world in
innovative ways through the (productive) use of photographic techniques and perspectives, as
articulated in Malerei Photographie Film. 6
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relevant in this context. See: Abbaspour et al. Object: Photo.
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6
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While photography scholars, including Witkovsky, Phillips, and Maria Morris Hambourg
have provided invaluable discussions of the “new photography” as it developed in Europe
between the two World Wars, they often subsume cameraless photography within their larger
analysis of the “new photography.”7 Likewise, more focused discussions of artists, publications,
and the Film und Foto (FiFo) exhibition are similarly reductive in their readings of cameraless
photography.8 Flipping the standard narrative, the focus in the pages that follow will be on
cameraless photography and the myriad ways it contributed to and helped determine these larger
discussions about modern photography after 1927.
Thanks to Moholy-Nagy, cameraless photography was a fully integrated component of
the “new photography.” Embedded in Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision was the didactic role that
photography could play in teaching active seeing and furthering visual literacy. His highly
experimental approach to photography was disseminated through his broad-ranging publications,
lectures, and exhibitions, and was quickly adopted by magazines and illustrated newspapers in
the form of covers, illustrations, and advertisements. 9 Moholy-Nagy’s writing during this period
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took on a decidedly pedagogical stance in a series of texts dealing with how photography should
be learned and taught. His interest in vision and seeing, coupled with his experimental approach
to photography and the emphasis on its essential elements, placed particular importance on
cameraless photography as the basis for mastering photography. Cameraless photography also
provided a lineage that linked contemporary trends in photography to their historical precedents
due to its obvious connections to established amateur and scientific traditions, such as the
photogenic drawing, the X-ray, and the production of leaf prints. These connections were
explored in his writing in the late 1920s, often with considerable overlap between popular and art
publications. He wrote no fewer than ten essays on photography during this period, which, along
with the publication of a second revised edition of Malerei Fotografie Film (Painting,
Photography, Film) in 1927, his role as photography and film editor for the Dutch journal i10,
and his work on the groundbreaking photography exhibition Film und Foto (FiFo), ensured that
cameraless photography was at the forefront of conversations about the “new photography.” But
Moholy-Nagy was not a professional photographer. His experimental approach, rife with
technical deficiencies, was viewed as amateurish by professional photographers who prided
themselves on their technical proficiency. As demonstrated in contemporary texts, RengerPatzsch was a vocal critic of Moholy-Nagy’s approach to photography. While both men believed
that modern photography should make use of photography’s inherent characteristics, they had
very different opinions about how best to make use of them. Many of the debates in which
cameraless photography was embroiled during this period were the result of these two competing
factions in photography.
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Photography historian Christian Bouqueret has argued that the situation was somewhat
different in France.10 Many photographers in Paris felt the pull of Surrealism, which meant that
although cameraless photography was circulated in a range of publications during this period,
there was less discussion of its status as a form of modern photography. 11 As photography
historian Michel Frizot explains, “the New Vision encountered some resistance in France, where
Pictorialism and tradition were still alive and well . . . and where reportage was creating more
direct routes of access to the world.” 12 In Paris, cameraless photography was often adopted by
those who felt an affinity for the internal visions of Surrealism.
Despite the narrow focus that dominated in Paris, Man Ray’s cameraless photographs
were reproduced often in the context of the “new photography” in Germany. By this point,
cameraless photography, regardless of its maker, was viewed as a significant component of the
“new photography.” The epicenter of the conversation, which had centered around Man Ray in
Paris in the early 1920s, shifted to Central Europe by the end of the decade, where discussions of
cameraless photography were often posed within larger expositions on modern photography.
When the New Vision was written about in Paris, it came in the form of sharp focus (camera)
photographs featuring industrial forms and modern landscapes, as seen in the work of Florence
Henri, Germaine Krull, and André Kertész. 13
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When Lissitzky returned to Moscow in 1925, bringing with him an interest in
experimental photographic techniques, he found that Soviet photography was determined by the
political climate and the shift to documentary photography. Cameraless photography did not find
the acceptance in Soviet Russia that it had in Europe. Artists and photographers were constrained
by political considerations and mandates from the government. Despite these factors, Lissitzky
continued to advocate for an experimental approach to photography that could be integrated with
graphic design for books, magazines, posters and signage, as well as in advertising and
exhibition design. After his return to Moscow, Lissitzky sought to make cameraless photography
palatable in a changed Soviet Union by stressing the medium’s practical uses. With the backing
of government for various commissions, Lissitzky seems to have understood that cameraless
photography needed to be repositioned as a practical medium if it was to have any sort of future
in Soviet Russia. Although most Soviet photography magazines actively promoted documentary
photography as a democratic form capable of educating the largely illiterate masses, Sovetskoe
foto (Soviet Photo) nonetheless engaged in debates about the path of modern photography in
1928.14 Begun under the sponsorship of the People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment in 1926,
the amateur photography magazine Sovetskoe foto published Lissitzky’s essay “Fotopis”
(Photography) in 1929, which advocated for cameraless photography’s use for polygraphic
purposes.15 The magazine’s editors also published a series of books, and while they were
generally opposed to the sort of experimentation advocated by Moholy-Nagy, they published a
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Russian translation of Painting, Photography, Film with an introduction by Soviet art historian
Alexei Federov-Davydov in 1929.
The arrival of several new magazines in Germany in the late 1920s helped to secure
cameraless photography’s place in the “new photography.” Bauhaus, which first appeared in
1926 to coincide with the opening of the new building in Dessau, was important for its
clarification of the school’s evolving relationship to modern photography. 16 The magazine’s first
published text dealing with photography was Bauhaus instructor Moholy-Nagy’s “Photography
is Creation with Light” (1928). A programmatic text on photography, the essay indentified
cameraless photography as one of three key areas for further experimentation. After MoholyNagy’s departure in 1928, the Hungarian Ernő Kállai took over as editor of bauhaus, writing
several essays and reviews that pointedly criticized the experimental nature of Moholy-Nagy’s
cameraless work. Die Form, the magazine of the Deutscher Werkbund (German Work
Federation), paid ample attention to the activities and developments at the Bauhaus, including
Moholy-Nagy’s interest in cameraless photography, thanks to Gropius’s affiliation with the
Deutscher Werkbund.17 Die Form was a prime example of the “new typography,” and featured
“new photography” on its covers, in advertisements, and within the magazine itself. 18 In 1929,
Die Form published a special issue on the Film und Foto exhibition in Stuttgart, which included
an essay by Moholy-Nagy on cameraless photography (fig. 3-1).
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The new Dutch magazine i10 (1927–29), of which Moholy-Nagy was film and
photography editor, published key essays on cameraless photography and the status of modern
photography, including Moholy-Nagy’s “Unprecedented Photography” (1927) and “Photogram
and Frontier Zones” (1929), as well as Ernő Kállai’s essay “Painting and Photography” (1927)
and its subsequent responses. An international journal, whose task was to provide insight into the
“renewal” occurring in contemporary culture, i10’s editors included, journal editor Arthur
Lehning, and J. J. P. Oud as architecture editor.19 The magazine offered reviews and essays on
art, architecture, and photography, and payed particular attention to the activities of the Bauhaus
and photography.
The popular German magazines das neue frankfurt (1926–33) and die neue linie (1929–
43) displayed a desire for all things “new,” including recent experiments in cameraless
photography.20 Highlighting the innovative use of “new typography” and “new photography” on
their covers and in page layouts, including covers by Moholy-Nagy and Herbert Bayer, the
newly-established magazines featured significant essays on photography by Kállai (“Bildhafte
Photographie” Pictorial photography) and Moholy-Nagy (“Das Fotogramm” The photogram), as
well as an article featuring Christmas-themed cameraless photographs by Oskar Nerlinger. After
his departure from the Bauhaus in 1928, Moholy-Nagy opened a design firm in Berlin, where he
worked for publications like die neue linie to produce innovative cover designs and editorial
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contributions on photography.21 In his work for die neue linie, he put the typophoto into
production in designs for the magazine’s covers, including its first issue in September 1929 (fig.
3-2). Magazines like das neue frankfurt and die neue linie were emblematic of the crossover
between the avant-garde artists and the popular press, as artists sought to disseminate and test
their experimental approaches to photograpy in the context of large-format popular magazines.
Published by Ullstein Verlag, the Berlin-based periodical UHU was the most popular
illustrated monthly magazine in Germany between 1924 and 1934. 22 A 1928 article, “Photogram:
A New Pastime with Light-Sensitive Paper” was indicative of the sort of general interest stories
featured in UHU during this period. The article provided a how-to for UHU’s readers, with
illustrations of recent cameraless work by Moholy-Nagy and a photograph of a woman creating
her own cameraless photograph based on the article’s instructions. An example of the process’s
return to the world of amateur pastimes and novel photographic experiments, the article might be
better thought of as part of the magazine’s attempts to educate readers on the importance of
photography to their contemporary life. It also illustrates the ongoing dialogue between the
avant-garde and the popular, and the fact that cameraless photography was never the exclusive
domain of either.
The new photography yearbook, Das Deutsche Lichtbild (The German Photography),
was launched in 1927 by photographer Hans Windisch and continued publication through
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1938.23 Offering a summary of the year’s achievements in photography, its first installment
revealed the influence of Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision and his foregrounding of cameraless
photography. Das Deutsche Lichtbild, appearing in the same year as the second edition of
Malerei Fotografie Film, published significant programmatic essays by Moholy-Nagy and
Renger-Patzsch. In addition to Moholy-Nagy’s “Die beispiellos Fotografie” (Unprecedented
Photography) and Renger-Patzsch’s “Ziele” (Aims), Das Deutsche Lichtbild included Erwin
Quedenfeldt’s “Abstrakte Lichtbildkunst” in 1929 with an alternate view of cameraless
photography’s possibilities.
These years also saw cameraless photography’s publication in several important books on
photography. In addition to the second edition of Malerei Fotografie Film published in 1927
(with changed spelling), cameraless photography was featured in two important books in 1929 in
conjunction with the Film und Foto (FiFo) exhibition: Franz Roh and Jan Tschichold’s FotoAuge: 76 Fotos der Zeit24 and Werner Gräff’s Es kommt der neue Fotograf! (Here Comes the
New Photographer!).25 Drawing heavily on the works included in the groundbreaking Werkbund
exhibition FiFo, the two books effectively summarized the “new photography” up to that point,
providing relevant examples and advice for amateurs and professionals alike so that they too
would join in the photographic revolution.
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See: Abbaspour et al., Object: Photo.
See: Rittelmann, “Constructed Identities”; Inka Graeve Ingelmann. “Mechanics and Expression: Franz Roh and
the New Vision—A Historical Sketch.” In Mitra Abbaspour, Lee Ann Daffner, and Maria Morris Hambourg, eds.
Object:Photo. Modern Photographs: The Thomas Walther Collection 1909–1949. An Online Project of The
Museum of Modern Art. New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2014.
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Werner Gräff’s Here Comes the New Photographer!” in On Writing with Photography, eds. Karen Beckman and
Liliane Weissberg (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2013), 94-116; and Leesa Rittelmann, “Constructed
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By the end of the decade, amateur and professional photography magazines were actively
engaged in the debates surrounding the “new photography” and cameraless photography’s role
therein. Moholy-Nagy, in particular, believed that this new approach to photography necessitated
the “re-education” of photographers in new forms and methods that encouraged them to work
“photographically.”26 He published important didactic essays in the late 1920s, including the
1929 “Neue Wege in der Photographie” (New Paths in Photography) in the Austrian
photographic journal Photographische Rundschau27, the 1927 “Photography in Advertising” in
Photographische Korrespondenz (Photographic Correspondence)28, and the 1927 “Eine
Programmandeutung für fotografische Arbeit” (A Suggested Program for Photographic Work) in
Der Führer: Ausstellung des Verbandes deutscher Amateur-photographen-Vereine (The Guide:
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The new approach to photography spilled over in publications on film and cinematography, including Der
Kinematograph (The Cinematographer). The first German magazine for film and cinematography, it was published
from 1907 to 1935 as the “First Trade Journal for the Entire Art of Photography.” Appearing initially as a weekly,
and later (1929) as a daily, Der Kinematograph was geared toward film producers, distributers, and movie theater
operators. It was concerned with the promotion of film as a new art and cultural form and published a range of texts
on issues relevant to the industry. In the 1920s, the magazine featured a more modern look and shifted its focus to
film reviews and film criticism. Der Kinematograph featured an essay, “Das Fotogramm—Die Lichtmalerei” (The
Photogram—Painting with Light) in 1929, which, following the philosophy of Moholy-Nagy, provided a discussion
of light as a means of expression in photography and film. On Der Kinematograph, see: Scott Curtis and Richard
Abel, eds., Der Kinematograph: The Encyclopedia of Early Cinema (London: Routledge, 2005).
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images by important professionals. Accompanied by lengthy debates on the pros and cons of printing processes, by
long critical essays on exhibitions and contests, the magazine secured its reader with the information necessary to
take part in most of the photographic affairs in Germany.” See: Rolf Sachsse, “Photographische Rundschau” in
Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-Century Photography, ed. John Hannavy (New York, N.Y: Routledge, 2008), 1096.
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Another long-running photography magazine (1864–1971), Photographische Korrespondenz (Photographic
Correspondence) was published in Vienna as the primary journal of the Photographic Society. Focused primarily on
perfecting craftsmanship in various genres of photography, the magazine was less focused on art photography and
aesthetics than it was on providing information about the latest developments and techniques. By the late 1920s,
however, the magazine was publishing essays by Moholy-Nagy, Renger-Patzsch, Heinrich Schwarz, and Erwin
Quedenfeldt, among others. The magazine reproduced numerous cameraless photographs by Moholy-Nagy in the
1920s. Initially appearing under the title Photographische Correspondenz, the magazine’s title was changed in 1903
to Photographische Korrespondenz under Josef Maria Eder and Ludwig Schrank. Otto Hochreiter, Timm Starl, eds.,
Der Zweite Eindruck, Bildbeigaben der Photographische Correspondenz 1864-1971 (Vienna: Osterreichisches
Fotoarchiv im Musum Moderner Kunst, 1984).
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Exhibition of the German Association for Amateur Photography), the exhibition catalogue for
the group’s 1927 exhibition held at the Kunstgewerbe museum.
Despite Moholy-Nagy’s advocacy, cameraless photography was also debated and
criticized in the pages of amateur and photography magazines. For example, Erwin
Quedenfeldt’s essay on “Die Abstrakte Lichtbildkunst” in Photographische Korrespondenz
suggested a more subjective take on cameraless photography, while Dr. Willi Warstat spoke
critically of Moholy-Nagy’s theories of “productive” photography in Deutscher Kamera
Almanach (German Camera Almanac). The worker photographer magazine, Der ArbeiterFotograf, was openly hostile to cameraless photography and other aspects of the “new
photography.” The 1929 essay by Walter Nettelbeck entitled “Sinn und Unsinn der ‘Modernen’
Fotografie” (Sense and Nonsense in ‘Modern’ Photography), for example, criticized cameraless
photography, and other forms of experimental (art) photography, for disregarding the realities of
proletarian life.
French, American, and Central European publications continued to reproduce cameraless
photographs during this period, even if they did not actively engage in the debates about modern
photography. 29 Although Moholy-Nagy published essays in French publications during this
period, they dealt with the larger field of photography and made little or no reference to
cameraless photography.30 Central European magazines and avant-garde journals continued their
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In France, these included art and avant-garde magazines like Documents internationaux de l’esprit nouveau, La
Révolution Surréaliste, Le Grand Jeu, Discontnuité, Variétés (Belgian Surrealist journal), Art et Décoration, and
Paris Montparnasse.
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Christian Zervos’s art magazine, Cahiers d’Art, was mentioned previously as an important venue for discussions
about the latest developments in art, which increasingly included photography. Zervos’s commitment to
photography led him to publish Moholy-Nagy’s essay “La Photographie ce qu’elle etait ce qu’elle devra être”
(Photography: What It Was, What It Should Be) in 1929. See: László Moholy-Nagy, “La Photographie ce qu’elle
etait ce qu’elle devra être,” Cahiers d’Art vol. 4, no. 1 (1929): 29-30. The essay did not address cameraless
photography specifically, however, its appearance was a clear indication that his ideas were making inroads in
France by the end of the decade. Zervos had developed an interest in modern photography and was among the
advisers for the Deutscher Werkbund’s large-scale exhibition, Film und Foto. Similarly, the French literary journal
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explication of photography and film into the late 1920s. Czech Devětsil magazine ReD
reproduced a steady stream of cameraless experiments by Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray, El Lissitzky,
Jaromír Funke, and Jindřich Štyrský. Another Czech avant-garde review out of Prague, Plan,
revue pro literaturu umeni a vedu 1929–1930 (Plan, Review for Literature, Art, and Science),
featured cameraless photographs by Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Belgian Surrealist E. L. T.
Mesens. The Czech magazine Fronta, affiliated with the Brno branch of Devětsil, featured
cameraless work by Jaroslav Rössler and Moholy-Nagy. 31
These new venues and publications helped disseminate the work of an ever-expanding
group of cameraless photographers during the late years of the 1920s. The group of artists and
photographers experimenting with the medium continued to grow, including German
photographers Hugo Erfurth and Erwin Quedenfeldt, Czech photographers Jaromír Funke and
Jindřich Štyrský, Belgian Surrealist E. L. T. Mesens, German artists Oskar Nerlinger and Rolf
Cavael, as well as work by a host of unknown amateur cameraless photographers. By the end of
the decade, cameraless photography had clearly extended its reach due to its frequent appearance
in print. The sustained influence of Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Lissitzky was felt throughout
the 1920s. They continued to publish their work, giving the medium their stamp of approval,
which in turn provided examples for artists and photographers. The steady stream of publications
Transition (1927–38) was known for its innovative writing in literature, poetry, art, and politics, with a dedicated
emphasis on Dada, Surrealism, and Expressionism. The journal took an interest in growing popularity of
photography in the late 1920s, publishing Moholy-Nagy’s essay “The Future of the Photographic Process” in 1929.
This particular essay deals with the potential of photographic technologies for the future, and while the essay
summarizes the possibilities of photography, Moholy-Nagy does not specifically reference cameraless photography
in its pages (though it does reproduce one). It will therefore not be discussed here. See: Moholy-Nagy, “The Future
of the Photographic Process,” Transition 15 (1929): 289-293. For more on Transition, see: Noel Riley Fitch, IN
transition: A Paris Anthology. Writing and Art from transition Magazine 1927-1930 (New York: Anchor Books,
Doubleday, 1990).
31
The magazine ran from 1928-1939. See: Éva Forgács and Tyrus Miller, “The avant-garde in Budapest and in exile
in Vienna: A Tett (1915-6), Ma (Budapest 1916-9; Vienna 1920-6), Egyseg (1922-4), Akasztott Ember (1922), 2x2
(1922), Ek (1923-4), Is (1924), 365 (1925), Dokumentum (1926-7), Munka (1928-39), in The Oxford Critical and
Cultural History of Modernist Magazines, Volume 3, 1128-1156.
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and exhibitions that appeared in the late 1920s allowed for greater interaction with cameraless
photography, thus propelling the medium into the popular imagination in a way that was
unthinkable at the beginning of the decade. Even if discussions of cameraless photography
decreased in Paris and elsewhere, the near international scope of publications and exhibitions
like FiFo, ensured that Man Ray’s cameraless work would continue to be seen and discussed.
The interest in the “new photography” brought with it increased knowledge about
photography’s history, and it therefore played a significant role in discussions about cameraless
photography at the end of the decade. Some photographers, critics, and art historians looked to
the medium’s history—photogenic drawings, leaf prints, and X-rays—to provide justifications
for current trends, a tendency evident both in writings from the period and in the large-scale
photography exhibitions staged in Germany and elsewhere in the late 1920s. Also important was
the growing interest in providing an art historical basis and justification for the “new
photography.” These years are viewed by some scholars, including Matthew Witkovsky and
Pepper Stetler, as the beginning of an art history of photography. Indeed, art historians like Franz
Roh, were, by 1929, providing readings of the “new photography” as part of a larger history of
vision and perception.32 If photography was to be understood as an art form with relevance to
their contemporary moment, there was a feeling, shared by Roh and others, that the medium
should be situated as the culmination of a history of vision to that point. For Roh, who favored
anonymous practitioners, a history of photography veered toward a history of the medium as art.
Implied in this argument was the notion that photography, whether by avant-garde or anonymous
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See, for example: Martin Gasser, “Histories of Photography 1839–1939.” Matthew Witkovsky, “Circa 1930: Art
History and the New Photography”; and Pepper Stetler, “Franz Roh and the Art History of Photography,” in
Object:Photo. An Online Project of The Museum of Modern Art, www.moma.org/objectphoto to
http://www.moma.org/interactives/objectphoto/assets/essays/Stetler.pdf.
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practitioners, could be art “when performed properly.”33 At a moment when those affiliated with
the “new photography” were seeking to understand its implications, and more importantly to
teach the public about this new way of seeing, encouraging them to engage in active looking and
producing, it was important to connect contemporary photography to the medium’s larger
history. Cameraless photography was one important example of photography’s continuity.
As the conversation coalesced in and around Central Europe in the years between 1927
and 1929, cameraless photography was increasingly positioned in relation to the “new
photography” and Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision. As a means of popularizing the “new
photography,” cameraless photography appeared with greater frequency in popular and
photography magazines. At the end of the decade, debates about the path or paths of modern
photography picked up steam as factions engaged in often vociferous exchanges in art and
photography publications. The desire for a modern idiom, a new language of photography, was
at the center of many debates about the medium’s future. Whether cameraless photography
should be a part of photography’s expanding lexicon was an important consideration for many of
the texts that follow.

1. Popularizing the “New Photography”: Cameraless Photography in Popular and
Photography Magazines
During the late twenties discussion and illustration of cameraless photographs occurred
with greater frequency in the pages of popular magazines, illustrated newspapers, and
photography magazines and annuals. Cameraless photography was often included as a novel
component of the “new photography” in general interest stories, programmatic statements, and in
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innovative typography and graphic design for magazine covers and page layouts. Articles and
essays were concerned with the popular application of new forms of photography. Whether
intended to sell, design, or educate, these texts shared a desire to look beyond cameraless
photography as the sole domain of avant-garde artistic production, and looked instead to its
application in design, advertising, amateur, and popular photography. By the end of the decade,
cameraless photography was part of a growing trend toward the integration of photography
within the larger fields of advertising and graphic design. Important essays by Moholy-Nagy on
photography in advertising, Jan Tschichold on photography and typography, and El Lissitzky on
the use of the cameraless photography and photomontage in modern polygraphic techniques,
highlighted interests in incorporating new photographic forms like cameraless photography into
modern design and typography. Articles in popular magazines—UHU, die neue linie, Das
Magazin, Die Form, and das neue frankfurt—promoted cameraless photography as a populist
medium, often alluding to the medium’s amateur past, particularly its use as a form of
photographic amusement throughout the nineteenth century. Essays in Deutscher Kamera
Almanach, Photographische Rundschau und Mitteilungen, and Photographische Korrespondenz
brought cameraless photography directly to the publications that supported amateur and
professional photography by emphasizing the medium’s varied possibilities.
As early as 1925, in the pages of Malerei Photographie Film, Moholy-Nagy had posited
the use of cameraless photography for advertising and design purposes. The newly conceived
“typophoto” combined typography, “communication composed in type,” and photography, “the
visual presentation of what can be optically apprehended” into a single cohesive image, to
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produce “the visually most exact rendering of communication.”34 He further explored the
potential use of “typophotos” in his 1926 essay “Fotoplastische Reklame.” 35 In the essay,
Moholy-Nagy addressed the practical application of the cameraless photograph and the
“fotoplastik” (the term used to describe his seamless form of photomontage), pointing the viewer
to his own preliminary experiments putting these mediums to work in book, magazine, and
poster design. As evidence of cameraless photography’s effective use in advertising and design,
he included a typophotographic example produced for the Goerz Company. Utilizing both
negative and positive cameraless images with the Goerz company logo, the advertisement
brought together image and text in a radically new way that suggested something of the
company’s products (fig. 3-3). The Goerz Company was a major manufacturer of cameras,
lenses, and optical equipment, which, for Moholy-Nagy, did not preclude cameraless
photography’s use (given that it uses neither camera or lens) in the promotion of its products. 36
In fact, Moholy-Nagy alluded to the optical nature of Goerz’s products through the use of
camereless photography. Further on he suggested that the X-ray would be used in the future for
advertising purposes due to its ability to reveal the internal workings of objects and their means
of construction. An X-ray photograph (Röntgenfoto) of a gun, showing its inner workings, was
reproduced to make the point (fig. 3-4). In the end, “Fotoplastische Reklame” was as much a
justification for cameraless photography as a creative medium as it was for its use in advertising.
With a new audience in mind, he took up the subject of cameraless photography’s use in
advertising again in 1927 in “Die Photographie in der Reklame” (Photography in advertising).
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“in Druck gestaltete Mitteilung.” . . . “die visuelle Darstellung das optisch Faßbaren,” . . . Das Typophoto is die
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László Moholy-Nagy, “Fotoplastische Reklame,” Offset. Buch und Werbekunst 7 (1926): 386-394.
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Another pair of cameraless works from the series of Goerz images was published in the Swiss magazine Das Werk
in 1926.
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Published in the German photography magazine Photographische Korrespondenz, MoholyNagy’s essay took his case directly to amateur and professional photographers. He articulated his
view that photography had a role to play in the transformation of visual culture through its use in
advertising, magazines, posters, and other printed matter. 37 It is worth recalling that MoholyNagy wrote several essays on the new typography between 1923 and 1926, in which he argued
that the new typography was “a simultaneous experience of vision and communication” made
possible by clarity of message, efficiency, and optical effects. 38
In these early texts he foregrounded the importance of new compositions that would
integrate different typefaces, geometric forms, color, and, photography, often referring to
cameraless photography. The new typography’s reliance on photography was viewed as a means
of breaking from traditional nineteenth-century forms of illustration—forms that included
drawings and woodcuts.39 He believed the combination of “new photography” and new forms of
typography held the most promise for the future. Building on his earlier writings, portions of
“Die Photographie in der Reklame” restate “Fotoplastische Reklame,” and relevant sections of
Malerei Photographie Film, however, in this instance he directed his text to those poised to
make use of its suggestions. Moholy-Nagy therefore took a longer view of his subject with
discussions on the importance of photography with an overview of recent experiments; a
summary of photography in advertising and the need to reconceive of advertising photography as
“visual design;” a section on the nature of visual design; a discussion of the autonomy of
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photographic means and the necessity of establishing an “exact language of photography”; a
suggested program that laid out the types of experiments that should be undertaken; and finally,
discussions dealing with the use of cameraless photography and photoplastics in advertising. 40
Moholy-Nagy believed that, like photography, advertising should keep pace with and
adapt to the rapidly changing times by making its presence felt to the masses. 41 He argued that a
revolution in advertising was only possible through creative work and greater experimentation in
photography:
[c]reative design is founded on knowledge of fundamental biological laws and mastery of
the corresponding technology. We know today that advertising, too, has need of creative
powers, just like other forms of design. This insight, in turn, is the basis for conceiving of
advertising photography as visual design.42
Moholy-Nagy’s argument regarding the “mastery of the corresponding technology” was
reminiscent of his earlier discussions regarding the “productive” use of photography. As a form
of “creative design,” the power of advertising should be equivalent to a visual language, and
since “[t]oday everything is concentrated, more powerfully than ever before, on the visual,”
designers must make use of “all available means of visual expression.” 43 Interestingly, because
his experiments with photography and advertising to this point involved cameraless photography,
they were, for Moholy-Nagy, exemplary of the medium’s effectiveness in book, magazine, and
poster design. As discussed above, his designs for the cover of Broom, the advertising images
produced for Goerz, and the cover of Malerei Photographie Film, provided him with concrete
examples of cameraless photography’s use in advertising and other printed matter as a form of
“visual design.”
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The cameraless designs for Goerz and Broom were seamless images produced
cameralessly by placing objects, stencils, and lettering directly on light-sensitive paper (figs. 3-3
and 2-5). The cover of Malerei Photographie Film was a more complicated undertaking, as it
required the combination of two cameraless photographs (likely rephotographed to produce two
negatives that could be superimposed to create a single image), which was then overlaid with
bold typography (fig. 2-4). In this sense, the “typophoto” was related to Moholy-Nagy’s newly
conceived “fotoplastik,” his form of photomontage, which “although composed of many
photographs (copied, pasted, retouched)—create[d] the controlled and coherent effect of a single
picture equivalent to a photograph (with camera obscura).” 44 In her book on “typophoto,”
Bauhaus scholar Claudia Müller argues that Moholy-Nagy established photomontage as an
advertising form.45 And indeed, his advertisements and book covers were produced from
multiple typophotographic elements, including cameraless photographs, photoplastics, and text,
which were montaged together to create advertisements and magazine covers, then
rephotographed for reproduction in print.
Moholy-Nagy was convinced, then, that the future of printing belonged to
photomechanical processes, for which the photo-typographer must prepare himself. In 1930, he
summed up the technical process for combining photography, text, and page design: “the page,
assembled of photograph, script from handwriting and typewriter, pieces of type, color, etc., is
reproduced photographically and a printing block is produced from the photographic plate.” 46 In
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a text panel for the 1929 Berlin exhibition Neue Typographie, a typed statement that was
photographed and enlarged (further making the point regarding the importance of combining
printed text and photography), Moholy-Nagy suggested that these newly conceived pages were
produced, not by printers, but by the “monteur of print models” (“monteur des druckmodells”). 47
This is important, because, as Ingrid Pfeiffer notes, Moholy-Nagy went significantly further than
his colleagues in the “new typography” in his promulgation of the “light-based photographic
printing process that is still in use today, as opposed to the typesetting technique previously
practiced by printers since Gutenberg.”48 Photography then, and its mechanical reproduction,
was the key to modern typography and the transformation of the printed page. 49
Although he brought together cameraless photography and typography in several
magazine and book covers in the late 1920s and early 1930s and wrote about the creative
possibilities of their combination in several texts from this period, Moholy-Nagy never made
extensive use of cameraless photography for advertising or graphic design. As in his other texts,
he was less concerned in “Photography in Advertising” with definitive statements than he was
with issuing a call to action. He hoped to reinvigorate advertising photography by introducing
amateur and professional photographers to the possibilities provided by combining two emerging
fields: “new photography” and “new typography.”
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The 1931 cover of the advertising magazine Qualität was another important example of
cameraless photography’s “typophotographic” use for magazine covers (fig. 3-5). 50 The issue,
appropriately retitled Foto-Qualität, addressed the subject of modern photography. The cover
effectively made the case for photography’s use in advertising—Qualität was an advertising
magazine after all—by combining multiple photographs of different types that were overlaid
with modern script. For the cover design, he combined two (positive) cameraless photographs
(they appear dark on a light ground), along with bold typography and a photograph of a camera,
all of which were montaged together and rephotographed to produce the final cover. In MoholyNagy’s mind, because cameraless photography was capable of expanding sensory perception,
“[i]t is easy to predict that our eyes, trained to adapt to the increasing refinement of visual
language, will soon encounter similar works yielding even richer and more stimulating pleasures.
That is true for the use of X-ray pictures.”51 The cameraless photograph in concert with effective
visual design aided in training the viewer in this new visual language. As Moholy-Nagy argued
time and again:
[w]here photography is used without a camera, as in a photogram, the relationships of
contrast between the deepest black and brightest white, with the intermediation of the
subtlest gray tones, are sufficient to create a language of light that is devoid of
representational meaning yet capable of eliciting an immediate visual experience. 52
When combined with new typographical elements, the new visual experiences prompted by
cameraless photography, increased the overall effectiveness of advertising as a form of visual
communication.
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Considered a pioneer of the “new typography,”53 Jan Tschichold was also convinced that
the combination of typography and modern photography could bring about a more effective form
of visual communication in the modern age. 54 In his 1928 essay on photography and typography,
Tschichold considered Moholy-Nagy’s MPF informative on the subject and included relevant
examples by Lissitzky and Piet Zwart that illustrated cameraless photography’s creative
possibilities when combined with modern typography. 55 Concurrent technical advances in
printing allowed designers and typographers to combine photographs with text on magazine and
book covers and in magazine layouts, which in turn led to increased demand for innovative use
of photography and typography. Published in the Werkbund’s magazine Die Form, “Fotografie
und Typografie” (Photography and typography) discussed the two mediums and how they could
be effectively integrated to bring about a new form of visual expression. 56 He believed that
photography was a necessary, even essential, component of modern typography. “[I]ndeed, we
regard photography as the mark that distinguishes our typography from all its predecessors.” 57
Thanks to recent technological advancements, photography’s impact was being felt in
advertising and design to an ever-greater extent. “The great, purely practical value of
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photography resides in the relative ease with which this mechanical process can furnish a faithful
copy of an object, compared with more laborious methods.” 58 As such, Tschichold’s primary
concern was for the integration of photography with text in such a way that allowed for easier
“reading.”
Tschichold reproduced Lissitzky’s Pelikan Ink advertisements and an advertisement for
tension cables by Dutch artist Piet Zwart as examples of cameraless photography’s combination
with typography (figs. 3-6 and 3-7).
The photogram can be used in advertising as well. The first one to do this was El
Lissitzky in 1924. An absolutely excellent work by him is the photogram for Pelikan Ink.
Even the writing was produced by a mechanical-photographic method. . . . Since all one
needs is sensitized paper and at most a darkroom, anyone can try his hand at making
photograms. In this connection, special mention should be made of the book Painting
Photography Film by Moholy-Nagy, which includes a thorough and very instructive
discussion of these matters.59
Like Moholy-Nagy’s cover design for Broom, Lissitzky’s Pelikan Ink advertisements were
cameralessly produced using objects—an ink jar and pen—along with stenciling to spell out the
company name and product. As Paul Galvez has noted, the peculiarity of the image made for an
arresting advertisement that undoubtedly captured the imagination of its viewers, a condition
“bound up with the tension between mechanical reproduction (the mass-produced Pelikan logo,
the photogram technique itself) and traditional writing (manual instrument, writing fluid).” 60
There was no overlaid text or additional images in the final design; it was an advertisement
produced cameralessly from start to finish.
Zwart’s advertisement was perhaps more typical of photography’s early integration with
typography, in that it reproduced cameralessly the tension cables being advertised on one half of
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the page, while the other half of the page spelled out the company and product names in bold
typography. By including these two examples, Tschichold demonstrated two different, but
equally effective, approaches to cameraless photography’s use as a form of “typophoto.” Like
Moholy-Nagy, Tschichold viewed halftone printing as the way forward because it joined “the
letters and lines in the type case as an equally up-to-date, but more differentiated, typographical
element.”61 Although modern typeface and improved printing techniques were critical to the
“new typography,” it was their integration with photography that offered the most promise.
The great possibilities of photography itself have hardly been recognized yet, except by a
narrow circle of specialists, and are certainly far from exhausted. But there is no doubt
that the graphic culture of the future will make much more extensive use of photography
than is done at present. Photography will be as symptomatic of our age as the woodcut
was for the Gothic period. This imposes today, on all the graphic professions, the
obligation creatively to develop the techniques of photography and reproduction, so as to
ready them for the increased demands of a near future. 62
More in keeping with the demands of the modern age, new forms of visual expression, like
cameraless photography and photomontage, served to energize the burgeoning field of graphic
design. They were thus imperative for a new era of visual communication.
Discussions of cameraless photography’s use for advertising purposes were appearing
with greater frequency by the end of the 1920s. While Moholy-Nagy and Tschichold actively
encouraged its use in a range of texts, advertising magazines like Qualität and Gebrauchsgraphik
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were taking notice as well. The December 1928 issue of the international advertising magazine
Gebrauchsgraphik included a brief article (in German and English) on El Lissitzky, with the title
“El Lissitzky: Moskau” (El Lissitzky: Moscow). Written by Traugott Schalcher, the article was
illustrated with Lissitzky’s cameraless advertisement for Pelikan Ink, along with his 1923 SelfPortrait (The Constructor), which appeared with the title “Portrait of Himself: Photo-Painting”
(Selbstporträt: Photomalerei) (figs. 3-8 and 3-9). Schalcher, a staff writer for the Berlin-based
magazine, was intrigued by the diversity of Lissitzky’s work and viewed it as one of many
“striking effects” of the 1917 Revolution. Of Lissitzky he wrote, “[h]ere is a poster for the Red
Army and cheek by jowl with it the artist calls our attention to Pelikan inks. Such is the singular
mixture of Russian and German, mercantile and communistic, in Lissitzky’s art.” 63 Schalcher
was struck, it seems, with the multiplicity of Lissitzky’s work because it effectively skirted the
lines between capitalism and Communism. Lissitzky’s Pelikan Ink advertisements were a perfect
example of this tension because they embodied his experimental approach to photography that
thrived under capitalism. Lissitzky used cameraless photography for the Pelikan Ink
advertisements because the medium showed the objects from multiple sides, providing useful
information about the product in a visually arresting image; a condition that allowed for its
potential use under Communism as well as in capitalistic countries.
Maria Gough has suggested that Lissitzky was rather ambivalent about his advertising
work. Although he lamented the exploitation of his labor “under capitalist relations of
production,” he was also inclined to include his Pelikan Ink advertisements in his professional
portfolio when he was seeking additional work in this field. 64 Lissitzky’s cameralessly produced
Pelikan advertisements appeared repeatedly in the years after their production, particularly in
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Central Europe, as examples of photography’s successful integration with typography. Based on
this success, Lissitzky hoped to continue experimental work with photography and advertising
when he returned to Moscow in 1925.
In the Soviet Union, where propaganda posters, brochures, magazines, advertisements,
and other printed matter made ample use of photography, the concern for meeting the demands
of the modern age through the proper utilization of photography and printing techniques was
widely felt.65 As early as 1922, Alexander Rodchenko proclaimed that advertising was a form of
industrial, commercial agitation.66 Although the use of cameraless photography was rare, the use
of photography was not. According to Lef (Levyi front iskusstv [Left front of the arts]), “[a]n
advertisement with a photograph of the object being advertised is more effective than a drawing
on the same theme.”67 Early forays in advertising in magazine and book design were dominated
by photomontage, such as Rodchenko’s designs for Vladimir Mayakovsky’s Pro Eto or LEF
magazine, and not cameraless photography (figs. 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12). 68
Despite its limited use in Soviet Russia, Lissitzky continued to advocate for experimental
cameraless processes after his return to Moscow. He articulated his dual interests in typography
and photography, and their potential merging, in two important writings from 1926 and 1927.
The first, entitled “Our Book” (1926), discussed the new material forms of book design made
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possible by technological advancements and the invention of photography. 69 The new form of
visual poetry created by combining photographs and text on a single page and reproduced for
print, “gave new effectiveness to the book as a work of art.” 70
In 1927, he wrote “The Artist in Production,” where he discussed the new social and
political requirements of the artist in the post-Revolution period. These requirements were first
alluded to in his earlier essay “Our Book,” of 1926, where he claimed that photography and
typography comingling on the printed page also allowed for greater access among the proletariat.
“The Artist in Production” was written in conjunction with the large-scale 1927 All-Union
Printing Trades Exhibition (Vsesoiuznaia poligraficheskaia vystavka) in Moscow, which
Lissitzky was tasked with designing. The exhibition was intended to highlight the
accomplishments of the Soviet printing industry, showcasing the latest triumphs in printing and,
where relevant, examples of applied photography used in the design of printed matter. Despite
the stated intent of the exhibition, Lissitzky included several experimental photographs in the
exhibition’s catalogue along with more traditional work. The Constructor and other experimental
photographic works appeared in a section of the catalogue entitled “Fotopis’,” which Lissitzky
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later defined as a hybrid form that brought together various photographic techniques, including
multiple exposures, photomontage, and cameraless photography. 71
Lissitzky’s essay for the catalogue, “Khudozhnik v proizvodstve” (The Artist in
Production), spoke of the “present-day artist’s concern with production,” in contrast to earlier
periods when art separated itself from the masses by orienting itself to the upper classes. 72 He
argued that art must not be stifled by tradition, instead it should respond to the conditions of the
present moment:
Given the social requirements of our age and the fact that artists have adapted to new
techniques, in the post-revolutionary years photomontage has been developed and
attained a great sophistication. . . In its present stage, photomontage makes use of existing
photos as elements with which to create a whole. . . The next developmental stage will be
the photogram, which, in contrast to painting, is painted with light on a light-sensitive
paper. In it one might employ, depending on the assignment, either photo negatives or
direct light that encounters various translucent objects on its way to the paper and thereby
produces a direct reflection of them.73
His advertisements for Pelikan Ink were an excellent example of the possibilities he proposed.
The use of photomontage and cameraless photography were consistent with modern
“polygraphic” (printing) techniques that more accurately reproduced photographs on the printed
page. These new possibilities in printing allowed the artist to design more efficiently and
effectively, which better served the needs of the masses. With a largely illiterate population,
visual communication through the effective use of photography and design took on a particular
urgency for Soviet artists. Despite the concern for “production,” Lissitzky maintained his
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experimental approach to the medium of photography, unlike Rodchenko, who by this time had
turned to camera photography as a better way of reaching the masses. 74
In 1929, Lissitzky further detailed his experimental approach to photography in
“Fotopis’” (Photography), for Sovetskoe foto.75 Since the early 1920s, Lissitizky had been
creating experimental work that combined multiple negatives into a single seamless image, as in
The Constructor (fig. 3-13). 76 An early convert to the possibilities of cameraless photography, he
had yet to synthesize his ideas about the medium into a definitive text on photography.
In “Fotopis’,” Lissitzky set out to define “the basis” or “language” of photography and
what separated it from other forms of visual expression. Like Moholy-Nagy, Lissitizky believed
that “[t]he basis of photography is the activity of light on a surface sensitive to light.” 77 From
there he described the possibility of achieving an image directly on the light-sensitive layer
without the use of a camera. He differentiated this type of work from photography produced with
a camera:
When we work with a camera, we construct our shot on the varying illumination of the
object – from light to full shadow. Without a camera, we use the varying degrees of
translucency of the object, and, most importantly, through the conscious organisation of
the light sources and the direction of their rays, we seek the construction of shadows
which would render the object most characteristically. 78
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Lissitzky was concerned with using the process as a means of rendering the object in its most
characteristic form (fig. 3-14). The two cameraless photographs reproduced with his essay
illustrated his arguments, demonstrating that the medium need not be tied to abstraction. He
further suggested that while the technique was quite simple, “it demands profound skill, clarity
of the task set, and an accurate planned approach to execution.” 79 After all, photography
possessed its own language, specific to itself (and separate from painting), the properties of
which can be found in the “photographic material itself and it is essential for us to develop them
in order to make photography truly into an art, into fotopis’.” 80
After Lissitzky’s return to Moscow in 1925, he seemed to understand that the sort of
experimental projects he hoped to undertake with photography would be impossible in the
current political climate in Soviet Russia. Working in this highly politicized environment,
Lissitzky’s essay “Fotopis’” may have been a response to his changed circumstances and the
realization that experimental processes, like cameraless photography, needed to be put into the
service of revolution if they were to be continued. By suggesting that cameraless photography
would allow the object to be represented in the most characteristic way, Lissitizky was making
the case that the medium, like documentary photography, could serve a didactic function in
educating the masses.
In Germany, cameraless photography was appearing in popular and photography
magazines as a means of bringing the “new photography” to the masses. Moholy-Nagy began
publishing essays, bringing his didactic approach to photography directly to amateurs,
professionals, and the general public. These essays were intended to teach people how to see
(and read) the “new photography” and, more importantly, to reorient amateur and professional
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photographers to a “productive” approach to photography; an approach that positioned
cameraless photography as the first critical step in mastering the medium of photography.
In his 1928 essay, “Neue Wege in der Photographie” (New Paths in Photography) in the
German photography magazine Photographische Rundschau und Mitteilungen (Photographic
News Magazine and Releases), Moholy-Nagy took his case for experimental photography
directly to photographers. The title of the article asked the reader to consider “new paths in
photography,” which in the context of an amateur photography magazine required the reader to
look beyond photography’s obsession with the painterly or with photography solely as a
reproductive medium, to consider the productive use of photography. In making his case for
productive photography, Moholy-Nagy suggested that the photographs in illustrated magazines
and newspapers were more “photographic” than those included in amateur and professional
photography exhibitions. With this in mind, he sought to redefine and reorient photography by
emphasizing its essential focus. “Photography is: writing with light,” he wrote in
Photographische Rundschau und Mitteilungen. Moholy-Nagy reiterated the opinion that
everyone could make creative use of photography, but he was all too aware of photographers’
skepticism about cameraless photography as a creative process: thus he asked, rather mockingly:
“Cameraless photography? Is that not a contradiction? An impossibility? Is not photography the
process of reproducing nature by means of a camera?”81
“The essential tool of the photographic process is not the camera, but the photosensitive
layer,” by which he meant, the action of light on the sensitive plate. 82 To take full advantage of
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these laws, Moholy-Nagy advised experimentation in three areas: cameraless photography,
camera photographs (making use of novel lenses, unusual perspectives and distortions, and
reflective elements, etc.), and the use of photomontages and photoplastics. As in other essays
from this period, Moholy-Nagy asked photographers to rethink their approach to photography by
making use of those laws that belong only to photography. Importantly, Moholy-Nagy believed
that mastery of cameraless photography would allow anyone to work effectively and creatively
with a camera as well.
The photogram tests are of fundamental importance for every photographer. They give
richer and more important teachings on the meaning of the photographic process than the
camera images, which are mostly unconsciously, often randomly produced. 83
In other words, because the process required conscious use of photography’s materials,
illustrating how light and the sensitive plate operate both independently and in concert,
cameraless photography was the first step in mastering photography. It was therefore central to
Moholy-Nagy’s programmatic approach to teaching photography and reorienting photographers
to the medium’s productive possibilities. The publication of his essays in popular photography
magazines brought with it increased visibility and discussion of his ideas among photographers
and photography enthusiasts. While Moholy-Nagy was wholly convinced that cameraless
photography was a necessary step in mastering photography, others were reluctant to see its
value.
After the release of the second (1927) edition of Moholy-Nagy’s book Malerei
Fotografie Film, the artist and critic Dr. Willi Warstat wrote in 1929 that its provocative ideas
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should not be accepted without criticism.84 He presented a thorough summary of Moholy-Nagy’s
arguments, especially the unusual perspectives and productive photography created on the basis
of the optical, chemical, and physical properties of photography. Warstat noted that the
referenced cameraless photographs were nothing but “a play with light and shadow, line and
surface, form and space, pure ‘facture’, pure surface.” 85
Although he acknowledged the influence of Moholy-Nagy’s ideas on such photographers
as Hugo Erfurth, who was also experimenting with cameraless photography, he asked, as if in
response to Moholy-Nagy’s questions: “What is the value of all this? . . . Shall we really exclude
all that is objective and all its content, and all the feelings connected with it?”86 To further his
point, Warstat illustrated the first page of his article with a cameraless photograph that hovers on
the edge of complete abstraction (fig. 3-15). He asked his readers: “can we, in the long run, be
satisfied with photographing only the ‘facture’, only the surface, without objective, that is,
intellectual and emotional feeling?”87
Interestingly, he countered Moholy-Nagy’s arguments with those of Erwin Quedenfeldt,
whose essay “Unprecedented Photography and the Art of Light” was published around the same
time. Warstat argued that the sort of “abstract formalism” (abstrakten Formalismus) advocated
by Moholy-Nagy put too much emphasis on materiality and form and not enough on emotion
and spiritual feeling. Thus, he echoed Quedenfeldt’s view of cameraless photography as a form
of photographic abstraction infused with spiritual feeling and the spiritual power of the artist.
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Like Quedenfeldt, Warstat felt that Moholy-Nagy and the “new photographer’s” emphasis on
elements that were purely photographic—surface and material—as in cameraless photography,
isolated artistic work and spiritual feeling, and became “artistically sterile.” 88 Only when the
photograph was imbued with personal sentiment could one approach “artistic productivity in the
highest sense of the word.”89
Published in 1929, in a German photography almanac, Warstat’s essay reflected the
growing interest in Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision among amateur photographers and the
publications that supported them. However, it also seemed to lament the passing of Pictorialism
and “art photography,” with their emphasis on painterly effects. Fearing the loss of
photography’s emphasis on emotion and feeling in favor of the cold, seemingly objective
photographs of the “new photography,” Warstat’s essay was a stark reminder that amateur
photographers and their publications were, even as late as 1929, reluctant to see this new form of
photography as “art.”
Warstat’s skepticism of the “new photography” was shared by some, but certainly not all.
Some critics took a more light-hearted approach to the perceived novelty of aspects of the “new
photography.” Due to its ease of use, cameraless photography was encouraged as an accessible
medium for experimentation. Geared toward the general public, rather than the rarified amateur,
the popular Berlin culture magazine, Das Magazin (1924-41), published articles on a range of
topics, from art and film to literature, dance, and fashion. E. u. T. Haken-Schrammen’s essay,
“Neue Wege in der Photographie: Ein malerischer Versuch” (New Paths in Photography, A
Pictorial Experiment), exemplified this light-hearted approach. 90 The essay provided a new
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reading of cameraless photography that emphasized the medium’s representational capacity by
including a series of cameraless photographs based on existing camera photographs. Couched as
new experiments for the photographic hobbyist, the “cameraless” or “silhouette” photographs
reproduced with the article look nothing like the cameraless photographs we have seen thus far.
Interestingly, the article’s cameraless images more closely resemble paintings than photographs
(fig. 3-16). The captions asked the viewer to consider the images and answer the following
question: “Painting?” or “Photography?”; the answer: “Neither of these - the novel cameraless
photograph.”91
According to Haken-Schrammen, the process for creating these images involved the use
of paper stencils, which were placed on a sheet of light-sensitive paper, and exposed to light, to
create cameraless “silhouette” photographs. By using stencils, the amateur photographer could
bring narrative and external references back to the cameraless photograph—a medium that often
eschewed representational images in favor of abstraction. Not only could the creator produce
images that alluded to other pictures or objects, they could do so without the necessary technical
knowledge that accompanied traditional photographic work. The process initiated the public into
the realm of the “new photography,” making them active readers and producers of modern
photography. As a novel, more representational, approach to cameraless photography, it was
suggested that this new art might be suitable in the future for illustrative purposes, either for
depicting other images, or for constructing photographic narratives. This sort of engagement with
cameraless work, which actively removed the process from avant-garde production and put it
back into the hands of amateurs, was a far cry from the cameraless images produced by MoholyNagy, Man Ray, and others. Despite this shift, the essay reflected a growing trend in the
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literature at the end of the decade that positioned cameraless photography as an accessible means
of participating in the “new photography” and returning it once again to the realm of amateur
photographic pastimes.
A 1928 article in the popular German monthly magazine UHU further reflects this trend.
Couched as a new game with photography, it illustrated the extent to which cameraless
photography had come full circle in the few years following its “reinvention.” The article, which
featured cameraless photographs by Moholy-Nagy, along with a demonstration of the process
used to create them, provided a modern take on amateur photographic games that were in
keeping with the aesthetics of the “new photography.” In so doing, UHU successfully brought
together the narratives around the “new photography” and amateur photographic pastimes. The
two-page spread featured three cameraless photographs by Moholy-Nagy and a fourth
photograph of a young woman making a cameraless photograph with a series of objects similar
to those used in the examples by Moholy-Nagy (fig. 3-17). The images appeared under the title:
“Photogramme: Eine neue Spielerei mit lichtempfindlichem Papier” (Photogram: a new game
with light-sensitive paper). Moholy-Nagy’s cameraless self-portrait was included with a caption
that referred to Prof. Moholy-Nagy as the inventor of the photogram. In keeping with MoholyNagy’s belief that anyone could be an artist with the proper tools and training, the images and
texts set out to teach the reader how to produce a cameraless photograph. As the title suggested,
readers were encouraged to try their hand at this new way of “playing” with light-sensitive paper.
One caption instructed: “[w]hat is crucial in photograms is the careful choice of objects; objects
that are simple but unusual in shape produce surprising effects on paper.” 92 There was no
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discussion here of light or the attention to materials that characterized much of Moholy-Nagy’s
writings on cameraless photography. Instead, the chosen images contained immediately
recognizable objects that demonstrated the ease of the process, but more importantly, they
illustrated Moholy-Nagy’s dictum that anyone could make interesting photographs with a basic
understanding of medium’s principles.
A cameraless photograph of razor blades on a string, with a small piece of netting was
captioned “[a]t last we have a use for old razor blades!” 93 Positioned directly above was a
photograph of a young woman sitting at a table with a lamp illuminating a single piece of lightsensitive paper on which the woman is placing razor blades, bits of string, and other objects, as if
to emulate the example by Moholy-Nagy. The captions and photographs further suggested the
ease with which cameraless photographs could be produced by the amateur or hobbyist with just
a few simple objects and a readily available sheet of light-sensitive paper. The captions were
remarkably similar to descriptions of cameraless processes in nineteenth-century guides to
photographic amusement. Updated for the modern age with examples by an artist and former
Bauhaus instructor, the reproduced images were not of flowers or other botanical specimens—
the stuff of nineteenth-century amateur photography manuals—but modern tools and materials
including razor blades, a grater, and even the face of the artist. With all of this in mind, the UHU
article served several purposes. It reproduced and demonstrated the “new photography” for the
reader, providing an easy and approachable way for people to participate in the visual revolution
wrought by Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision, and it furthered Moholy-Nagy’s goal of educating the
public in new ways of seeing. He effectively leveled the field by demonstrating that everyone
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could be an artist. The article also updated content typically found in photography manuals and
guides to photographic amusement by making cameraless photography accessible to the general
public in a popular lifestyle magazine with a large readership.
Although Moholy-Nagy advocated for the use of cameraless photography in a variety of
contexts and was happy to have his work reproduced in range of a publications, he was less than
thrilled that the editors of UHU had turned his work into a joke. Moholy-Nagy later referred to
UHU’s framing of his cameraless photographs in a letter to Erich Buchholz (1928).
in its february issue, uhu published a number of photographs and photograms of mine,
and for these, without my knowledge or participation in any way, the editors—again
without my knowledge—even had a photograph taken to show how photograms are
made. the whole thing is presented in the manner of an april fool’s joke, and i would have
been entitled to protest the texts, since the whole thing made fun of a seriously intended
piece of work. I did not do this, however, because i realized that, when a magazine pays
good fees and consequently acquires the habit of autocratic behavior, it is no use
expecting ideal conditions of publication.94
This text makes clear the tension between the popular and the avant-garde, and the seriousness
with which artists like Moholy-Nagy approached their work; however, it is also an indication of
the financial considerations at issue for artists like himself. Although cameraless photography
had its origins in amateur photography and photographic pastimes, a lineage Moholy-Nagy
would himself point out in his later texts, he believed that his work updated (and improved on)
cameraless photography’s amateur iterations by providing a theoretical justification for its use.
As his writings demonstrated, Moholy-Nagy viewed cameraless photography as a significant
first step in the development of a modern photographic language and it should be approached
with the deference it deserved.
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The popularizing trend seen in UHU was continued in the newly established German
fashion magazine die neue linie, which brought together avant-garde photographic
experimentation with entertaining human-interest stories. An article by Oskar Nerlinger in the
December 1929 issue featured a series of Christmas-themed cameraless photographs by the
German painter under the title “Was ist ein Fotogramm?” (What is a photogram?). 95 With covers
designed by Moholy-Nagy and Herbert Bayer, die neue linie was an important venue for the
“new photography.”96 Like the article in UHU, the text and images were didactic in nature,
explaining the basic process for producing cameraless photographs on light-sensitive paper.
Markedly different from other cameraless works, Nerlinger used stencils and tissue paper cutouts
to produce a series of representational images that were playful and yet fully in keeping with the
demands of the “new photographer” (fig. 3-18).
Unlike Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy, who shied away from narrative associations,
Nerlinger often used his cameraless photographs as a form of storytelling. Nerlinger had shown
his cameraless work at FiFo, and one of his more abstract examples was reproduced in Gräff’s
book, Es kommt der neue Fotograf! At around this time, Nerlinger and his wife Alice LexNerlinger, both of whom were members of the Communist Party of Germany (KPD), were
actively experimenting with cameraless photography as a form of political expression. 97 As a
Communist artist, Nerlinger’s tendency toward representational imagery in his cameraless
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photographs was in keeping with the mandate of the Worker Photography movement to depict
the daily reality of the worker. The use of stencils and paper cutouts allowed him to bring
narrative and representational imagery back to cameraless photography, which in turn made
cameraless photography a viable means of expression for the Communist artist. While
Christmas-themed cameraless photographs seem to have little in common with photographs and
photomontages created for political purposes, Nerlinger was nonetheless convinced of the
medium’s revolutionary potential. Although their more obvious political cameraless works
featuring stenciled factory workers and allusions to assembly lines were published after 1930,
they were clearly thinking about the medium’s representational possibilities (fig. 3-19).
As will be discussed in greater detail below, cameraless photography was largely
shunned by the more politically-minded worker photographers, such as those involved with Der
Arbeiter-Fotograf. Despite this fact, one of the KPD’s critics Durus (Alfréd Kemény) later
praised Lex-Nerlinger’s politically charged cameraless photographs as “without precedent” and
therefore “well suited to reinvigorate revolutionary agitation and propaganda.” 98 Nerlinger’s
desire to rethink politically engaged art led him to cameraless photography as he believed it was
accessible to the untrained and uninitiated. He thus aligned the process with the worker who
might not otherwise engage with the more complicated technical aspects of photography. Despite
the decidedly apolitical tone of the Christmas-themed cameraless photographs, Nerlinger
demonstrated that the process could move beyond abstraction. Like Moholy-Nagy, Nerlinger
believed that cameraless photography was an accessible means of bringing untrained individuals
into the sphere of photography. He encouraged narrative associations in his cameraless
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photographs by manipulating the medium and its capacity for depicting stories about modern life
and the plight of the worker.
The popularization of cameraless photography at the end of the 1920s thus went hand in
hand with the growing interest in the “new photography” in popular magazines like UHU and die
neue linie. As a medium with practical and entertainment value, the cameraless photograph
played an important role in bringing the “new photography” to the public. It also helped to
reorient amateur and professional photographers toward a productive use of photography and
Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision. Despite ongoing attempts to position cameraless photography as an
art form, it never fully abandoned its ties to the popular, whether as an amateur pastime or as a
means of bringing art to the untrained amateur. For Moholy-Nagy cameraless photography was
part of a larger program for creating a language of photography, a language based on the
medium’s essential components (light and the sensitive plate), whereas for Nerlinger it was a
means of bringing the proletariat to photography by providing a template (stencils and paper
cutouts) from which to work. Like the larger field of photography, cameraless photography has
long been understood as both an amateur and an avant-garde medium. Its illustration in popular
magazines reflected the overlap and the tension between the two.
Moholy-Nagy, Lissitizky, and Tschichold made the case for cameraless photography’s
possibilities in designing for the printed page, whether in advertising and posters, or for
magazine and book covers. As a powerful form of visual communication, the cameraless
photograph’s appearance in concert with innovative typography provided new visual experiences
that aided in expanding visual literacy. A medium that required experimentation with
photography’s materials and a thorough understanding of photography’s laws, cameraless
photography encouraged active looking and active making. In popular and photography
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magazines, it provided a new way of thinking about and producing photography, making clear
that the “new photography” was about a new way of visualizing and interacting with the modern
world.

2. Debating (Cameraless) Photography: Reactions to the “New Photography”
By the late 1920s in Germany and Central Europe, debates about the “new photography”
came to encompass both the experimental approach of Moholy-Nagy and the sharp-focus
photographs of Albert Renger-Patzsch (New Objectivity). These debates played out in the pages
of art, photography, and popular magazines that included Das Deutsche Lichtbild, i10, bauhaus,
Das Kunstblatt, Photographische Rundschau, das neue frankfurt, and Der Kreis. Cameraless
photography was caught up in these debates because it represented an experimental approach to
the medium that many found untenable for the future of the photography. While cameraless
photography was not the primary focus of these debates, its importance to Moholy-Nagy’s
conception of photography ensured that it was nevertheless implicated in them.
Programmatic essays by Moholy-Nagy and Renger-Patzsch published in the first volume
of photographer and writer Hans Windisch’s photography anthology, Das Deutsche Lichtbild
(The German Photography), were an early indication of the factions emerging in modern
photography. Appearing for the first time in 1927, the yearbook was intended to feature the latest
in German photography. The essays by Moholy-Nagy and Renger-Patzsch presented their
respective views on modern photography, revealing two very different conceptions of
photography and the growing divide between the New Vision and New Objectivity. Das
Deutsche Lichtbild demonstrated an early deference to Moholy-Nagy’s experimental approach to
modern photography in its first issue. Windisch highlighted Moholy-Nagy’s “Die beispiellose
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Fotografie” (Unprecedented photography) as the first text in the newly established anthology and
later recommended Moholy-Nagy’s book to his readers. 99 The emphasis on Moholy-Nagy’s New
Vision was not without criticism from the larger photography community. In response, Windisch
later stated that Das Deutsche Lichtbild stood apart from any school or tendency.100 The
publication of essays by Moholy-Nagy and Renger-Patzsch in the 1927 anthology was
significant, not simply because the two essays presented two different programs for modern
photography, but because they marked the beginning of a larger debate around the nature of
photography and its role for the future.
“Unprecedented Photography” was an abbreviated, manifesto version of Malerei
Photographie Film.101 At the heart of the 1927 essay was the contention that photography was
“unprecedented” among earlier forms of visual media. It therefore ushered in an entirely new
way of perceiving the world. He explained:
And when photography relies on its own possibilities, its results, too, are without
precedent. Just one of its features—the range of infinitely subtle gradations of light and
dark that capture the phenomenon of light in what seems to be an almost immaterial
radiance—would suffice to establish a new kind of seeing, a new kind of visual power. . .
In today’s photographic work, the first and foremost issue is to develop an integrally
photographic approach that is derived purely from the means of photography itself: only
after a more or less exact photographic language has been developed will a truly gifted
photographer be able to elevate it to an “artistic” level. The prerequisite for this is: no
dependence on traditional forms of representation! 102
His belief that the language of photography should be derived from the “means of photography
itself” led Moholy-Nagy to position cameraless photography at the center of his discussions
about the medium. He emphasized that one must become proficient with its essential elements to
99
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become truly literate with photography. As in other texts, Moholy-Nagy suggested greater
experimentation with the medium; experiments that would make conscious use of light and dark
relationships, utilize greater contrast, and pay particular attention to facture and unknown forms
of representation. These conditions were not specific to any one form of photography but were to
be taken into account in all forms of photography. They should be developed alongside recent
trends in photography, including cameraless photography and other experimental forms. 103
Moholy-Nagy argued that the only “true photography” would be achieved through a synthesis of
these elements, and he reiterated: “This century belongs to light. Photography is the first means
of giving tangible shape to light, though in a transposed and—perhaps just for that reason—
almost abstract form.”104 Convinced that photography and film would replace older forms of
visual expression, especially painting, as the medium’s most in keeping with the modern age, his
program dictated that a return to fundamentals was only possible with greater experimentation of
new practices, like cameraless photography.
Albert Renger-Patzsch’s brief essay, “Ziele” (Aims), also appeared in the first volume of
Das Deutsche Lichtbild, though with a very different take on the “aims” of modern
photography.105 While Renger-Patzsch agreed with Moholy-Nagy that “Photography has its own
technique and its own means” and should therefore avoid painterly effects, he asserted that “[t]he
secret to a good photograph, which can possess artistic qualities just as a work of visual art can,
resides in its realism.”106 Although he believed that photographers should stress the medium’s
“photographic” qualities, it was with the camera that “impressions of nature, of plants, animals,
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the work of architects and sculptors, and the creations of engineers” could be reliably
produced.107 For Renger-Patzsch, the cameraless photograph and other experimental techniques
advocated by Moholy-Nagy were an affront to proper photographic technique. Despite the fact
that Moholy-Nagy and Renger-Patzsch were promoting two divergent views of the medium, and
their photographs were quite different from one another, by the end of the decade their
photographs appeared together in exhibitions and publications as equally reflective of the “new
photography.”
Although Hungarian critic Ernő Kállai wrote positively about cameraless photography in
his essay on Constructivism in 1924, by 1927 he was skeptical of the oft-repeated notion that
photography would replace painting. In “Konstruktivismus” (1924, Jahrbuch der jungen Kunst),
Kállai had suggested that art should be significant for society, and that significance was to be
found in experimentation with new technological materials. 108 Cameraless photography was
cited as an example of the sort of experimentation Kállai was encouraging, as a synthesis of
recent experiments in kinetic sculpture and abstract film. By 1927, regardless of his early interest
in Constructivism, Kállai was increasingly pessimistic about the merging of art and
technology. A socialist sympathizer who did not join the German Communist Party (KPD) after
he arrived in Berlin, Kállai was nonetheless in favor of a socially productive art. 109 His essay,
“Painting and Photography,” which pitted the two mediums against each other, was written in
response to Moholy-Nagy’s essay “Unprecedented Photography.” 110 Kállai responded in the
pages of the newly established magazine i10, where he took issue with Moholy-Nagy’s argument
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that photography was superior to painting and would ultimately replace it. As editor of the film
and photography section for i10, Moholy-Nagy included the essay in order to initiate a dialogue
around the subject of painting and photography. 111 In a subsequent issue, Moholy-Nagy
published a series of responses to Kállai’s essay by established artists, architects, and
photographers, which was followed in turn by a response from Kállai. 112 While the debate
centered on the differences between photography and painting, the key issue was the question of
cameraless photography, which for Kállai existed in the space between painting and
photography.
In “Painting and Photography,” Kállai sought to differentiate between the two mediums
by defining their expressive possibilities. To understand these differences, he turned to
cameraless photography, which for Kállai, was an example of the difficulty in making
distinctions between representation and abstraction, manual and mechanical.
To our knowledge, some photographic representations—portraits, landscapes—owe their
beauty to such subtle and delicate interventions in the mechanics and chemistry of their
making that they demand to be assessed as works of formal design and craftsmanship on
an elevated level of artistic culture. This applies, in particular, to the photograms made by
such artists as Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Spaemann-Straub, which make the move
from submission to the motif to total objectlessness; they look like ghostly emanations of
light. . . The difference between painting and photography thus has nothing to do with the
spurious alternative between “imitation” and “formal design.” 113
Kállai believed that cameraless photography blurred the distinctions between painting and
photography, as did the paintings of Lissitzky, Piet Mondrian, Kazimir Malevich, and MoholyNagy, which he derided as mechanistic. More importantly for Kállai were the material
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distinctions between painting and photography: “the painter’s materials on the one hand, and the
photographer’s light-sensitive plates, films, and papers on the other. In itself this difference of
substance is enough to distinguish even a perfect painted representation from a photograph of the
same motif.”114 Photography and painting could therefore be separated by these differences in
material, and photography’s lack of facture. Kállai felt that because photography lacked
“facture,” the Constructivist principle of the visual appearance of the material surface, it was
incapable of reaching painting’s “degree of materiality and objecthood.” 115 Photography’s lack
of “facture” applied to photomontage as well. Despite the combination of multiple photographs
to create a single image, photomontage was viewed as a hybrid that existed somewhere between
photography and painting. Attempts by Lissitzky, Mondrian, Malevich, and Moholy-Nagy to
overcome the material limitations of painting led, in Kállai’s mind, to photography, but more
specifically to cameraless photography and its potential for capturing light effects. As he
observed,
[t]he attempt to eliminate material—and thus surface and structural—tensions from
painting leads straight to the domain of photography. This kind of free-floating
immateriality can be achieved only through light emanations, and specifically through
objectless light-forms of photography. And those forms manifestly point toward the
transition of movement. They divest the visual image of its materiality, and in return for
this loss of creative vitality they achieve the miraculous, vital plus of motion: the moving
image of light, the film. This is where photography presents the greatest potential threat
to painting.116
Interestingly, Kállai, like Moholy-Nagy, saw cameraless photography as the intermediate step in
the march toward moving light images in film. He had, of course, already made similar
arguments in his essay on Constructivism, where the cameraless photograph was discussed as the
synthesis of kinetic sculpture and abstract film. The notion that photography lacked “facture,”
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that specific surface materiality that Kállai privileged in painting, flew in the face of MoholyNagy’s conception of photography and its attention to photography’s inherent elements—its
materiality. Kállai and Moholy-Nagy agreed that cameraless photography’s ability to capture
light effects and its dematerialization brought it ever closer to film, but the medium’s lack of
“facture” made it innately inferior to painting. While Kállai seemed to privilege photography’s
cameraless form in his reading of the medium, he would, by the end of the decade, shift his
thinking in favor of New Objectivity and the work of Albert Renger-Patzsch.
The responses to Kállai’s essay were as varied as the respondents themselves. 117 For
Willi Baumeister, photography was more adept than painting in bringing together naturalism and
abstraction; while Adolf Behne believed Kállai’s methodology was wrong and that photography
did indeed have a technical facture; for Max Burchartz the comparison between painting and
photography was a false one (a value judgement) because the two were so inherently different;
Will Grohmann suggested that if only the outcome counted there would always be an area of
overlap between art and photography. By way of example, Grohmann cited cameraless
photography as one area of overlap, suggesting that photography replaced facture with other
elements specific to itself:
This does not mean, of course, that creative and reproductive art are identical, especially
as the area of photography in question—the photogram—is ultimately no more than the
end product of a prior process of creative formal design. Its artistic effect depends on
composition, differential exposures, and an intuitive use of chance as a substitute for the
values of facture.118
Wassily Kandinsky suggested getting rid of the either/or dichotomy, while Lajos Kassák
suggested that any comparison must attend to the “true essences” of both mediums. Kassák
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argued that photography could never be an art in the true sense of the word, however, the two
mediums did share one thing in common: they were both derived from sight. Finding in the end
that a direct comparison between photography and painting was invalid, Kassák concluded:
Painting as art is the expression of culture; photography is a representative of [industrial]
civilization. And, by contrast with absolute painting, the light-and-shade compositions of
productive photography show, raised to a higher power, the precise purity and aesthetic
magnificence of productive creation.119
We can assume that Kassák’s use of the term “productive photography” was a reference to
Moholy-Nagy and his discussion of production (i.e. cameraless photography) versus
reproduction. Photographer and former Bauhausler Georg Muche believed that photography
moved beyond manual reproduction techniques like drawing and painting due to the
[p]resence of a highly efficient reproductive medium—the camera—heightens the effect
and mechanizes the method. The division of the photosensitive surface into areas of light
and dark is extraordinarily rich in the subtlest of nuances. Either in a camera-less
photogram or in a photograph, these wonderfully contrived transitions can give rise to
effects that make the craft manipulations of painting and drawing appear clumsy. 120
While Muche referenced photography produced with and without a camera, he believed that the
most important aspect of photography was its “capability of an objective apprehension of
nature.”121 In other words, photography produced with a camera. Cameraless photography, for
many, appeared to hover somewhere between subjectivity and objectivity.
Moholy-Nagy’s response brought the conversation back to the issue at hand:
photography’s lack of “facture.” Not surprisingly, he disagreed with Kállai’s argument that
facture only applied to the outer surface. Rather, he argued:
[t]he nature of the productive process shows itself in the finished object. Its way of
showing itself is what we call facture. . . . It is precisely because for me facture is not the
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same as tactile value that the problem as defined in Ernő Kállai’s article means nothing to
me. I see it all as a disguised attempt to rescue manual, representational painting. 122
If photography was thought to lack facture, then working cameralessly might create it. “Through
a chemical process, the subtlest gradation of tone appears within a homogeneous layer. The
course-grained pigment vanishes, and the result is light facture.” 123 Although the resulting “light
facture” was most pronounced in cameraless photography, Moholy-Nagy suggested that the
productive use of photography in general will result in “light facture.” In response to the varied
criticisms noted above, Kállai walked back a few of his assertions suggesting that it was not his
intention to “engage in a comparative evaluation of painting and photography.” 124 His response
acknowledged the existence of “light facture” but maintained that there was nonetheless a
fundamental difference between facture in painting and “light facture” in photography. For
painting, “the tangible, literal deposit of material represents the process of creative realization in
the form that is basic to painting. The light facture of photography cannot contribute to formal
design in this sense.”125 Moholy-Nagy was convinced that photography was the creative medium
of the future, while Kállai remained reluctant about photography’s ability to compete with the
expressive power of painting.
Although Kallai’s “Painting and Photography” essay initiated a dialogue on the
differences between photography and painting, it was by no means his last foray in debates about
modern photography. Kállai’s presence and platform was expanded when he took over as editor
of bauhaus (the school’s magazine) in 1928, after the departure of Gropius, Moholy-Nagy, and
Bayer earlier that year. It was not long before Kállai began to question the legacy of Gropius and
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Moholy-Nagy at the Bauhaus. With battle lines drawn, the two Hungarians continued to be at
odds about the future of photography and the form, or forms, it should take.
As noted above, Kállai was increasingly skeptical about the merging of art and
technology and felt that the results were inconsistent. His 1928 essay in das neue frankfurt,
“Bildhafte Fotografie” (Pictorial Photography), continued a line of thinking from “Painting and
Photography.”126 Here, again, he restated his assertion that photography’s possibilities would
never surpass those of painting. He noted that although painting was typically aligned with the
subjective and photography with the objective, photography (in 1928) had a New Objectivity that
was characterized by a break from the atmospheric and painterly effects of “Impressionist
photographs.” Kállai noted that artists, like Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, and Spaemann-Straub,
were critics of “Impressionist photography,” however, they produced cameraless photographs
and photomontages, which he believed went too far into the realm of the personal and
subjective.127
The cameraless photograph could not suggest overlapping forms and “tectonic”
conditions because of the “immateriality of its light facture,” it was thus an inadequate means of
artistic expression (figs. 3-20 and 3-21). 128
The light-facture reflects like a mirror, it can produce illusions of flatness as well as
depth, but the lack of tangible surface application offers the eye no point of reference to
integrate this illusion into a stable picture plane. . . This limit to the pictorial effects
available to photography is especially evident in the cameraless photograph. Since the
exposure of a sensitive surface can be modulated at will, an artist may consciously
compose a photogram with a view toward producing planar effect. Spaemann-Straub in
particular have made some very interesting experiments in this connection. However, in a
photogram even the best composition cannot effectively establish signs indicating
overlapping planes and static interlocking; the forms remain decorative. 129
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He contrasted these cameraless works with the photographs of Hugo Erfurth, Walter Peterhans,
Otto Umbehr, Renger-Patzsch, and André Kertész, because they “convey[ed] the most subtle
refinements of psychological and formal observation, of framing, lighting, and exposure, of
artistic sensitivity and technical mastery” (figs. 3-22 and 3-23). 130
He found that photography could “attain its most enduring and profound effects only
through the pursuit of reality, especially natural reality,” 131 which he defined as “captur[ing]
nature without problematic obscurity, without petit bourgeois sentimentality; simply with the
clear and knowingly serene eyes of modern intelligence.” 132 For Kállai, the master of
photography was Renger Patzsch, and by 1928, he was fully in support of the form of modern
photography put forward by him. He therefore came to view cameraless photography and other
experimental forms favored by Moholy-Nagy as aesthetic speculations, reflecting petit bourgeois
sentimentality.
Kállai’s perceived animosity toward Moholy-Nagy and his approach to photography
spilled over into the pages of bauhaus in 1929. As the journal’s new editor, Kállai questioned the
role of Gropius, and especially of Moholy-Nagy. It is worth remembering that the Bauhaus did
not have a photography course until 1929, when the school hired Walter Peterhans, a
professional photographer whose work was more in keeping with Renger-Patzsch than MoholyNagy.133 Those familiar with the Bauhaus were well aware that even if the school did not have an
officially sanctioned photography course, it was nevertheless of profound interest to Moholy-
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Nagy, Lucia Moholy, and the students who used photography for a variety of purposes inside
and outside the school’s curriculum. 134
Kállai understood that discussion of photography was unavoidable in the context of the
school’s magazine. That his editorial decisions favored the work of Renger-Patzsch and New
Objectivity was perhaps not surprising, but the degree to which he singled out Moholy-Nagy as
the subject of his scorn was. Kállai’s review of Renger-Patzsch’s book, Die Welt ist schön
(1928), celebrated the photographer and used the opportunity to make several pointed jabs at
Moholy-Nagy, who he referred to as one of those “black and white aesthetes, with and without
camera, who employ photography as a comfortable vehicle for an intellectual agility that is
unburdened by humanistic concerns” (fig. 3-24). 135 Arguing that such work was “art for art’s
sake,” he suggested that photographs that once took their cues from Impressionism, now looked
to Expressionism, Cubism, Constructivism, and Surrealism. 136 This was another attempt by
Kállai to discount the cameraless work of Moholy-Nagy, and arguably Man Ray and others,
because it borrowed ideas and techniques from existing art movements and schools, rather than
making objective use of photography for “humanistic concerns.”
Cameraless photography was precisely the sort of “intellectual” photography that took
from contemporary trends in art, and it therefore represented everything that Renger-Patzsch’s
photography was not. They were not only experimental, they also lacked “the solemn humanity
and elevated professional sense of Renger’s photographs.” 137 Kállai’s review was symptomatic
of the shifts occurring at the Bauhaus in 1928. With a new director—Hannes Meyer—the
134
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alignments and priorities of the school were markedly different from those of Gropius and
Moholy-Nagy. The cameraless photograph, so important to Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision, was, by
1929, the subject of mocking derision by a journal that he himself had edited. While MoholyNagy continued to situate the cameraless photograph at the center of his writing about
photography, many, like Kállai, felt that photography’s role in the modern world was to depict it
with the clarity and precision made possible by the camera.
With the appearance of several important photobooks, including Renger-Patzsch’s Die
Welt ist schön and Karl Blossfeldt’s Urformen der Kunst, the cameraless photograph was
increasingly viewed as an exercise in the sort of subjectivity that modern photography intended
to overcome. Hugo Sieker’s 1928 essay for the German magazine Der Kreis, “Absolute Realism:
On the Photographs of Albert Renger-Patzsch,” argued that New Objectivity “should be regarded
not so much as a reaction against non-representational art as its synthetic revision.” 138 Sieker
called out cameraless photography and other forms that cultivated “[p]hotography’s propensities
for illusion and irrealism,” as the products of artistic intentions. 139
The photogram developed out of opposition to the use of photography as a faithful
recording instrument. In his “Apology for Photography” [Painting Photography Film],
Moholy-Nagy demands that photographic techniques that are used exclusively for
“reproductive purposes” be put to productive use, and he recommends the employment of
mirrors, lenses, crystals, and liquids to fix consciously controlled light phenomena on the
plate.140
Not surprisingly, Sieker disagreed with Moholy-Nagy’s dismissal of representation as
“reproduction.” Rather, he believed that objective use of the camera could transform the objects
depicted by “the structure, the weight distribution, and the rhythmical tensions of the picture
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plane.”141 For Sieker, such an approach found its ultimate realization in the work of Albert
Renger-Patzsch, whose photographs provided “the most precise and objective record of
thoroughly familiar things” (fig. 3-25). 142 Renger-Patzsch’s photographs provided an immediacy
that Sieker believed was absent from more artistically inclined cameraless photographs by
Moholy-Nagy or Man Ray because they lacked the “miraculousness of physical reality.”143 Time
and again cameraless photography was criticized as a form of subjective aestheticism that those
like Sieker found to be discordant with the needs of the modern world.
The debates surrounding modern photography at the end of the 1920s were varied and
far-reaching, reflecting conflicting views about photography’s future. Cameraless photography
came to signify an approach to photography that was derided as not “photographic” enough, as
too subjective or not subjective enough, as formalist and apolitical, as all surface and yet without
facture. The arguments for cameraless photography’s dismissal from the realm of modern
photography were many. The question remains, though, why was cameraless photography
viewed as such a threat to the larger field of photography? Interestingly, although RengerPatzsch earned favor with several prominent curators and critics and received more attention
(positive and negative) from the photographic community at the end of the decade, it was
Moholy-Nagy’s New Vision that came to dominate in exhibitions and publications by 1929.
Importantly, since Moholy-Nagy was a prolific writer whose texts were concerned to an evergreater extent with the didactic role that photography could play in the modern world, his
influence was far reaching. He made it his personal mission to educate viewers and future
practitioners in the language of photography. The dominance of his ideas in a range of public
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venues meant that they were also ripe for discussion and debate. Moholy-Nagy never shied away
from a debate and he never stopped advocating for photography’s relevance to his contemporary
moment.

3. Visual Literacy: Cameraless Photography and Teaching the “New Photography”
By the late 1920s, the “new photography” was playing an increasingly dominant role in
illustrated magazines, photography books, and large-scale photography exhibitions, which in
turn made it necessary for editors, writers, critics, artists, and photographers to train their
readers/viewers to look at and read photographs. Photographs were replacing text in illustrated
magazines, which required a new form of visual literacy. It was therefore essential that people
learn to read photographs in the way that they might read text. As a semi-abstract, experimental
form, how did cameraless photography fit into this new didactic approach to photography? Was
it viewed as merely a facet of the “new photography” or was it something altogether more
important than that?
Much of the writing about photography in the late 1920s took on a decidedly pedagogical
slant. A teacher and an artist, Moholy-Nagy published essays in popular and photography
magazines, as well as in art magazines and photography annuals that furthered the idea that the
language of photography could be taught and learned. While Moholy-Nagy was at the forefront
of such discussions, he was not alone in this didactic approach to photography. There was a
commonly held belief that if people were to understand the modern world, they must first be able
to understand this new photographic language. This tendency toward didacticism is evident in a
range of publications from this period, but also in schools, lectures, and exhibitions like Film und
Foto (FiFo). Intended to edify the public about the “new photography” and its origins, FiFo was
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a large-scale traveling exhibition that was accompanied by a series of three books on
photography and film by Franz Roh and Jan Tschichold, Werner Gräff, and Hans Richter. 144
Together, the exhibition and relevant texts used cameraless photography as a means of
establishing a language for photography, a way of teaching the public to see and use photography
to its full potential, but also, more importantly, to reorient amateur and professional photography
toward the “new photography.”
Beginning in 1927, Moholy-Nagy published a series of essays that highlighted
cameraless photography and positioned it as a key component of his didactic program for the
New Vision. “Eine Programmandeutung für fotografische Arbeit” (A Suggested Program for
Photographic Work) appeared in the catalogue for the German Amateur Photography Society in
1927.145 Although it largely restated his essay from the same year, “Die Photographie in der
Reklame” (Photography in Advertising) in Photographische Korrespondenz, its message was in
keeping with Moholy-Nagy’s desire to establish a program based on a “productive” approach to
photography for existing practitioners. 146 In the essay, Moholy-Nagy spoke of photography as a
new form of “optical design” with its own conditions, and ultimately, its own language.
Cameraless photography, or “writing with light,” was critical to creating a language of light
capable of triggering new visual experiences. From a programmatic standpoint, Moholy-Nagy
suggested that the same characteristics necessary to make a good photograph were present in
works made with and without a camera—relationships between light and dark, texture, unusual
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angles, and the use of mirrors and new lens systems. A cameraless photograph perfectly
illustrated the relationships he was suggesting and the sort of program he was proposing (fig. 326).
The ability to excel at photography began, it seemed, with the cameraless photograph. He
also suggested, as he had in Malerei Photographie Film, that amateur and scientific photographs
could serve as models, as “optical surprises,” that could help the viewer make sense of
photography’s specificities and its unique character. With a better understanding of
photography’s optical possibilities, greater experimentation with different forms was possible.
He would later put these ideas into action in FiFo’s introductory gallery (which he curated),
where amateur and scientific photographs comingled with the latest examples of professional and
avant-garde photography. As such, he presented amateur photographers with a “program” for
their re-education in the tenets of the New Vision and the new visual language it engendered.
A similarly programmatic approach to photography was raised in Moholy-Nagy’s essay
“Fotografie ist Lichtgestaltung” (Photography is Creation with Light), published in the Bauhaus
magazine in 1928 (fig. 3-27).147 The essay provided an opportunity for him to outline his basic
thesis regarding the “essence of photography”: “[t]he photographer makes pictures by means of
light, so photography is creation with light.”148 But light was only one part of the equation; the
other was the photosensitive layer. For Moholy-Nagy, the photosensitive layer was the primary
instrument of photography. “[T]he specific rules and methods of photography accord with how
this layer responds to lighting effects produced by different materials to their light or dark,
smooth or rough characteristics.”149 And “only after the elucidation of this problem . . . will it be
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possible to examine the characteristic feature of photography known so far, that is the coupling
of the photosensitive layer with a camera obscura.”150 Moholy-Nagy illustrated that photography
had its own laws, its own characteristics that should be developed and exploited.
To put these ideas into practice, Moholy-Nagy identified three areas for further
experimentation: cameraless photography; photographs made with a camera obscura; and
photomontages, photoplastics, and the use of superimposition, cutting, and tricks. He went on to
describe the process for producing cameraless photographs and their effects, but more
importantly, he positioned cameraless photography as the first step in photographic proficiency.
Photogram experiments are of basic importance for both the layman and the
photographer. They furnish richer and more significant information concerning the nature
of the photographic process than camera photographs for the most part made
unconsciously or even mechanically. Here, the light effect is organized in a sovereign
manner, so that the picture-maker accords it a proper independence from the restrictions
and contingencies of objects. . . The photosensitive layer – plate or paper – is a tabula
rasa where we can sketch with light in the same way that the painter works in a sovereign
manner on the canvas with his own instruments of paint-brush and pigment. . . Whoever
obtains a sense of writing with light by making photograms without a camera, will be
able to work in the most subtle way with the camera as well. 151
Cameraless photography was essential to understanding photography’s inherent characteristics—
light and the sensitive surface—but it was also a means of understanding how light intensities,
varying degrees of transparency, contrast, texture, and gradations of tone, could effect
photography. He believed that cameraless photography’s ability to treat light in a sovereign
manner produced “a direct optical experience without any objective meaning.” 152 Therefore,
experimentation with cameraless photography aided in developing and understanding the
language of photography, a language exclusively its own, that could be taught and mastered with
the appropriate tools.
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His years of teaching at the Bauhaus, particularly his time teaching the preliminary
course and its attention to materials and their specific qualities and effects, were important to his
later approach to writing about photography. Moholy-Nagy’s essay refined and synthesized the
ideas first discussed in Malerei Photographie Film into a programmatic text about the
fundamentals of photography at a moment when the school had no official photography course
or workshop. He understood all too well that if photography was to be the medium of the future,
there must be a program to teach it. For Moholy-Nagy, cameraless photography was the key to
unlocking the medium’s possibilities. Unfortunately, Walter Peterhans, a professional
photographer and the first photography teacher at the Bauhaus, was less convinced of its
importance. Moholy-Nagy felt that training photographers and artists in this new photographic
language—based on light and the sensitive layer—was paramount to the future of photography,
and practice with its cameraless form was a critical step in that training.
The centrality of cameraless photography to Moholy-Nagy’s approach to photography
was restated in his essay “Fotogramm und Grenzgebiete” (Photogram and Frontier Zones) in the
newly established Dutch avant-garde review i10 (fig. 3-28).153 With Moholy-Nagy as editor, i10
was a site of significant debate about the nature and possibilities of photography as a modernist
medium. The 1929 essay “Photogram and Frontier Zones” dealt specifically with light as an
“innovation for visual expression,” which could in turn be used to create form in cameraless
photographs.154 Moholy-Nagy believed the “frontier zones” made possible by creative use of
direct light would effectively surpass anything then known in painting. Not surprisingly, he
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challenged the notion that painting was the “apogee of visual creation,” arguing instead that
painting, unlike the cameraless photograph, was unable to sufficiently absorb, reflect, or radiate
light, effectively countering Kállai’s claims regarding photography’s lack of facture. While he
did not call for the complete renunciation of painting, he suggested that painting must give up its
status as the sole source of “art.” To fully explore cameraless photography’s “frontier zones,”
further exploration of direct light with powerful new artificial light sources was essential.
The photogram appears to be a bridge leading to a new visual creation for which canvas,
paint-brush and pigment cannot serve, but only through reflecting play of light, with
‘lighting frescoes’. In the case of the photogram, the course pigmented material forms are
absent; the materialization of light, hitherto secondary, becomes more direct. 155
By making creative use of electric light sources and advancements in photography and imaging,
the cameraless photograph reflected the experience of modernity. Greater experimentation with
an ever-changing array of light sources posed practical problems and financial considerations
that would need to be addressed if advancements were to be made:
Experiments leading to new visual creation cannot be private in nature any more, since
they are impossible to carry out without major financial resources, laboratory equipment,
projectors, spotlights, polarization devices and various optical instruments. 156
Moholy-Nagy believed that such limitations could be overcome by the creation of “light
studios,” which would “replace the obsolete academies of painting, thus dealing at long last with
the means of expression that are essential today.” 157 The idea of creating a light studio to
facilitate experimentation with light was a radical notion for its time. More in keeping with the
technological age, these studios would teach students to work with light as painters worked with
paint.
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At the heart of Moholy-Nagy’s theorization of photography, was his view that
photography was an “instrument of our optical education.” Cameraless photography, which
required the mastery of photography’s essential components, helped to facilitate optical
education. In a 1929 essay for the French art magazine, Cahiers d’Art, “La Photographie ce
qu’elle était, ce qu’elle devra être,” (Photography: What It Was, What It Should Be), which also
appeared the same year in the Czech magazine ReD, Moholy-Nagy suggested that while
photography was invented a hundred years ago, it was only recently discovered. 158 Only in the
1920s did photography begin to take notice of those essential characteristics that belong only to
it. Photography had long been misused and constrained by a rigid set of ideas that required its
use only for the purposes of reproduction. For a new generation of photographers to make
appropriate use of photography, he argued, that a thorough knowledge of photography’s
possibilities and the laws of optics was necessary.
According to Moholy-Nagy, there were two areas where progress could be made with the
requisite knowledge of photography’s laws: the photograph as light image (cameraless
photography), and the photograph as a documentary image. 159 The photographs reproduced with
Moholy-Nagy’s essay provided examples of the sort of experimentation he was suggesting.
These included two cameraless abstractions illustrating the light-dark relationships made
possible through experimentation with light and the sensitive plate, and a photoplastic
demonstrating Moholy-Nagy’s individualized take on photomontage. Three camera photographs
taken from above or at close range showed texture, contrast, and the use of light and shadow
(figs. 3-29 and 3-30). The photographs, all by Moholy-Nagy, provided visual examples for the
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reader of photography’s possibilities when its rules and methods were understood and properly
utilized. The short essay was thus a call to action, a call for greater experimentation based on the
newly acquired knowledge of photography and the laws of optics. Cameraless photography was
key to putting that knowledge to work.
Although publications provided the primary means for disseminating cameraless
photography and other facets of the “new photography” during this period, exhibitions took on a
new prominence in late 1920s. Large-scale photography exhibitions served a didactic function,
disseminating the “new photography” to the public by bringing together representative work
from Europe, the United States, and the Soviet Union. Numerous exhibitions featured the “new
photography” at the end of the 1920s, and while each was important, none was more important
than the Stuttgart Film und Foto (FiFo) exhibition and the body of literature produced around
it.160
In many ways, the texts that emerged around the FiFo exhibition were the culmination of
cameraless photography’s unfolding narrative in the 1920s. The discussions indicated that the
medium was no longer an aberration or tangential to the history of modern photography, and that
it was as much a part of the “new photography” as the most radical camera photographs.
Although it was not the primary focus of the vast majority of texts that appeared in conjunction
with or in response to the exhibition, cameraless photography was an integral part of what
exhibition organizer and Werkbund member Gustav Stotz referred to as the “neue optik” (new
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optic).161 The influence of Moholy-Nagy’s “New Vision” on Stotz’s articulation of the “neue
optik” ensured that cameraless photography appeared in the FiFo exhibition and its
publications.162 The two photography books published in conjunction with the exhibition—Franz
Roh’s Foto-Auge: 76 Fotos der Zeit and Werner Gräff’s Es Kommt der neue Fotograf!—
featured cameraless photography as representative of the “new photography.” While Gräff’s
book is best understood as a guidebook to the “new photography,” offering guidance and
examples to help viewers become literate in the “new photography” and participate in this new
revolution of vision, Roh’s book looked to examples from FiFo as a means of illustrating his
theories about photography as an art form. Cameraless photographs by Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray,
El Lissitizky, and Oskar Nerlinger were included in the exhibition and its publications with other
examples of the “neue optic,” but also, importantly, with relevant examples from photography’s
history.163
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The 1929 Film und Foto exhibition has often been discussed as the culminating moment
for the “new photography.”164 Organized by the Deutscher Werkbund, under the direction of
Gustav Stotz and the Würtemberg working group, the exhibition opened in Stuttgart on May 18,
1929.165 Among the collaborators were Moholy-Nagy in Berlin; Edward Weston and Edward
Steichen for the U.S.; Piet Zwart of Amsterdam; El Lissitzky for the Soviet Union; Christian
Zervos for France; and Zurich art historian Siegfried Giedion. With over one thousand
photographs in thirteen galleries, the exhibition offered an opportunity for the public to view
recent avant-garde photographic work and works of applied photography from Europe, the
United States, and the Soviet Union. The didactic mission of the exhibition was clear from the
beginning.166 The emphasis on the inclusion of art schools, like the Bauhaus, was significant
because it reiterated the importance placed on teaching the “new photography.” 167
The input and influence of a group of artists, curators, art historians, and designers was
crucial to cameraless photography’s inclusion in FiFo. Although Moholy-Nagy was undoubtedly
an important influence, in terms of both ideas and substance, other figures central to cameraless
photography’s unfolding narrative were involved in the exhibition’s planning. As an adviser for
the Soviet section, El Lissitzky included several of his experimental cameraless photographs in
his innovative design for Gallery 4. The involvement of Christian Zervos, editor of the French art
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magazine Cahiers d’Art, ensured the prominence of Man Ray, who was represented by no fewer
than twenty-two cameraless photographs. As the principal adviser for Germany, and the only
photographer, Moholy-Nagy was likely also responsible for the inclusion of cameraless
photographs by Kurt Schwitters and Oskar Nerlinger. 168 Contemporary and historical cameraless
processes appeared throughout the exhibition, thus reaffirming the medium’s status as a central
component of the “new photography.”
In order to emphasize the didactic nature of the exhibition and help viewers to understand
contemporary photography, Moholy-Nagy curated an introductory gallery through which all
visitors had to enter. The first and largest of the exhibition’s galleries, Room 1, was the
conceptual introduction to the exhibition. It featured historical photographs from the collection
of photo-chemist and photography historian Dr. Erich Stenger and recent examples of applied
photography that effectively summarized Moholy-Nagy’s program for the New Vision. 169
Cameraless photography was among the processes highlighted in Room 1. On the gallery’s text
panel Moholy-Nagy outlined his intentions for the room’s organization:
In this room the most important stages in the history of photography are shown.
The emphasis is on the presentation of photographic elements, whose mastery can lead to
synthetic photographic results. These elements are essentially the following: The
possibility of producing genuine documents: static, kinetic in the modulation of light
intensities, novel points of view, enlargements, microscopic and x-ray photographs,
mechanical distortions of reality, direct design with light (photograms), penetrations and
simultaneous projections whose predecessor is the photomontage. 170
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The text indicated that the photographs included in Room 1 were meant to serve as examples
emphasizing various photographic elements, which, if mastered, could lead to positive
“synthetic” photographic results. An often-reproduced installation photograph of Room 1 reveals
the size and scope of the gallery and the strategic placement of experimental cameraless
processes under a bold sign that asked: “Where is Photographic Development Heading?” (fig. 331). The question was intended to urge visitors to contemplate photography’s past while
speculating about its future. Throughout the gallery, Moholy-Nagy highlighted historical
photographs that alluded to the future uses of the medium. As Olivier Lugon has noted, the
presence of a daguerreotype became a harbinger of New Objectivity photography, while the Xray and a positive print from a photogenic drawing negative were harbingers of cameraless
photography’s future possibilities. Indeed, “Leaf of a Plant,” a positive salt print from a
photogenic drawing negative, from William Henry Fox Talbot’s The Pencil of Nature was
among the works included in Room 1. Although the FiFo installation photographs are difficult to
make out, the Talbot photogenic drawing was included in an essay by Moholy-Nagy (“Die
wichtigsten Epochen aus der Geschichte der Fotografie” – The most important eras in the history
of photography) in the German magazine Das Werk that included a series of nineteenth-century
examples from Stenger’s collection that also appeared in Room 1 (fig. 3-32). 171 The integration
of scientific and applied photography reflected Moholy-Nagy’s non-hierarchical approach to
photography by bringing together images from disparate sources to make his case for the New
Vision.172 Here, the gallery’s images supported his argument that mastery of photography’s
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essential elements coupled with knowledge of photography’s history would lead the medium into
the future.
A similar argument was made in Gallery 5. The gallery featured a group of ninety-seven
photographs, cameraless photographs (photograms) and photoplastics by Moholy-Nagy. Hung
salon style, a group of large-scale cameraless photographs dominated one wall, thus highlighting
the medium’s importance to the gallery’s conception (fig. 3-33). First, a group of cameraless
photographs were enlarged to a scale of roughly 90 x 60 cm. (35 x 24 in.), which was
considerably larger than his earlier cameraless works—the cameraless photographs that appeared
in Broom in 1923 were 18 x 13 cm. (7 x 5 in.)—and likely overshadowed the other photographs
in the room.173 Second, as in Room 1, the focal point of the gallery was a series of oversized
cameraless photographs positioned high on the wall, just above the gallery’s text panel. The two
largest cameraless works were positioned above two enlarged photoplastics, highlighting the
dynamic lines and shapes and the light/dark relationships made possible with both processes.
Two slightly smaller cameraless photographs, one printed in positive and the other negative
(appearing dark on a white ground), were positioned above a group of photographs taken at night
in order to emphasize the transformative effects of light. On the opposite wall, two more
cameraless photographs were interspersed with photoplastics, portraits, and abstractions to
demonstrate visually that the conditions laid out in his texts—texture, transparency, gradation of
tone, and light/dark relationships—could be achieved with mastery of photography’s essential
elements. These images also served as a visual corollary to the nineteenth-century cameraless
images (photogenic drawings and X-rays) the viewer would have seen in Room 1. Ultimately,
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Moholy-Nagy’s cameraless photographs were intended as didactic examples of this new way of
seeing, and the new visual experiences they could provide.
FiFo’s publications were responsible for laying out the conceptual framework for the
exhibition with a series of texts about the new role of photography in the modern world. With an
introduction by Gustav Stotz, the exhibition catalogue featured essays on various aspects of the
exhibition, including Vitaly Zhemchuzhny’s essay on photography in the Soviet Union. Stotz’s
brief introduction focused on the cross-section of photographic production and methods included
in the exhibition, highlighting those areas that were “the actual domain of photography,” in other
words, images produced according to photography’s essential laws and tools. 174 He suggested
that technical improvements aided in the development of photography’s new fields of
application—new cameras, lenses, and more highly sensitive papers and plates. While his text
revealed the influence of Moholy-Nagy, he believed that the camera and lens were the basis of
“every true photographic achievement” because the lens “allows one to record all things clearly,
sharply, and precisely.”175 Stotz’s discussion of the sensitive plate linked it directly with its use
in a camera, thus countering a conception of photography that placed the sensitive plate as the
true key to the medium.
Vitaly Zhemchuzhny’s essay, “Russia and Photography,” was dismissive of cameraless
photography, as he was primarily concerned with laying out the demands for a revolutionary
photography based in documentary and photojournalism, as exemplified in the work of the
radical artists’ association LEF.
The LEF . . . produced the greatest photographic innovator, A. M. Rodchenko, who, like
Moholy-Nagy, broke with the influence of painting on photography. However, unlike
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many Western European innovators, the radical Soviet photographers do not experiment
with ‘objectless’ photography.176
“Objectless” photography was surely a reference to cameraless photography. Scholar Rosalinde
Sartorti has suggested that the absence of “artistic” photographs in the Soviet section of FiFo
was because most of the selected photographers were members of the Soviet press. 177 The
images selected thus reflected the shift in photography after the initiation of the first five-year
plan and the dictum that, “Every progressive comrade should have not only a watch but also a
camera. In the Soviet Union, there will be an education in photography just as there is a general
education.”178 The emphasis on the amateur photojournalist and professional press photographer
left little room for experimental processes like cameraless photography. Zhemchuzhny’s
statement seems to suggest that Soviet photographers did not experiment with “objectless”
photography (i.e., cameraless photography), however, Lissitzky included several cameraless
photographs in his design for the Soviet section of FiFo.179
An installation view of the Soviet section clearly indicates the presence of Lissitizky’s
experimental cameraless photographs (fig. 3-34). As we have seen, Lissitzky continued to use
cameraless processes, which he argued could reveal an object from all possible perspectives, thus
maintaining its connection to reality and its recognizability for the Soviet viewer. Lissitzky’s role
as designer of the Soviet section of FiFo gave him the flexibility and authority to include his
more experimental cameraless works, even if they were not entirely in keeping with the Soviet
state’s preference for photojournalism. The essays included in FiFo’s catalogue demonstrate the
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shifts occurring in cameraless photography’s narrative at the end of the decade. Although its
presence was widely felt in the exhibition, it was increasingly clear that the medium was viewed
as a novelty, as a distinctly European phenomenon that helped to usher in the “new
photography.”
As part of the larger didactic program, the publications printed in conjunction with
FiFo provided additional opportunities for the public to interact with the photographs that
appeared in the exhibition. Es kommt der neue Fotograf! (Here Comes the New Photographer)
and Foto-Auge (Photo-Eye) were important vehicles for the dissemination of the “new
photography.” They helped to reinforce certain aspects of cameraless photography and the ways
that it was understood in 1929. Werner Gräff’s immensely popular Es kommt der neue Fotograf!
was not an official FiFo publication, but it featured ninety-seven photographs from the
exhibition, including cameraless photographs by Man Ray, Oskar Nerlinger, and Otto Umbehr
(Umbo).180 Often regarded as a manifesto of the New Vision and a training manual for the “new
photographer,” Here Comes the New Photographer! combined a brief introductory text by Gräff,
followed by a selection of photographs drawn from the exhibition.181 The photographs
reproduced in the book took on a rhetorical function for the reader, offering examples of
techniques, stylistic choices, and new processes necessary to educate the “new photographer.”
The captions reiterated their educational function, providing information about proper technique
and the need to push beyond outmoded processes and methods. In this way, Here Comes the New
Photographer! built on and updated a long tradition of photography manuals and textbooks.
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The didactic tendency that characterized the book was a trend already in full swing
when it was published in 1929. The didacticism of Moholy-Nagy’s ideas carried over into
Gräff’s book, which catalogued the lexicon of visual techniques developed by photographers
throughout the 1920s.182 The book did not enforce the notion that photography was an artform,
but rather that photography had many important roles to play in contemporary society (a view
shared by Moholy-Nagy). Situating his book as a manual for the “new photographer,” Gräff
criticized standard photography manuals for setting limits based on artistic and aesthetic rules,
thus codifying photographic practice and limiting creativity. He told the reader that “[t]he
purpose of this book is to break down barriers, not create them.” 183 In other words, the “new
photography” was intended to open the field to new possibilities, with and without a camera.
“Photography is a free, independent art. It must not be subjected to antiquated laws, nor should it
be enslaved to nature.”184 Gräff reminds the reader that photography need not be “enslaved to
nature” by means of the camera, and the new photographer need “not recognize any restrictions
on his work.”185
Cameraless photographs by Nerlinger, Man Ray, and Umbo (Otto Umbehr) showed the
diversity that such “unrestricted” work facilitated (figs. 3-35, 3-36, and 3-37). The photograph by
Nerlinger was a departure from his cameraless images produced with stencils and tissue paper.
Instead, he used a light source to draw directly on the light-sensitive surface, thus literalizing the
notion that photography was writing with light. The cameraless photographs by Man Ray and
Umbo were playful, if remarkably flat, images intended to demonstrate the creative possibilities
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of the process with even the most basic elements. Somewhat less sophisticated than other
examples, the cameraless photographs were instead included as didactic tools with explanatory
captions, such as that included with the Man Ray photograph: “He covers the paper with objects
and stencils, illuminates, and already the finest artistic possibilities arise.” 186 The Man Ray image
(fig. 3-36), a rudimentary landscape of sorts, was produced with a series of cutouts, stencils, and
objects, which, when placed accordingly, alluded to a mountain (or possibly a shoreline) with a
group structures or objects, and a circle intended to replicate the sun. Indicative of Man Ray’s
playful and irreverent approach to cameraless photography, the image clearly demonstrated the
creative possibilities of using found objects and light sensitive paper to create “new
photographs.” The reproductions included in Here Comes the New Photographer! were less
exemplary of the sort of radical experimentation seen in Moholy-Nagy’s book. Nonetheless,
Gräff, like Mohoy-Nagy, argued for greater experimentation with materials, thereby encouraging
new ways of seeing. By telling the viewer/reader how to look at photographs and pointing out
the characteristics of the “new photography,” Gräff asked them to educate themselves in its
processes and ultimately participate in the visual revolution as “new photographers.”
One of the most important books on the “new photography” in the 1920s, Franz Roh and
Jan Tschichold’s co-edited publication, Foto-Auge: 76 Fotos der Zeit, featured photographs from
the FiFo exhibition, along with Roh’s essay “Mechanismus und Ausdruck: Wesen und Wert der
Fotografie” (“Mechanism and Expression: The Essence and Value of Photography”), which was
printed in German, French, and English.187 Designed by Tschichold with bold typography, the
book’s cover featured Lissitzky’s Self-Portrait (The Constructor) (fig. 3-38). The photograph
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signalled the experimental nature of the “new photography,” which brought together the hand
and the eye in order to initiate new ways of seeing and representing the modern world. The
interior of the book included seventy-six photographs, one to a page, with a simple caption that
included the artist/photographer’s name and the title of the work—there were no explanatory
texts or captions included. The layout produced a series of juxtapositions that illustrated the
range of photographs that together comprised the New Vision—cameraless photographs,
photomontage, photographs from science (X-rays and microphotographs) and the press,
typophotos, photographs taken from interesting angles, distortions, and multiple exposures.
While Renger-Patzsch had a photograph in the book, the point of view expressed in the images
and the text reflected the influence of Moholy-Nagy. Roh’s text was intended to be accessible to
the general public, offering an overview of the New Vision and its characteristics, while making
the theoretical argument for the artistic consideration of photography.188
Roh’s status as an art historian and freelance art critic, and his interest in contemporary
art and photography—he wrote Nach-Expressionismus in 1925 about the hyper-realist painting
that came to be known as New Objectivity and bought a Leica the same year—ensured that he
was well aware of the latest trends in photography.189 A photographer in his own right, he was
also in communication with Moholy-Nagy during this time, which proved influential to his
thinking about photography. In fact, the following year Roh would publish an important book on
Moholy-Nagy’s photographs (L. Moholy-Nagy: 60 Fotos, 1930), which featured a cameraless
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photograph on its cover (fig. 3-39). 190 Roh, like so many others, took a decided turn toward
photography in 1927. He brought an art historical approach to the medium, titling his essay
“Mechanism and Expression,” thus making clear that the expression in question was art and the
mechanism was the camera. He stressed the term “mechanism,” which in the context of his essay
was a more generalized term for photography’s essential components—the camera, the sensitive
plate, light.
Unlike Gräff, or even Moholy-Nagy, Roh was primarily concerned with laying out the
conditions of the “new photography” as art. Roh, who seemed to understand the skepticism
around modern photography as an artform, set out to justify its status, “if however we understand
art as an end in itself, called forth by man and filled with ‘expression,’ good photographs are
included.”191 Roh included the cameraless photograph among the significant forms for the
modern photographer. His discussion of the history of the medium detailed two culminating
periods, the beginning of photography’s development (ca. 1839) and the contemporary moment
(1929).192 He noted that FiFo and Foto-Auge highlighted, not the work of professionals, mired in
tradition, but rather the work of non-professional photographers, whose work showed the most
promise for future experimentation—an idea shared with Moholy-Nagy.
What makes a good photograph? For Roh, the choice of subject was the creative action,
but focus, position, perspective, detail, lighting, light-dark contrasts, and even the paper were
also important. After laying out these considerations, Roh cited the forms that modern
photography could take: the “reality-photo,” the photogram (cameraless photograph), the
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negative print, the photomontage, and photographs with typography. He noted that “[t]he
photogram hovers excitingly between abstract geometrical tracery and the echo of objects. In
this tension there is a peculiar charm.” 193 The action of light on the sensitive surface was key:
by exposing them a long or short time, holding them close or far, letting sharp or subdued
artificial light shine upon them, schemes of luminosity are obtained that so change the
colour, outline and moulding of objects as to make them lose body and appear but a
lustrous strange world and abstraction. 194
Rather than situating the process as a means of easily obtaining “fully expressive effects,” he
noted that a high degree of skill was involved, and a certain amount of trial and error was
necessary before the desired image could be achieved. Roh was most enamored of the
cameraless photograph’s subtle gradation of tone, from brightest white to the darkest black and
everything in between. It was there that the cameraless photograph entered the lexicon of the
“new photography.” He also believed, like Moholy-Nagy and others, that cameraless
photography was a potentially populist medium:
Just as the making of silhouettes was very popular a hundred years ago, so the photogram
will become an ingenious pastime of the present day. It is far superior to the silhouette,
for it permits of a thousand gradations in shade between black and white. By this means
not only the intersections and disclosures mentioned above are possible, but actual
penetrating of bodies, whereby the covered part remains visible and the whole charmsystem of transparencies can become effective. It is however by the sublime possibilities
of gradation between the poles black and white that polyphony of tones is obtainable. 195
Interestingly, while Roh suggested cameraless photography’s return to the world amateur
photographic pastimes, it was the medium’s potential as an artform that warranted its inclusion
in Foto-Auge. He reproduced two cameraless photographs by Man Ray that illustrated the
importance of the selection of subject, light-dark contrasts, framing, and gradation of tone (figs.
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3-40 and 3-41). Like the examples included in Gräff’s book, the images reproduced by Roh were
surprisingly unsophisticated examples of the medium’s creative possibilities.
If the intent of Roh’s book was to educate the reader/viewer about how to see, and
perhaps even how to make modern photographs, the two cameraless photographs carefully
illustrate the basic principles of the process—the placement of certain objects of varying
transparency, often overlapping them, on a sheet of light-sensitive paper and exposing them to
light. Roh shared with Moholy-Nagy an optimism about modern photography and believed that
photography’s possibilities as an artform were to be found in greater experimentation. The
examples laid out in Foto-Auge were intended to facilitate the sort of experimentation needed to
confirm photography’s status as art.

4. After FiFo: Negative Responses to Cameraless Photography
By the end of the decade, cameraless photography was exemplary of the experimental
approach advocated by Moholy-Nagy and his New Vision, a view favored in FiFo and its
publications. It came to represent an interpretation of modern photography that was anathema to
amateur photographers. Renger-Patzsch and Kállai were among those convinced that
photography’s future was to be found in an appropriate use of the camera. Other critical
responses to cameraless photography and the “new photography” came from Walter Nettelbeck,
who wrote about the dangers of experimental photography in the Communist-oriented
photography magazine Der Arbeiter-Fotograf. The belief that cameraless photograpy was too far
removed from the realities of proletarian life was echoed in the 1929 Russian introduction to
Moholy-Nagy’s Malerei Fotografie Film (1927) in the Soviet magazine Sovetskoe Foto. While
most of the criticism around cameraless photography addressed the medium’s remove from lived
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experience and the “realism” imposed by the camera, others, like Erwin Quedenfeldt and Jaromír
Funke, argued against cameraless photography’s handling of abstraction as either too far
removed from subjective feeling (for Quedenfeldt) or too far removed from traditional
photographic practice (for Funke). Taken together, these varied responses to cameraless
photography at the end of the decade made clear that the early excitement around the medium
was fading.
In his review of the FiFo exhibition, Andor Kraszna-Krausz suggested that while
photographic production was consciously modern, it veered too far from the true “purpose of
photography.”196 This resulted in:
the artistic modification of the object . . . where abstract lights on the plate attempt to
substitute concrete ideas (photogramms by Man Ray, Paris) – there, yes, there the new
photography distinguishes itself from the old one only by a trick, that bluffs today as well
as it will be surpassed tomorrow.197
Cameraless photographs and other experimental forms were viewed as technical tricks, fads that
would quickly be bypassed by other, more objective modes of photography. In the end, KrasznaKrausz concluded:
[i]t is fascinating to witness the crystallization of young technical methods at first, for
they are always a sign of development and so also of liveliness. It is also instructive to
watch how these must die off, if they are overbred as an expression of themselves,
instead of finding the way to lasting contents by suppression of their own. 198
He suggested that this work, while a sign of the times and photography’s continued development,
was already overbred to the point of ubiquity and would soon be obsolete.
Despite this over-saturation, for some the path of modern photography was still to be
determined. Ludwig Neundörfer, writing for the Kölnishche Volkszeitung, asked, “which way
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will photography now go?”199 Would it go the way of art and be taught in institutes and
academies, or better:
[i]f photography remains aware of its own true task, that of operating through reportage,
advertising, and objective images—if photographers remain professionals, but with a
strong formal design impulse—then perhaps photography may one day lead us back to a
pictorial art that will be for the people as a whole. 200
The confusion between applied photography, the domain of professional photographers, and the
“new photography” as art, was common in reviews of the exhibition.
The critic F. Matthies-Masuren predicted a looming crisis in response to the exhibition,
due not only to the sheer number of photographs, but also to the intensity of focus on mundane
objects:
The success of the exhibition will without any doubt lead to a ‘crisis of photographic
activity’ in the future. In fact, it is already here. It is not difficult to photograph parts of
architecture, lively streets and squares, parts of plants, glasses and bottles, gramophones
and typewriters or any other objects in a prescribed manner. 201
“New photography” as an approach, as a way of seeing, as a lexicon of forms, was, in fact,
tantamount to a “prescription” for modern photography and the issue that FiFo hoped to raise. In
many ways, FiFo was a prescription for viewers to “Stop Reading! Look!” 202 Moholy-Nagy
expressed a similar sentiment in 1928 with the pronouncement that “[t]he illiterate of the future
will be the person ignorant of the use of the camera as well as of the pen.” 203 As Matthies-
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Masuren argued, it was difficult to deny the “new photography’s” over-emphasis on objects, a
concern that informed the use of cameraless photography, or that such an emphasis removed
objects from their meanings and their place in the world. Cameraless photography’s removal
from an objective view of reality was the primary problem for many critics, and despite attempts
to make it palatable, it never matched the camera in the depiction of its subject. Regardless of
Moholy-Nagy’s lofty goals for the medium, for many, cameraless photography was merely a
novelty, a byproduct of experiments at the Bauhaus with no place in the future of the medium.
One of the most devisive reviews of the FiFo exhibition and its publications came from
Kállai and Renger-Patzsch. While Renger-Patzsch was minimally represented in FiFo, and had
at least one photograph in Roh’s book, Foto-Auge, it was clear from his statements that he was
largely opposed to the ideas expressed in the exhibition and its publications. 204 Between RengerPatzsch’s contempt for the sort of “technically inept” photographs featured in the FiFo
exhibition, and Kállai’s interest in Renger-Patzsch’s “objectivity” over the experimental
approach of the New Vision, they had few kind things to say about the exhibition. Their response
to the exhibition in “Postscript to Photo-Inflation / Boom Times” appeared in the October 1929
issue of the Bauhaus magazine.205 The title reflected their view that photography’s boom had
resulted in a flood of images that had in turn caused “photo-inflation.” 206
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Built into the notion of photo-inflation was Kállai’s view that photography was
dominated by quantity rather than quality. For Kállai, and others, the proliferation of exhibitions
and publications at the end of the 1920s was the culprit. He stated that “Boom Times [s]till
prevail in the world of photography, and everyone’s in a hurry to bring in the harvest, even
though the yield is scarce and of meager quality.” 207 The rush to benefit from the photography
boom brought about the “confusion of ideas” on view at FiFo. He found an overall “lack of
aesthetic standards and of craft,” a criticism of experimental forms like cameraless photography
that disregarded the technical standards of professional photography and its reliance on the
camera.208 Like other reviewers, Kállai saw the exhibition as a “recipe” for “new photographers.”
As he observed,
The recipe for success: shoot from above and below. Enormous enlargements or
reductions, the trash can as the most satisfying motif. Send negative prints to the press,
the monster eats everything. (Motive: new, interesting visual effects). Take pictures at
night, underexposure has the most interesting effects. And then: let chance work for you,
it’ll do the job. That’s how modern photos are made, health food for magazines and
conversational fodder for the culture-mongers, to the joy of their creators. 209
The reviews by Kállai and Renger-Patzsch were a complete and total rebuke of Moholy-Nagy’s
New Vision. While Kállai suggested that the exhibition provided a “recipe for success” for eager
photographers, Moholy-Nagy, and arguably the organizers of FiFo, would have viewed this as a
positive outcome. After all, he was seeking to re-educate the photographer in the “new
photography’s” methods, and the recipe that Kállai derided became a didactic tool that was
entirely in keeping with the intent of the exhibition.
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Although many texts argued that cameraless photography was less “photographic” than
work created with a camera, others bemoaned the “new photography” and its perceived disregard
for the social or political ramifications of their chosen subjects. Writing for Der ArbeiterFotograf, Walter Nettelbeck issued a strong critique of “modern” photography in “Sinn und
Unsinn der ‘Modernen’ Fotografie” (Sense and Nonsense in ‘Modern’ Photography) (fig. 342).210 The German photography magazine Der Arbeiter-Fotograf (The Worker-Photographer)
was published by the Association of German Worker-Photographers in Berlin (1926–32). Made
by and for worker photographers, Der Arbeiter-Fotograf was intended to provide technical and
aesthetic guidance to proletarian reporters and photographers in conjunction with the Arbeiter
Illustrierte Zeitung (Workers’ Illustrated Magazine). 211 The goal was to establish a corps of
trained worker photographers from which AIZ could draw, thus reducing its reliance on
commercial photo agencies.212 They featured photographs with no masking or retouching that
might obscure the unflinching message of proletarian reality of life under capitalism. Der
Arbeiter-Fotograf was openly hostile to the “new photography,” which was perceived as a form
of bourgeois aestheticism with no place in their politicized world. Walter Nettelbeck’s 1929
essay on modern photography was indicative of this trend. As a form of photographic
experimentation with no connection to the reality of proletarian life, cameraless photography was
largely discouraged by Der Arbeiter-Fotograf.
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In addition to providing guidance to worker photographers, Der Arbeiter-Fotograf
included information and lively debates about the latest developments in “bourgeois”
photography. Illustrations, like the two anonymous cameraless photographs accompanying
Nettelbeck’s essay, were included as examples of the sort of “bourgeois” photography that was
to be avoided. According to Nettelbeck, “[j]ust as the petit-bourgeois tends to make radical leaps
in the political sphere, so too in the field of photography. Now he divides the world into two
different realities, one seen through human eyes, the other purely optical – just as long as we
don’t see the world as it really is!”213 For Nettelbeck and Der Arbeiter-Fotograf, the
photograph’s political relevance was determined by its subject and its ability to reveal the reality
of contemporary life. He argued that photographers, in their rush to make photography an art,
embraced the aesthetics of painting. Echoing Kállai, he argued that cameraless photography was
yet another example of this trend.
Nettelbeck took issue with Moholy-Nagy’s belief that creative use of photography’s
principles “will silence those who contend that photography is not an ‘art’.” 214 Although
Moholy-Nagy envisioned a more expansive role for cameraless photography, it was, by and
large, unresponsive to the needs of the Worker Photographer movement and its mandate for
photographs by proletarian photographers of proletarian reality. From the perspective of Der
Arbeiter-Fotograf, photographs should be objective documents, free from retouching and other
“tricks”—distortions of perspective, the use of disorienting camera angles—common in
“modern” photography. Nettelbeck lamented that while the proletarian class had its own
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ideology, they were still subject to the influence of the bourgeois world and its aesthetics. His
essay was a warning to his fellow worker photographers not to be drawn in by the work of
Moholy-Nagy and the sort of “art” photographs advocated in the pages of Werner Gräff’s
recently published book Es kommt der neue Fotograf! He was equally antagonistic about “New
Objectivity” photography and its disregard for the social implications of contemporary life. 215
Written in the wake of FiFo, Nettelbeck’s essay revealed a disdain for the sort of work
privileged in the exhibition. Cameraless photography was, for the Worker Photography
movement, a form of bourgeois aestheticism that posed a threat to this more overtly politicized
approach to photography.
In the following issue of Der Arbeiter-Fotograf, Hans Windisch, editor of Das Deutsche
Lichtbild, offered a rebuttal to Nettelbeck’s scathing critique of “modern” photography. 216 He,
like Moholy-Nagy, was singled out by Nettelbeck as representative of the “nonsense” of modern
photography and felt it necessary to respond in a short essay titled, “Fotogramme, Neue
Sachlichkeit, Kunst USW.” (Photogram, New Objectivity, Art, etc.). 217 Although Windisch
agreed with Nettelbeck about the need for photographic objectivity, he offered a defense of
modern photography as a mirror of the times. 218 He disagreed with Nettelbeck’s assertion that
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photography was an inherently objective medium that must show unmitigated reality in order to
fulfill the needs of the worker photographer. To counter Nettelbeck’s arguments about the use of
experimental photography for political purposes, Windisch cited the use of photomontage as a
form of political agitation and noted that cameraless photography opened new possibilities for
picturing the world.
Windisch believed that modern photography allowed things and objects to be seen from
all conceivable points of view, revealing new perspectives, and thus revealing the world in the
process. As a window onto the world, it made no difference if the photograph was documentary
or cameraless, or if the photograph was in sharp focus or soft focus. He noted that as a form of
abstract photography “the photogram” was something fundamentally new and thus it was too
soon to pass judgement on its impact.219 Fully aware of cameraless photography’s recent history,
Windisch suggested that Man Ray’s cameraless photographs were exemplary of the medium,
while Moholy-Nagy’s were second-hand imitations. He praised cameraless photographs for their
ability to reveal new visual experiences, especially in science, where they could be used to show
enlarged natural phenomena or objects from technology and industry. In contrast to MoholyNagy, who sought to expand cameraless photography’s accessibility to all photographers,
amateur and professional, Windisch argued that the process was a valid branch of modern
photography when it was produced by artists. The work of inexperienced amateurs, such as those
used to illustrate Nettelbeck’s article, were, according to Windisch, a discredit to the originality
of cameraless image making. The cameraless photograph, derived from the larger field of
photography, was a means of revealing the world and providing new perspectives, and should
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not be discarded simply because it was not “objective.” On the contrary, it had as much of a role
to play in modern photography as other camera-based forms.
The environment was markedly different in Soviet Russia, where photography was put in
the service of the state. In 1929, two years after the second edition of Malerei Fotografie Film
was published, a Russian translation appeared as part of a book series put out by Sovetskoe foto
(Soviet Photography).220 With an introduction by Russian art historian Alexei Federov-Davydov,
the book’s appearance reflected Soviet photographers’ increased interest in photography,
particularly around the ideas of Rodchenko and the October group. Although the editors of
Sovetskoe foto were generally opposed to the experimental approach advocated by MoholyNagy, they were intrigued by his attempts to “discover and define photography’s own language
as the language of art . . . in the context of the state of modern technology and its impact on the
psychological constitution of modern man.”221 The introduction does not refer specifically to
cameraless photography, but the author’s reference to Moholy-Nagy’s use of form for its own
sake was surely intended to refer to the medium.222 Regarding such work, Federov-Davydov
argued that it was:
nothing but experimentation for experimentation’s sake, searching for a new form for the
sake of the form itself; at most this a search for a new emotional expressive power, but
not for the satisfaction of some real social need. 223
Federov-Davydov conceded that “Moholy-Nagy himself indicate[d] that technology and the new
forms of art brought forth by technology [were] themselves the products of these new [social]
needs,” but Moholy-Nagy’s dismissal of the social-economic conditions of art (from a
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Communist perspective) led him to ignore the social function and potential applications of
photography.224 Just as Nettelbeck warned his readers against experimentation for the sake of
experimentation, Federov-Davydov argued that without tools of Marxism-Leninism,
photography would ignore its social potential. A better path was to be found among Soviet
amateur photographers and the proletarian photography movement.
Cameraless photography represented the needless experimentation that Nettelbeck and
Federov-Davydov discouraged, but also the sort of photographic formalism that put form over
content. The political circumstances in the Soviet Union required photography to be responsive
to a “Marxist worldview,” while for Moholy-Nagy photography could incorporate his views
regarding the need for a socially productive art without recourse to the Communist party. The
cameraless photograph for Moholy-Nagy was a means of bringing sensory perception into
alignment with the needs of the modern world, thereby fulfilling in its own way the social needs
of the people. Unfortunately, the justification for cameraless photography provided in so many of
his writings would have been lost on a largely illiterate population that lacked the means to
comprehend these semi-abstract photographs.
As previously mentioned, German photographer and chemist Erwin Quedenfeldt was
critical of cameraless photography for entirely different reasons. He lamented the demise of a
personal, expressive photography, in favor of the cold objectivity of the “new photography.”
While Quedenfeldt had conceived of a new form of “abstrakte Lichtbildkunst,” which was in fact
cameraless, he believed the work of Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy did not go far enough as a form
of photographic abstraction. At the end of the 1920s, Quedenfeldt wrote numerous essays on
photography that detailed his dismay with modern photography and its shift away from personal
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experience. He stated in his 1927 essay, “Die Abstrakte Lichtbildkunst” (Abstract Photo Art) in
the German photography magazine, Photographische Korrespondenz, that artistic statements
with photography were doomed to failure. He argued that the very term “creative photography”
was incorrect. In his view, “[t]he objective, inevitable perspective of photography cannot be the
subjectively felt vision of the artist.”225
For photography to achieve subjective experience, it had to disguise its technical factors,
rather than laying them bare (as was the case in the “new photography”). The first step in this
process was what Quedenfeldt called “Lichtbildkunst,” which emphasized lines and masses over
the dots that make up a photograph. 226 Here he argued that the cameraless photographs of Man
Ray and Moholy-Nagy did not go far enough in their abstraction because their process—the
projection of light on and through objects placed on light sensitive paper—allowed for the
suggestion of three-dimensionality. Examples of Quedenfeldt’s “abstrakte Lichtbildkunst,”
produced cameralessly using a sophisticated masking technique, were flat impressions that favor
line and intersecting forms over dramatic light effects (fig. 3-43). In a later essay published in
Das Deutsche Lichtbild Quedenfeldt lamented that the period style in photography (“new
photography”) was marked by too strong an emphasis on the technological and machine-oriented
world, an objective art that showed itself in automobiles, factories, buildings, and airplanes,
which, he believed, came to replace the interior vision of artists. 227
Convinced that photography and art were diametrically opposed, Quedenfeldt argued that
the “abstrakte Lichtbildkunst,” his form of light painting, could bring spiritual subjective
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expression back to photography by emphasizing cameraless photography’s capacity for
abstraction. A photographer and chemist, Quedenfeldt privileged the chemical and technical
aspects of photography over its technological aspects, but, like Moholy-Nagy, his task, and the
task of artist of his time, was far loftier. Echoing Kandinsky, Quedenfeldt believed that an artist’s
work should serve “to promote the construction of a new human order.” 228 The artist must
understand the modern world and the new values of life and make them clear in his art. For
Quedenfeldt, the “abstrakte Lichtbildkunst” was a means of expressing this spiritual view of life
and bringing subjective experience back to photography.
The interest in abstraction as a viable mode for photography was no longer discussed
with the sort of urgency expressed by Quedenfeldt. Czech amateur photographer Jaromír Funke
was also critical of cameraless photography as a viable form of creative photography, arguing
that its removal from the camera made it inherently less photographic. Funke’s essay on Man
Ray expressed his interest in merging the aesthetics and technical proficiency of amateur “art
photography” with avant-garde experimentation. Jaromír Funke wrote admiringly about Man
Ray’s cameraless photography in the mid-1920s, and took up the subject again in his 1927 essay,
“Man Ray,” for the Czech amateur photography magazine Fotografický obzor.229 Although
Funke saw Man Ray’s cameraless photographs as a model for his own abstract photographs, he
was less inclined to relinquish the camera.230 He praised Man Ray’s cameraless series Les
Champs délicieux for initiating a new conversation about photography, however, he argued that,
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“these prints might be very interesting and deeply curious, but only the thinnest of threads binds
them to photography.”231
Questioning their very status as art, or photography, Funke described several of Man
Ray’s cameraless works created with scattered matches, a comb, or sugar cubes, concluding “[i]t
is not possible to create art, especially the new Surrealist art, so cheaply” (fig. 3-44). 232 Despite
Funke’s argument that there was nothing “photographic” about cameraless photography, he cited
Man Ray as exemplary of “a certain stage of photographic evolution. It was he who emphasized
the beauties of ordinariness. It was he who demonstrated the plasticity of light. He was the first
to demonstrate the intrinsic beauty of details. He was the first past some very important posts.” 233
For Funke, this highly experimental work, though groundbreaking, was now passé. Real
creativity with photography and abstraction was to be found in creative use of the camera.

Conclusion: Cameraless Photography at The End of The Decade
In the decade’s last years, cameraless photography was incorporated into broader
discussions about modern photography in publications, exhibitions, and in the classroom. The
medium therefore entered into larger debates about the “new photography,” debates that centered
around the role of photography in visual literacy and the need to educate people to see the
modern world in new and dynamic ways through teaching, designing, exhibiting, and publishing
new forms of photography. As a powerful form of visual communication that required
experimentation with photography’s materials and a thorough knowledge of photography’s laws,
cameraless photography was an essential component in the development of a language of
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photography; a language that could be taught, learned, and understood through active making
and active looking. Significant in its own right, when combined with new typography,
cameraless photography increased visual literacy by bringing about a new way of visualizing and
interacting with the modern world.
It was also clear at the end of the decade that cameraless photography continued to
resonate in popular culture, even as it was promoted as a facet of the “new photography.” As
such, it never strayed too far from its amateur precedents. Its presence was felt in popular
magazines as a form of creative play that would help to bring the uninitiated into the realm of
modern photography. Artists like Moholy-Nagy and Nerlinger, even Lissitzky, contributed to
cameraless photography’s propagation in popular culture by introducing a new audience to its
creative possibilities. This presence signaled the crossover between publications focused on
cameraless photography’s status as art and those focused on its use as an amateur photographic
pastime.
Regardless of the medium’s possibilities, it was increasingly clear by the end of the
1920s that photography produced with a camera was the way forward for modern photography.
By 1929, in the days leading up to and following FiFo, cameraless photography’s popularity was
already beginning to wane. With shifting social and political priorities in the early 1930s, other
forms of photography dominated. It is important to note that by 1930 the Weimar Republic was
in deep crisis, the faltering Republic was nearing its end as the National Socialist takeover
marched forward in the years leading up to 1933. 234 These tumultuous years were also uncertain
for those who had promoted cameraless photography. Moholy-Nagy, long cameraless
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photography’s most outspoken advocate, experienced a period of major disruption in the early
1930s. A period marked by frequent travel for lectures and commissions, as well as increased
interest in other creative endeavors, including design, theater, and film, his interest in cameraless
photography, which had preoccupied him for the better part of a decade, declined. 235
As we have seen, cameraless photography was made acceptable, worthy of use by artists
and amateurs alike, by the prominent avant-garde artists who took it up and argued for its
relevance in the modern age. The connections of Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray, and El Lissitzky to
various factions throughout Europe and the Soviet Union, and their steadfast concern for the
circulation of their work, ensured the dissemination of cameraless photography in the mid-1920s.
Never simply an art form, cameraless photography was as open to interpretation at the end of the
decade as it was at the beginning. While cameraless photography was celebrated by many at the
end of the decade, it was also derided by critics for its removal from the camera, and,
importantly, for its remove from the realities of everyday life. For Renger-Patzsch and Kállai, it
was the cameraless photograph’s denial of the camera’s objectivity, whereas for Nettelbeck and
Federov-Davydov the medium was emblematic of the sort of photographic formalism that put
form over content. In Soviet Russia, but also among members of Germany’s Worker
Photographer movement, cameraless photography was viewed as unresponsive to the
Communist worldview and the belief that photography must show the world as it “really” is.
Although Moholy-Nagy believed that cameraless photography could fulfill its revolutionary
potential by awakening people’s senses to the modern world, his justification for these semiabstract photographs was lost on those without the ability or interest to understand them. Despite
increased criticism and diminished excitement around the medium, it did not disappear, but the
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early enthusiasm around it had dissipated. Its publication continued into the 1930s and beyond,
proving that cameraless photography had fulfilled its revolutionary function by demonstrating
what was new in “new photography.”
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Conclusion:
In the introduction to this dissertation I suggested that the literature about cameraless
photography was as important to the medium’s acceptance as an avant-garde art form as any of
the pictures produced by its inventors, and that by shifting the focus to its literature and
publications an alternate narrative might emerge. This shift in focus has allowed me to look
closely at the publications that featured cameraless photography between 1920 and 1929 and
how their framing of the medium challenges our perception of it. This shift also revealed that the
discussion about cameraless photography was never simply about the medium itself. Rather, it
was concerned with cameraless photography’s role in other more complicated narratives that
were occurring simultaneously in the larger fields of photography and modernism. These
narratives included photography’s viability as a form of artistic expression, the use of abstraction
and its meanings, questions concerning technology and film, photography as a revolutionary
practice, photography’s practical uses in advertising and graphic design, and photography as a
means of creative play. Cameraless photography was at the forefront of these discussions and
debates, often highlighting the tensions between photography and painting in the 1920s and the
battles between modernity and tradition that preoccupied many artists during this period. By
providing a more nuanced examination of cameraless photography’s publications, I have been
able to provide additional context about why, when, where, and by whom cameraless
photographs were reproduced and discussed in print. In so doing, this dissertation has made a
significant contribution to the discourse on cameraless photography.
During the brief ten-year period that is the focus of this dissertation cameraless
photography was introduced, theorized, codified, debated, and attacked as a viable means of
bringing photography into the realm of art. From the early 1920s cameraless photography
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appeared in both avant-garde and popular publications that included art, literature, and design
magazines, avant-garde journals, photography magazines and books, illustrated weeklies, and
fashion magazines. The magazines and journals were instrumental to the dissemination of
cameraless photography, acting as vehicles for the transmission of information and artwork to an
increasingly international group of avant-gardes. Not only did these publications provide a
means of communication between artists and writers in far flung locations, they were also sites
for discussion and debate, and venues for the exhibition of new work.
As we have seen, the medium was taken up at approximately the same time by different
individuals, in different locales, with different interests and artistic allegiances, and its relevance
and meaning shifted depending on how, when, where, and for whom it was written about and
debated. Even though cameraless photography was as old as photography itself and we know
that it continued throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth century in the realm of
amateurs, scientists and spiritualists, it was taken up as an artistic process in 1919. 1919, the year
immediately following the end of the First World War, was a crucial year for cameraless
photography’s re-invention and the decision by artists to take it up and position it as new. This
was not coincidental. On the contrary, in the immediate aftermath of “the war to end all wars,”
there was a desire among artists, particularly in Europe, to denounce the past and start again from
the ground up. This was especially true among German and Central European artists, who were
left defeated and with a feeling of illegitimacy, while the French engaged in a kind of
triumphalism that was in stark contrast to the German experience. In Germany, artists were
disdainful of tradition and established modes of creativity no longer tied to the old regime. As
Geoffrey Batchen has noted in this context, “Many artists responded by seeking to abandon or
overthrow prevailing conventions of reality, conventions associated with bourgeois society and
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therefore with the established social and political system. In other words, seeing itself became a
political issue.”1 It thus became a moral imperative for artists to seek new forms. Cameraless
photography, which had no ties to long established traditions in painting, could therefore be
positioned as an avant-garde invention based in a desire for processes that reflected chance,
revolution, chaos, and automatism.
The distinctions between the German and French experience during the war were played
out to some degree in the histories of photography, modernism, and cameraless photography. A
close reading of cameraless photography’s narrative in the 1920s has revealed the parallels
between the medium’s early avant-garde history and the larger histories of photography and
modernism. Indeed, like these larger histories, cameraless photography’s texts and publications
have shown a preoccupation with naming, a desire for invention and innovation, a tendency
toward nationalism in the production and reception of artists and art works, a disdain for what
came before, and a desire to start over with new sources and processes. The interest in naming
and claims to invention have been noted elsewhere in the history of photography, especially
regarding the invention of photography and the re-invention of photomontage by members of
Berlin Dada.2 It is worth remembering that cameraless photography was by no means the only
medium or practice to engage in these sorts of debates.
Likewise, the privileging of Man Ray over Moholy-Nagy, Schad, and Lissitzky was
symptomatic of the nationalism at play in these larger histories and the tendency to view France
as the center of modernist activity and innovation, while Germany and Central Europe were long
disregarded or thought of as secondary and derivative. We saw this time and again in the
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publications from the early to mid-1920s, as Man Ray was hailed as cameraless photography’s
true inventor, while Schad was passed over as a mere stepping stone to the more groundbreaking
work of the American artist living and working in Paris. The same could be said for the blatant
disregard for Moholy-Nagy’s work through the mid-1920s. As we have seen, the French
publications largely igored the cameraless work coming out of Central Europe that was not tied
to Dada and Surrealist activity in Paris. In German and Central European publications,
cameraless photography proved to have currency beyond Dada, Surrealism, and even
Constructivism, where it was positioned as a revolutionary new form of creative expression with
recourse to art, but also, importantly, to typography and graphic design. For artists like MoholyNagy and Lissitzky, but also for typographers like Tschichold, cameraless photography held
promise for the burgeoning fields of graphic design and advertising as a new form of
photomontage or “fotoplastik” that could transform the printed page. The medium was also an
important articulation of Moholy-Nagy’s broader interest in new media, including his work with
kinetic sculpture and the light-space modulator. His promotion of cameraless photography as
part of a larger pedagogical program for the teaching of photography might be thought of as the
photographic equivalent to the Bauhaus preliminary course, training practitioners in methods and
materials as a means of mastering photography. 3 This idea would be carried forward in his later
teaching at the New Bauhaus.
The publications also revealed the stark differences between artists (and critics) with
varied allegiances, and the debates and animosities that ensued among the principal players in
cameraless photography’s resurgence regarding how best to make use of the medium. Although
it was hailed in the early 1920s as a new and innovative art form, by the late 1920s artists and
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critics were questioning cameraless photography’s relationship to abstraction, to realism, to
commercial endeavors, to politics, and to science. As we have seen, the constant push and pull
regarding the medium’s resonance to these various issues played itself out in the publications.
Long associated with abstraction, cameraless photography was celebrated early on for freeing
abstraction from painting and bringing it to the stagnant field of photography. Photographers like
Quedenfeldt viewed cameraless photography as a means of bringing the ideas of Kandinsky to
photography, but he was critical of artists like Man Ray for not moving far enough into
abstraction. Not abstract enough for Quedenfeldt, for Funke cameraless photography’s
abstraction was not photographic enough because it eschewed the camera. For still others, like
Nettelbeck, Kállai, Renger-Patzsch, and others, the medium’s abstraction was experimentation
run amok and too far removed from the realism of the camera. At issue for many was the
medium’s presumed removal from radical politics, as well as the shift toward WorkerPhotography at the end of the decade. The experimental work of Moholy-Nagy and Lissitzky,
both of whom positioned the medium within their Communist-inflected worldview, was viewed
in some instances, as formalist and apolitical. Despite their politics, both Moholy-Nagy and
Lissitzky made use of cameraless photography for graphic design and advertising, which was in
keeping with their desires to make practical use of the medium for the betterment of society.
Nerlinger and others sought to push cameraless photography toward realism using stencils and
paper cut-outs to bring narrative and storytelling to the cameraless medium. These and other
shifting viewpoints and debates were a response to the changing social and cultural situations
that revealed themselves in the publications throughout the 1920s. As this dissertation
demonstrates, cameraless photography’s meanings and currency changed and evolved over time,
much like the larger field of photography.
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The experimental approach to photography that was embodied in the cameraless process
made it popular among photographers in the decades that followed. Indeed, cameraless
photography continued to resonate with artists in the 1930s and 1940s due to the medium’s
connections to the fundamentals of photography, but also to abstraction, Surrealism, and avantgarde art practice in general. Surrealism’s continued activity and its increasingly international
presence brought with it new cameraless experimenters in Europe and the United States. Artists
in Japan began experimenting with cameraless photography in the early 1930s, just prior to and
immediately following the arrival of the Film und Foto exhibition in 1931.4 In the immediate
post-WWII period, abstraction came to the fore once again in Germany among artists working in
Subjective photography. Moholy-Nagy’s move to the United States in 1937 to lead the New
Bauhaus in Chicago, and his subsequent founding of the School of Design in 1939, brought a
new generation of photographers to cameraless photography, as he continued to teach the process
as part of the school’s curriculum. Cameraless photography did not disappear after 1929. On the
contrary, even if critical writing about the medium tapered off, the practice continued.
Although the flurry of written texts in support of cameraless photography diminished
after 1929, the medium continued to appear in publications and in a range of prominent
exhibitions on art and photography into the 1930s and beyond. Among the most important were
Julien Levy Gallery’s exhibitions Surrealisme (1932), Modern European Photography (1932),
and a solo show of Man Ray’s photography (1932); Alfred H. Barr’s 1936 exhibitions Cubism
and Abstract and Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism at the Museum of Modern Art; Beaumont
Newhall’s 1937 exhibition Photography 1839-1937 also at the Museum of Modern Art; and in
Lucia Moholy’s book A Hundred Years of photography.5 These exhibitions and books
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highlighted the importance of cameraless photography to the histories of photography and
modernism.
This dissertation has contributed to the continued interest in cameraless processes that has
captured the imagination of artists and amateurs since the birth of the medium. As discussed
above, cameraless photography was increasingly common in the modern photographer’s
repertoire in the years that followed.6 In recent decades, cameraless photography has experienced
a resurgence among contemporary artists.7 A response to the ubiquity of digital photography and
the presumed death of traditional darkroom practices, in the last several decades artists have
looked to cameraless processes as a means of dealing with photography’s ongoing relationship
with invention and obsolescence. Works by artists like Alison Rossiter make use of obsolete
papers, while Eric William Carroll and Christian Marclay create large-scale works that reference
the passage of time or cameraless photography as a rudimentary recording device. Artist and
cameraless photography historian Floris Neusüss often uses the body in his large-scale
cameraless photographs, while Adam Fuss, Susan Derges, and Hiroshi Sugimoto create a range
of work that references aspects of the early cameraless images of Talbot or Anna Atkins. Other
artists, like Marco Breuer and Pierre Cordier, have taken traditional darkroom work to a new
level by manipulating papers, objects, chemicals, and light sources in new and intriguing ways.
As articulated time and again by Moholy-Nagy, cameraless photography gets to the very nature
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of photography itself and is therefore essential to understanding that, in the end, “photography is:
writing with light.”8

8
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(1929): 34.
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